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This study analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of the
United States Navy's centralized nonappropriated fund account-
ing, banking, and payroll procedures from the standpoint of
the many field activity managers who are required to admin-
ister and conform to them. A comprehensive review of the flow
and control of nonappropriated funds within the Department of
the Navy is presented, with particular emphasis on the mission
and objectives of the Nonappropriated Fund Accounting System
Section (NAFAS) and the administrative details of currently
mandated accounting, banking, and payroll procedures. Environ-
mental factors that impact on field activity managers are
also discussed. Their responses to a world-wide, author-
developed survey of April 1981 dealing with the efficiency
and effectiveness of centralized systems and procedures are
displayed and analyzed. Identifiable problems and trends
resulting from this analysis are subsequently discussed,
conclusions and recommendations are advanced by the author,
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The Department of the Navy (DON) currently operates and
maintains approximately 146 retail stores (post exchanges)
,
110 packaged liquor stores, over 300 officer and enlisted
men's clubs (messes), 164 major recreation facilities, 175
auto service centers, 83 commissary stores, 326 barber and
beauty shops, 37 Navy lodges, and a host of other services
and facilities on behalf of active duty and retired military
personnel and their dependents. [1] Collectively referred
to as "Morale, Welfare, and Recreation" (MWR) activities, these
services and facilities have, over the years, been expanded
and promoted by the Navy and have played an increasingly
important role in fulfilling the fundamental needs and expecta-
tions of many service members.
In the experiences of this author, most military personnel
greatly appreciate and depend upon the many MWR services at
their dispoasl. However, many of these same individuals para-
doxically take them for granted in that they inaccurately
perceive them as being permanent and inviolable benefits
necessarily owed them in partial compensation for their
willingness to endure generally lower pay than their civilian
counterparts, frequent changes in duty station and family
separations, and other inconveniences associated with military
life. Based on this author's observations, this sort of
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thinking is premised on a general lack of awareness of the
legal realities and actual sources of financial support for
Navy MWR activities.
Contrary to those who believe otherwise, currently exist-
ing military MWR programs are not guaranteed benefits nor are
they specifically mandated in Federal legislation. Instead,
the availability of MWR services to military service members
is heavily dependent on the volume, management, and conscien-
tious usage of the profits and fees generated by their own
patronage of local exchanges, package stores, clubs, and
recreation facilities. [2] For administrative and accounting
purposes, these profits and fees are officially referred to
as "nonappropriated funds." Their title is derived from the
fact that, while they occupy the legal status of government
funds, they are maintained separately and apart from the funds
which are recorded in the bocks of the United States Treasury
and are to be used solely for the collective benefit of mili-
tary and authorized civilian personnel who were responsible
for generating them. [3]
Within the DON, MWR activities receive approximately 7 5
percent of their funding support from the nonappropriated
funds which they themselves generate. [4] Remaining support
is derived from Congressionally appropriated funds. Over the
past decade both the Navy and the other uniformed services
have been under increasing pressure to make military MWR
programs more self-sufficient and less dependent on Federally
15

appropriated funds. This pressure has originated from the
appropriations process itself and through increased Congres-
sional oversight of military MWR activities. Although annual
Department of Defense (DOD) Appropriations Acts contain broad
provisions for military "welfare and recreation," funding for
these programs is channeled into general personnel, operations,
and maintenance appropriations. [5] The amount of appropriated
funds ultimately used in support of MWR programs is left to
the discretion of each military service and must be decided
upon within the context of other highly competitive spending
priorities. Efforts to limit Defense spending have placed
increasing pressure on the Navy to decrease the amount of
appropriated funds used in support of MWR activities and
rechannel those funds into more urgently needed mission
requirements. These pressures have been brought about by the
Government Accounting Office (GAO) which, through a series of
audits and surveys, has repeatedly recommended to the Congress
that military MWR activities either be reduced or made less
dependent on Federally appropriated funds. [6] The GAO has
taken the position that military members should be made to
get along with fewer services or contribute more of their own
monies in support of these activities. [7]
In the opinion of the author, efforts to curtail approp-
riated funding support for military MWR activities have been
ill-timed in relation to recent military retention problems,
particularly within the Navy. On the one hand, military
16

planners strongly desire to make available as many MWR
services as possible to their members as incentives for
retention. This is particularly important when reductions in
MWR services are being viewed as an erosion of "benefits" by
military personnel. On the other hand, Federally appropriated
funds which might otherwise be used for MWR activities are
being channeled elsewhere and the amount of continued Congres-
sional support for military MWR programs is, at best,
questionable. [8] In an effort to gain better control over
the use of MWR resources and enhance the management credibil-
ity of these programs on behalf of an increasingly concerned
Congress, the Navy has taken a series of steps to improve the
manner in which both appropriated and nonappropriated funds
are managed and accounted for by MWR field activities and at
the headquarters level. Central to this effort has been the
establishment of the Navy's Nonappropriated Fund Accounting
System Section (NAFAS) , a subsection of the Financial Manage-
ment Branch of the Recreational Services Division of the Naval
Military Personnel Command (NMPC)
.
Located at Naval Air Station, Patuxent River, Maryland,
NAFAS presently performs centralized accounting and banking
services in support of approximately 700 Navy MWR activities
throughout the world. Additionally, NAFAS accounts for and
manages a series of NMPC Central Funds. These funds are used
as a vehicle for collecting, temporarily investing, and
redistributing a variety of assessments and profits from Navy
17

MWR activities. This is done for the purpose of ensuring that
at least part of the earnings generated by the profitable
activities are redistributed in such a manner that the bene-
fits from these earnings equitably accrue to the Navy community
as a whole, including small or remotely located installations
whose welfare and recreation activities are not self-supporting
Lastly, NAFAS sponsors a centralized Touch Pay System which
currently services and accounts for a payroll consisting of
approximately 20,000 nonappropriated fund employees. A
detailed description of the accounting, banking and payroll
services performed by NAFAS is included in Chapter II of this
study.
B. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES OF RESEARCH
During recent hearings before the Nonappropriated Funds
Panel of the House Armed Services Committee, the Navy was
singularly praised by Congressional leaders for its many
management initiatives in working toward the efficient and
equitable use of nonappropriated funds on behalf of its
members. [9] Within the Navy, NAFAS was subsequently accorded
special recognition for its sustained superior performance in
facilitating the improved management and use of nonappropriated
funds. [10] The primary purpose of this study is to conduct
an examination of the methods and procedures currently em-
ployed by NAFAS in managing the flow and control of non-
appropriated funds within the DON and to evaluate the impact,
positive or otherwise, which NAFAS has had on the financial
management practices of Navy MWR field activities.
18

Among the many achievements for which it has been praised,
NAFAS has been credited with having provided improved finan-
cial management information and guidance to field activity
managers and with having significantly reduced the administra-
tive requirements for routine bookkeeping at the field level.
Reductions in bookkeeping have allegedly resulted in reducing
the number of personnel assigned to field accounting duties
and aggregate administrative overhead costs associated with
Navy-wide MWR activities. [11]
During the course of this author's preliminary research,
it was discovered that, while most of the achievements of
which NAFAS has been credited are soundly based on auditable
and verifiable data, alleged improvements involving the
quality of financial management information and reductions in
administrative workloading are not based on comprehensive or
formal feedback from field activities themselves. It was
further learned that, despite the many far reaching changes
in nonappropriated fund accounting and banking procedures
which have occurred over the past 15 years, no formal post-
implementation survey has ever been conducted for the purpose
of objectively measuring the impact of these changes on field
activity managers in their day-to-day planning and operations.
Accordingly, the specific objectives of this study are to:
1. Descriptively review and identify the basis for cur-
rently existing accounting, banking, and payroll services pro-
vided by NAFAS and examine the criteria upon which NAFAS





2. Based on the collective experiences and perceptions
of field activity managers, quantify and formally evaluate the
performance of NAFAS with respect to:
a. the timeliness and accuracy of centralized
accounting services
.
b. the degree to which the financial management
information and guidance provided by NAFAS has
assisted field managers in planning and managing
their operations.
c. the approximate extent to which centralized
banking, accounting, and payroll services have
contributed to reductions in personnel and
administrative overhead at the field activity
level
.
d. the extent to which existing accounting, banking,
and payroll procedures have either contributed to




Evaluate whether or not actions can or need to be




The research methods employed in this study include:
1. literature research,
2. interviews with the Director of NAFAS, other opera-
tional personnel at the headquarters level, and various field
(club and recreation) managers, and
3. data collection (including financial statements pro-
vided by NAFAS and field activity responses to a formal
questionnaire, which was developed by this author in conjunc-
tion with the Director of NAFAS and other persons experienced
in nonappropriated fund accounting)
.
The format and contents of the author developed question-
naire were purposely designed to assist in meeting the stated
objectives of this study. To facilitate the application of
quantitative, statistical analysis to data received from
20

participating activities, most questions intentionally offer
a limited number of pro forma responses. However, provisions
for amplifying remarks and unformatted responses to certain
questions have also been included for the purpose of gaining
additional insights and discovering hitherto unforeseen prob-
lem areas and trends related to financial management at the
field level. The data is presented and then analyzed by the
author, and conclusions and recommendations are rendered.
D. THESIS ORGANIZATION
Chapter I briefly introduced the magnitude of Navy MWR
programs, their reliance on nonappropriated funds support,
and the increasing need for the conscientious management and
usage of MWR resources within the military. NAFAS was then
introduced and the impetus for planned research was provided.
The author's objectives and research methodologies were also
delineated.
Chapter II provides the reader with a broad overview of
the nonappropriated funds flow process and describes the basis
for the centralized accounting, banking, and payroll services
presently utilized by MWR field activities and coordinated by
NAFAS. The mission, objectives, and management perspectives
of NAFAS are specifically defined and compared in scope with
those of field activity managers. In describing their
respective management horizons and performance measures, the
groundwork is laid for a more objective analysis of how field
activity managers view the efficiency and effectiveness with
21

which NAFAS provides centralized accounting, banking, and
payroll services, improved financial management guidance,
and reductions in clerical support at the field activity
level.
Chapter III provides details of the analysis conducted.
It commences by establishing the planned framework for analysis
Data is then presented, the tools of quantitative analysis
are applied, and a discussion of structured responses to each
survey question is provided. Lastly, a subjective analysis is
applied to free form comments offered in the formal field sur-
veys and in interviews with field activity managers. Problems,
issues, and trends which were noticeably recurring in nature
are identified and discussed.
In Chapter IV, the author summarizes the significant find-
ings of the study. Conclusions and recommendations are drawn
from the interpretation of data, quantitative analysis, and
trends identified in free form commentary and field interviews.
Lastly, concluding remarks are made by the author and the





The purpose of this chapter is to provide sufficient back-
ground information to enable the reader to fully understand
the analysis which is presented in Chapter III. With this
objective in mind, the contents of this chapter include:
1. A broad overview of the Nonappropriated Funds (NAF)
flow process within the Department of the Navy (DON) in order
to locate and preview the responsibilities of the Nonapprop-
riated Funds Accounting System Section (NAFAS) within that
process
.
2. An overview of the mission and organization of NAFAS,
including a summary of internal operations, management per-
spectives and a closer look at the details of centralized
accounting, banking, and payroll procedures.
3. A general description of the operational environment
in which field activity managers must manage and account for
their resources.
Prior to addressing the above topics, it should be men-
tioned that current policies governing Navy Morale, Welfare,
and Recreation (MWR) Programs and the operations of NAFAS are
spread about in numerous written publications, instructions,
notices, letters, messages, and memoranda. During the course
of research it was discovered that, in several instances,
actual operating practices do not necessarily correspond to
written policy guidance. In other instances, established
operating procedures were not documented in writing at all.
This was especially true of operations observed within NAFAS.
In the opinion of the author, all cf these conditions are
traceable to the continuously changing policy decisions and
23

management methods associated with MWR programs in the DON,
which are extremely sensitive to and driven by shifts in Con-
gressional policies. Regardless of their underlying cause,
the existence of these conditions has necessitated heavy
reliance on the author's personal observations and interviews
with key NAF personnel in developing the background material
for this chapter.
It should also be mentioned that, due to the highly tech-
nical nature of this chapter, reference citing can be taken
to unmanageable extremes. In an effort to preclude the refer-
encing of each and every sentence, the following are cited as
common sources in the development of these discussions:
1 . Centralized Accounting, Banking and Payroll Procedures
a. NAVSO P-3519, handbook on "Nonappropriated Fund
Financial Management Standards and Policies."
b. NAVSO P-3520, handbook on "Nonappropriated Fund
Accounting Procedures."
c. The Naval Comptroller (NAVCOMPT) Manual.
d. "The Bureau of Naval Personnel Training Course
for Centralized Accounting and Centralized Banking Systems"
(Self-Paced)
.
e. Self-Paced "Criterion-Referenced" Instruction
Manuals for Navy Mess and Consolidated Package Store (CPS)
Accounting (7 volumes)
.
f. Amendment for Solicitation NR 66540-81-R-0500
,
which summarizes the mission and organization of NAFAS
.
g. Touch-Pay System Users Manual.
h. Interviews and subsequent phone conversations
with the following NAF Officials:
1. Mr. Bob Bieshelt, Director, NAFAS.
2. Mr. Thomas Tubbs , Assistant Director, NAFAS.
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3. Mr. Charles Hoffman, Central Fund Accounting
Unit Head, NAFAS
.
4. Mr. Peter Hirschman, Field Accounting and
Banking Services Unit Head, NAFAS.
5. Mr. Bruce Fahnestock, Systems Control/Data
Entry Supervisor, NAFAS.
6. Mrs. Joyce Ramsey, Supervisor of Banking
Services, NAFAS.
7. Mr. Dick Scehnet, Accountant forBanking
Facilities Obligations, NAFAS.
8. Mr. Charles Nesci, Accounting Technicial
Field Accounting, NAFAS.
9. Mr. Larry Sparks, Recreation Director, Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California.
2. NMPC Central Fund Management/Cashflows
a. Management Consulting Report M00031 of March 1981.
"Review of Alternative Methods of Distributing Navy Exchange
Profits for Recreation Program Support," prepared by the Man-
agement Consulting Division of the Naval Audit Service.
b. U.S. Congress, House Committee on Armed Services,
Hearings before the Nonappropriated Fund Panel of the Inves-
tigations Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services,
1979. (House document #96-27).
c. "Navy Recreation: An Overview," by Robert C. Perry,
The Navy Supply Corps Newsletter , November 1978.
d. Bureau Naval Personnel (BUPERS) Instruction 1710.11,
Special Services Manual , including message changes thereto.
e. NAVPERS 15951, Manual for Messes Ashore, including
message changes thereto.
f. BUPERS Instruction 1746. 5A, "Packaged Alcoholic
Beverage Sales at Navy Installations."
g. BUPERS Instruction 10150. 2C "Slot Machine
Operations .
"




i. Naval Military Personnel Command (NAVMILPERSCOM)
Notice 1742 of 8 July 1980. "Nonappropriated Fund Financial
Planning for Open Messes, Consolidated Package Stores, and
Common Support Service Offices."
j. NAVMILPERSCOM Notice 7010 of 19 May 1980, "Special
Services Nonappropriated Fund Operational Budget."
k. Interviews and subsequent phone conversations with
the following NAF officials:
1. Mr. Gerry Eckenfels, Head Field Support Section,
Recreational Services Division (Code 65) of the
Naval Military Personnel Command (NMPC)
.
2. Mr. Greg Schnitzler, Investment Administrator,
NMPC-6 5.
3. Mr. M. Esposito, Accounting Branch Manager,
Navy Resale and Services Support Office
(NAVRESSO)
.
4. Mr. Joe Lance, Executive Director, Navy Motion
Picture Service fMPS)
.
5. Previously mentioned NAFAS personnel.
B. OVERVIEW OF THE NAF FLOW PROCESS
In the experience of this author, developing a clear
understanding of Navy MWR programs and the NAF flow process
associated with them was made unnecessarily difficult due to
inconsistencies in written terminology, definitions, and pro-
fessional jargon which were encountered in formal instructions,
Congressional testimony, and oral interviews with key NAF
program officials. For example, the terms "MWR activities,"
"recreational activities," "special services activities," and
"recreation activities" are frequently used in an interchange-
able manner by NAF officials, despite subtle differences in
what these terms are intended to mean according to their formal
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definitions. In an attempt to reduce or eliminate similar
problems in this study, Appendix A provides definitions of
these and other terms which are considered fundamental to the
ultimate understanding of this work and supporting research
literature.
In the opinion of the author, the overlap, ambiguity, and
the potential for inconsistency in the usage of the terms
contained in Appendix I are self-evident. Accordingly,
Exhibit II-l has been constructed to more clearly illustrate
the relationship of these terms as they will be used by the
author. As shown in this exhibit, the MWR activities at a
Navy shore installation typically consist of retail and rec-.
reational activities . Recreational activities are further
broken down into two subcategories: leisure time dining and
drinking activities (Navy Messes and Clubs) and general rec-
reation activities. The aggregate of all general recreation
activities consitute what is commonly referred to as the Navy's
Special Services Program.
General recreation ("special services") activities are
funded and administered through a local command recreation
fund. Although the Commanding Officer of a Navy shore instal-
lation is normally assigned the overall responsibility for
administering the local recreation fund, the details of fund
management and accounting are typically delegated to a local
department, division, or some other organizational component
within the command. For mailing and administrative purposes,
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Departments or Divisions, Recreation Departments or Divisions,
Recreation Service Management Offices, or some other organiza-
tional title. Despite dissimilarities in their titles, they
all perform essentially the same functions. [12] Accordingly,
for the purposes of this study, the term "Recreation Fund
Activity" shall be applied to organizational components of
shore based installations which are directly responsible for
the management and accounting control over local recreation
funds
.
Exhibit II-l also indicates that Navy Exchanges (NEX's),
Consolidated Packaged Stores (CPS's), Navy Messes (Clubs),
and Recreation Fund Activities are designated and concurrently
serve as Nonappropriated Fund Instrumentaltiies (NAFI's). As
previously defined, NAFI's are fiscal and management entities
which are organized for the purpsoe of administering non-
appropriated funds. Within the DON, they are authorized and
established individually or jointly by the Chief of Naval Per-
sonnel (CHNAVPERS) and the Commander, Naval Supply Systems
Command (NAVSUP) . [13]
During the early stages of this research, the author
experienced difficulties in differentiating between MWR
activities and NAFI's since Navy Messes, CPS's, NEX's, and
Recreation Fund Activities concurrently serve as MWR Activi-
ties (e.g., provide goods and services to military patrons)
and NAFI's (e.g., are authorized to maintain custody and
accounting control over nonappropriated funds) . Subsequent
research revealed that not all MWR activities (such as
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bowling alleys and golf courses) are designated as NAFI's. In
this instance, the local Recreation Fund Activity serves as
the authorized NAFI and is accountable for all resident or
"subordinate" general recreation activities. Conversely,
there are several NAFI's which are not in the business of
directly providing goods and services to military patrons and
function solely as financial management and accounting
entities. The best example of this is NAFAS itself, which
exercises substantial accounting control over nonappropriated
funds but is not in the business of directly providing goods
and services to military members and therefore cannot be co-
labelled an MWR activity. The importance of clearly distin-
guishing between NAFI's and MWR activities is driven by the
fact that NAFI's (and not MWR activities) serve as the conduits
or linkages for the NAF flow process within DON. Consequently,
this distinction can be helpful in fully understanding the
NAF flow process itself.
When aggregated, the range of MWR activities provided to
military personnel is so extensive that senior military of-
ficials have found it necessary to segregate MWR activities and
their supporting NAFI ' s into the following broad categories




I Armed Forces Exchanges
II Other Revenue and Resale Sharing
(e.g., Consolidated Package Stores)
III Military General Welfare and Recreation
IV Civilian Employee General Welfare and
Recreation
V Open Messes (Clubs)
VI Other Membership Associations
VII Common Support Service NAFI '
s
VIII Supplemental Mission Services
(e.g., BOQ's) [14]
Appendix B contains a detailed listing of the various
services and facilities included under each MWR category.
Exhibit II-2 reiterates the above MWR categories and displays
cost data showing the amounts of appropriated and nonappro-
priated funds spent on each MWR category with the DON. Cost
figures contained in this exhibit were based on a demographic
survey (vice purely historical cost data) conducted in 1976
by an Office of Management and Budget/Department of Defense
study group. These absolute dollar ammounts offer insights in
terms of MWR program emphasis and NAF spending priorities
with the DON. Furthermore, they provide a basis for explain-
ing the current organizational structure for the management
and administration of NAFI ' s within the DON.
As indicated in Exhibit II-2, 56 percent of all NAF
resources are channeled into Category I (NEX) activities.
Approximately 44 percent of all NAF resources are channeled
into the seven remaining MWR categories. Although these per-
centages fluctuate from year to year, they point out the
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compared to other MWR programs within the DON. While it is
the primary consumer of NAF ' s within the Navy, the NEX Program
not only pays for itself but also generates substantial profits
which are used to partially defray the costs of General Wel-
fare Recreation (Category III) Programs. For example, NEX
profits distributed to Navy recreation programs exceeded 40
million dollars in fiscal year 1979 alone and sales revenues
generated by NEX's have exceeded one billion dollars annually
since 1974. [15] Due to its enormous size and complexity, the
NEX program is managed and operated separately from all other
MWR programs
.
Exhibit II-3 was constructed by the author to delineate
the functional lines of authority and responsibility associated
with Navy MWR programs and to distinguish the separate chains
of command which exist for the NEX Program and "other" MWR
programs. Although NAVSUP is ultimately responsible for the
NEX Program, it is physically coordinated and centrally adminis-
tered by the Navy Resale and Services Support Office (NAVRESSO)
located in Brooklyn, New York. Among other things, NAVRESSO
performs the following support services on behalf of Navy
Exchanges
:
1. Centralized accounting on a worldwide basis, includ-
ing preparation of monthly financial statements on behalf of
each exchange.
2. Prepares and distributes, on a weekly basis, over
20,000 paychecks for NEX employees.
3
.





4. Negotiates merchandise price agreements and contracts.
5. Monitors and analyzes merchandise management and
operating results for each exchange.
6. Plans and coordinates the refurbishment and construc-
tion of Navy Exchange facilities.
7. Purchases equipment for NEX's.
8
.
Conducts training for civilian managers of NEX depart-
ments and provides inputs to the NEX Officer training program.
9. Performs inspections, audits, and internal reviews.
10. Coordinates the distribution of NEX and Ship's Store
profits of Navy recreation programs. [16]
As shown in Exhibit II-3, CHNAVPERS is assigned overall
responsibility for the management of all MWR programs and
activities other than those associated with the NEX Program.
In this capacity CHNAVPERS is the "designated agent of the
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) for the supervision of all
Navy-wide recreation programs" and is specifically tasked
with:
1. Providing a method that will ensure an equitable dis-
tribution of recreation funds throughout the Navy. Only the
CHNAVPERS shall have the authority to levy assessments upon
recreation funds of activities afloat and ashore;
2. Considering requests for funds from commanders in the
chain of command above the unit level to support area/command-
wide recreation programs;
3. Promulgating directives and guidelines which will
ensure the most efficient management and operation of special
services activities and open and closed messes, including
instructions for conducting audits;
4
.
Reviewing and approving proposals and budgets for
construction, alteration, and repair projects involving special
services activities and open and closed messes.
5 Audit and survey special services activities and open
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6. Providing, as required, guidance and assistance to
immediate superiors in command in the inspection of special
services activities and open and closed messes; and
7. Reviewing and concurring in all NEX related projects
in excess of $25,000.00 for construction, alteration, or
repair. [17]
As evidenced by the NAF usage data contained in Exhibit
II-2, Category III (General Welfare and Recreation) and
Category V (Open Messes/Clubs) are the largest consumers of
NAF dollars outside of the NEX Program. Recreational activi-
ties comprising these two categories represent the primary
thrust of the Navy's composite recreation program. Under
CHNAVPERS , the Recreational Services Division of the Naval
Military Personnel Command (NMPC-65) is specifically tasked
with the day to day duties of managing, coordinating, and
centrally administering Navy Messes and General Recreation
Activities as well as Category II (Consolidated Package Liquor
Stores) and other miscellaneous MWR activities. To this end,
NMPC-65 performs many of the same support functions on behalf
of its field activities that NAVRESSO performs on behalf of
NEX ' s . These include, but are not limited to:
1. Provisions of centralized accounting and banking
services, including the preparation of periodic (normally
monthly) financial statements for mess, recreation fund
activities, package stores, and billeting fund activities
(BOQ's) .
2. Supervision of NAF employee insurance and benefit
programs
.
3. Monitoring and analyzing the operating performance
of mess, CPS, and recreation fund activities.
4. Establishing financial operating standards for mess,
CPS, and recreation fund activities.
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5. Controlling and coordinating the flow of funds for
the construction or refurbishment of mess, CPS and recreation
facilities
.
6. Controlling and coordinating the flow of funds for the
purchase of major mess and recreation equipments.
7. Conducting management training for mess, CPS, and
recreation managers.
8. Performing inspections, audits, and internal reviews
of mess, CPS and recreation fund activities as requested by
mess, CPS and recreation managers of their immediate superiors
in command (ISICS)
.
9. Managing the NMPC Central Fund which involves collect-
ing NAF's from profitable MWR activities (e.g., NEX's and
CPS's), temporarily investing them in short term debt instru-
ments, and equitably distributing the principal and interest
from those investments in recreation programs throughout the
Navy for the purpose of ensuring that equitable mess and
recreation services accrue to all Navy personnel on a world-
wide basis.
10. Formulating budget guidance and approving budget
requests for all mess, CPS and recreation fund activities. [18]
As depicted in Exhibit II-3, NAFAS is organized and
operated under the cognizance and guidance of the Head of the
Financial Management Branch within NMPC-65. Serving as the
accounting arm for NMPC-65, NAFAS either directly performs or
in some way supports many of the aforementioned services for
which NMPC-65 has been credited. [19] Exhibit II-3 was in-
tended by the author to locate NAFAS within the hierarchy of
the DON's management structure. Instead Exhibits II-4 and II-5
have been constructed to indicate NAFAS ' s actual involvement
in the NAF flow process. Due to the detailed nature of these
exhibits and the complexity of the NAF flow process itself,
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Committed Cash $47.2 $53.0 $51.5
Loans & Accounts Receivable $24.0 $21.3 $18.5
Navy Lodge Loan Receivable $ 8.7 $ 8.0 $-0-
Other Assets $ .2 $ .3 $ .4
Total $&0.1 $82.6 $70.4
$ In Millions
LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
FY77 FY78 FY79
Current Liabilities
(e.g., Vendor Bills) $ 4.7 $ 6.7 $ 7.0
Long Term Liabilities
Facility Projects* $28.6 $32.4 $42.2
Funded Reserves $-0- $ 2.6 $ 1.6
Net Worth $46.8 $40.9 $19.6
Total $80.1 $82.6 $70.4
$ In Millions
* In addition to these contractual liabilities at the end of
FY77 , FY78 and FY79, there were approved facility improvement
projects being designed which totalled $25. 3M, $31. 0M, and
$38. 9M respectively by fiscal year.
FUNDS RECEIVED DURING EACH FISCAL YEAR
FY77 FY7 8 FY79
Exchange Assessments ?50% $18.2 $17.8 $18.7
Mess, CPS & Billeting Assessments $2.1 $2.5 $2.7
Slot Machine Assessments $2.1 $2.0 $ .7
Ships' Stores Assessments $1.8 $2.2 $2.1
Movie Assessments & Reimbursements $2.8 $3.0 $2.6
Interest Income** $ 5.8 $ 8.4 $11.7
Loan Repayments $3.0 $3.5 $2.3
Prior Year Income and Residual Funds $ 3.4 $ .3 $ .6
Other Sources (Net) $1.2 $2.4 $1.5
Total Funds Taken In $40.4 $42.1 $42.9
Reduction in Committed Cash $- $- $ 1.5
Total Sources of Funds That Were
Used $40.4 $42.1 $44.4
$ In Millions
** Interest earned on the investment of temporarily idle cash
balances in the Central Fund and Field Banking System.
Average invested funds were $103. 9M, $117. 1M, and $121. 1M
respectively by fiscal year.
[Source: NAFAS]











Services & Programs for Field
Activities
Rec Services Div Costs
Total Disbursements




























SERVICES AND PROGRAMS FOR FIELD ACTIVITIES
(Costs Paid by Central Funds)
FY77
Fleet Movie Program
Insurance and Fringe Benefits
Facility Planning and Design
Training and Field Assistance
Central Accounting and Banking
Sports and Recreation Programs








































Exhibit II-4 identifies the primary sources of funds for
which NAFAS has accounting responsibility and presents a model
of how the outflows of NAF ' s from these sources are ultimately
channeled into one of three separate concentration bank ac-
counts, each of which has its own separate accounting system.
Those instances in which Exhibit II-4 simplifies the known
realities of actual funds movements are thoroughly explained
in supporting commentary and primarily involve automated trans-
fers of funds to, from, and within the concentration bank
accounts
.
Though the details of centralized accounting and banking
procedures are rendered in subsequent sections of this study,
a brief overview is needed at this point to facilitate a
clearer understanding of the NAF flows which are illustrated
in Exhibit II-4. As depicted in this exhibit, NAF * s funds
emanating from NEX ' s , Ship's Stores, CPS's, slot machines,
Bachelor Officer's Quarters (BOQ's), motion picture theaters,
Navy Messes (Open) , and Recreation Fund activities ultimately
end up in a Central Fund Concentration Bank Account, Mess
Central Concentration Bank Account, or Recreation Central
Concentration Bank Account located at the First National Bank
(FNB) of St. Louis, Missouri. The Central Fund Concentration
Bank Account serves as a repository for the collection, sub-
sequent investment, and controlled disbursement of a variety
of profits and assessments levied by CHNAVPERS on specific
field activities (e.g., those shown in Exhibit II-4) in support
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of a NMPC Central Fund. The Mess Central Concentration Bank
Account serves as the primary banking repository for approxi-
mately 516 Messes, CPS's, and BOQ s . Lastly, the Recreation
Central Concentration Bank Account serves as the primary bank-
ing repository for 164 Recreation Fund Activities. [20]
As illustrated in Exhibit II-4, Messes, CPS's, BOQ ' s , and
Recreation Fund Activities also maintain depository accounts
with local banks. Cash receipts from sales, fees, or charges
are deposited into these local accounts on a daily basis and
accounting source documents reflecting these deposits are con-
currently prepared and forwarded to NAFAS by mail. Upon re-
ceiving these source documents, NAFAS verifies their accuracy
and then inputs them into either the Mess Central Accounting
System (MCAS) or Recreation Central Accounting System (RCAS)
,
which are computerized and electronically linked to FNB St.
Louis via taped teleprocessing. Upon electronically receiving
notification of local deposits by activities participating in
the MCAS or RCAS system, FNB St. Louis automatically debits
either the Mess Central or Recreation Central Concentration
Bank Account and then forwards a depository transfer check
(DTC) to their local bank directing the transfer of the
deposit amount from the local bank to FNB St. Louis. Under
this system, local depository bank accounts maintained by
MCAS/RCAS participants are used solely for the safekeeping
of daily cash collections and as a vehicle for transferring
funds into the concentration banking system. Except for
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petty cash, authorized payroll, credit card or foreign cur-
rency accounts, all cash disbursements made by these field
activities are paid out by checks drawn against the Mess
Central or Recreation Central Concentration Bank Account in
St. Louis and not their local bank account. [21]
From the standpoint of FNB St. Louis, the Mess Central
and Recreation Central Concentration Bank Accounts are merely
two of the three large bodies of cash maintained in their
bank by the "Navy" (the Central Fund Concentration Account
being the third) . However, from the standpoint of NAFAS and
participating field activities, these large concentration
accounts represent the aggregation of hundreds of smaller
bank accounts . Through the MCAS and RCAS , which are operated
by NAFAS, cash assets that are maintained in the concentration
bank accounts at FNB St. Louis are administratively and func-
tionally divided into smaller bank accounts in which the cur-
rent cash balances of each participating field activity are
maintained. These smaller bank accounts are hereafter refer-
red to as MCAS/RCAS bank accounts
.
Copies of all deposit slips and checks which are written
against the concentration bank accounts by participating field
activities are attached to the accounting source documents
that are forwarded to NAFAS on a daily basis. NAFAS then
debits or credits the appropriate MCAS/RCAS bank account of
each activity by entering the source date received from each
activity into the computerized MCAS and RCAS systems.
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Other than actually serving as the physical repository for
cash receipts, one of NAFAS s primary missions is to perform
all banking services on behalf of participating field activi-
ties that they could normally expect to receive if their
monies were retained in a checking account with their local
bank. Accordingly, NAFAS maintains running account balances,
reconciles the accounts, and forwards monthly financial state-
ments to each field activity. [22]
The foregoing discussion of the accounting-banking relation-
ship which exists between NAFAS, FNB St. Louis, and participat-
ing field activities was included to facilitate a better
understanding of the NAF flows depicted in Exhibit II-4. Tak-
ing these relationships into account, actual cash outflows
from each of the activities shown in Exhibit II-4 occur as
presented in the following subsections.
1. NEX's
NEX's utilize pro forma procedures developed by NAV-
RESSO for determining their net profit margin at the end of
each accounting month. From this net profit margin, deduc-
tions are made for reinvestment in the NEX program and other
pre-established exemptions such as snack bar and vending
operations. Following these deductions, the remainder of pro-
fits from each exchange are made available for distribution
to Navy Recreation Funds. Of those profits available for
distribution, current CHNAVPERS policy stipulates that 50
percent be transferred into the NMPC Central Fund and 50
45

percent be transferred into the local recreation fund of
the command where the NEX is located. [23]
As illustrated in Exhibit II-4, NAVRESSO coordinates
the collection of NEX profit distributions and their sub-
sequent transfer into the NMPC Central Fund and Recreation
Central Fund Concentration Bank Accounts. Utilizing account-
ing source documents received from NAVRESSO, NAFAS ensures
that debits are properly recorded in the appropriate RCAS
bank accounts of the Recreation Fund Activities for which
local profit distributions are intended. These debits are
reflected in the financial statements which are forwarded
to each Recreation Fund Activity by NAFAS following the end
of each accounting month. [24]
2 . Ship's Stores
Ship's stores are retail stores operated aboard afloat
units. They are required to contribute to the NMPC Central
Fund and are currently assessed at the following monthly rates
a. Personnel allowance of below 500 - 3.5 percent
of total ship's store sales.
b. Personnel allowance between 500 and 1500 - 4.5
percent of total ship's store sales.
c. Personnel allowance above 1500 - 5 percent of
total ship's store sales. [25]
As shown in Exhibit II-4, NAVRESSO coordinates the
collection of shio's store sales assessments and their sub-





Profit distributions from CPS's have been the subject
of considerable controversy in recent years, stemming from
the fact that for years CPS profits were used exclusively to
subsidize the Navy Mess System. Through this arrangement,
unprofitable messes have been kept in operation and profit-
able messes have been afforded the opportunity to provide
substantial price breaks on food and drinks to their
customers. [26] Taking exception to this practice, GAO has
pressed for and has been successful in affecting major policy
changes with respect to CPS profit distributions. Briefly
summarized, GAC ' s nosition is that unprofitable messes (except
those located in remote areas) should be disestablished,
profitable messes should be self-sustaining, and that CPS
profits should be used for general recreation programs to
enable the Congress to ultimately reduce Federally appropriated
funding support for those programs. [27]
With this in mind, 25 percent of all CPS profits are
currently being channeled into the NMPC Central Fund. The
remaining 75 percent of CPS profits are distributed to the
local Commanding Officer of the base or installation where
the CPS is located. [28] The base or installation commander
then has the prerogative of using all or part of these monies
to support local club operations or to direct that they be
put into the local command recreation fund. This "decision
point" is represented as a diamond shape in Exhibit II-4.
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According to current doctrine, the use of CPS profits to sup-
port local mess operations must be based on a "demonstrated
need." Furthermore, no single mess type (e.g., Officer,
Chief Petty Officer, or Enlisted Mess) is entitled to more
than its pro rata share of CPS profits based on the patronage
of its members. Military patrons are required to indicate
their rank or grade on the sales receipts of all liquor
purchases. These sales receipts serve as the statistical
basis for determining the maximum pro rata share of CPS
profits which can be spent on each local mess. Permission to
forego this pro rata requirement for CPS profit distributions
to local messes must be obtained from CHNAVPERS . [29]
As shown in Exhibit II-4, cash outflows from CPS's
can ultimately end up in all three of the accounting systems/
concentration bank accounts managed by NAFAS . But this exhibit
does not truly reflect how this is done. As previously dis-
cussed, all CPS sales receipts are deposited locally and sub-
sequently transferred into the Mess Central Concentration Bank
Account. The 25 percent profit distribution ultimately
destined for the NMPC Central Fund is automatically trans-
ferred by NAFAS from the Mess Central Concentration Bank
Account to the Central Fund Concentration Bank Account at
the end of each accounting month. A credit entry is recorded
in the CPS's MCAS account. Profit distributed to local messes
and/or recreation funds are paid out by checks drawn against
the MCAS account. In the case of checks made payable to
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local messes, the amount for which the check is written is
debited to the club's MCAS account and credited to the pack-
age store's MCAS account. In the case of checks made pay-
able to local recreation funds, the amount for which the
check is written is transferred from the MCAS account of the
CPS to the RCAS account of the appropriate Recreation Fund
Activity. [30]
Due to recommended changes in CPS profit usage by the
House Armed Services Committee, by Fiscal Year (FY) 1982, 50
percent of all CPS profit distributions will be directed
into the NMPC Central Fund. By FY 1983, it is anticipated
that 100 percent of all CPS profits will be deposited in
the NMPC Central Fund. [31] Accordingly, local commanders
will be afforded a diminishing role in the distribution of
CPS profits and many of the procedures which have been pre-
viously described will no longer apply.
4 . Slot Machines
Slot machines are owned and operated by the local
messes or special services departments of overseas Naval
installations. Current policy guidelines stipulate that
50 percent of slot machine profits will accrue to the activ-
ity owning the machines and that the remaining 5 percent
will be distributed to the NMPC Central Fund. However,
local Commanding Officers are accorded the flexibility of
evaluating the needs of each mess and the Special Services
Department within their command and may, at their choosing,
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direct that all retained profits accrue to the activity where
the slot machines are physically located, normally on or
adjacent to clubs. [32] Furthermore, all or part of the NMPC
Central Fund assessment has been waived in recent years in an
attempt to improve the solvency of overseas messes. [33]
5. BOQs
BOQs typically generate monies from service charges,
linen charges, rental charges, and sundry sales and are cur-
rently required to contribute three percent of their total
sales revenue to the NMPC Central Fund. [34] This assessment
stems from the fact that 30Qs are required by Congressional
mandate to use civilian NAF employees in clerical, bookkeeping,
and janitorial positions rather than military personnel. Ac-
cordingly, the NMPC Central Fund supports the cost of general
administration, accounting, Certified Public Accountant audit,
insurance and NAF employee benefit programs for BOQs. Central
Fund assessments are levied on BOQs to defray these costs.
Exhibit II-4 illustrates how BOQs participate in the MCAS
.
Sales assessments on BOQs are automatically computed and trans-
ferred by NAFAS from the MCAS account of the BOQ to the Central




The NMPC Central Fund currently provides approximately
five million dollars to the Fleet Movie Program on an annual
basis. Consequently, shore based movie theaters are required
to remit approximately 50 percent of their revenues (e.g.,
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42 cents out of each 85 cent admission charge) from theater
admissions to the Navy Motion Picture Service (MPS) , Brooklyn,
New York. MPS then forwards these monies to NAFAS for sub-
sequent deposit in the NMPC Central Fund Concentration Basic
Account. As depicted in Exhibit II-4, revenues which are
left over after the NMPC assessment are deposited in local
recreation funds and ultimately end up in the Recreation
Central Concentration Bank Account. In return, local recrea-





As shown in Exhibit II-4, Navy Officer, Chief Petty
Officer, and Enlisted Messes participate in the MCAS and
Mess Central Concentration Banking System. In the manner pre-
viously described, revenues from operations are locally depos-
ited and subsequently transferred into the Mess Central
Concentration Bank Account via depository transfer check. [37]
Exhibit II-4 accurately reflects the fact that Navy Messes
are not currently required to contribute to the NMPC Central
Fund.
8 Recreation Fund Activities
It has been a long standing Naval tradition that
Commanding Officers of units afloat and ashore be granted
the authority and responsibility for providing for the morale
and welfare needs of their subordinates. This tradition has
been perpetuated by the philosophy that local commanders are
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in the best position to observe and judge what the recreational
needs of their subordinates actually are. In keeping with this
tradition, general recreation programs are, as previously men-
tioned, administered and controlled through a series of local
command and major command recreation funds. At the end of FY
1979, 857 recreation funds were in operation throughout the
Navy. Of these, 166 were designated participants of the Rec-
reation Central Accounting System (RCAS) operated by NAFAS
.
One hundred sixty-four activities currently participate in
the system. Generally speaking, RCAS participants consist of
major command (e.g., CINCPACFLT, CINCLANTFLT) Recreation Fund
Activities and the Recreation Fund Activities of significant
shore based establishments, which are located both in the
continental United States (CONUS) and abroad. [38]
As shown in Exhibit II-4, Recreation Fund Activities
do not contribute to the NMPC Central Fund nor are they
expected to. On the contrary, they are the primary entities
for which Central Fund dollars are generated and targeted.
Although they are not expected to generate profits, Recrea-
tion Fund Activities are required to budget for and maintain
various levels of self-sufficiency in the operation of local
recreation programs. Assigned levels of self-sufficiency are
established by NMFC-6 5 and take into account projected in-
come from participation fees or charges for the use of local
equipments and facilities by military patrons and income from
recreation resale activities (e.g., golf pro shops, snack bars
at bowling alleys) . [39]
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The final topic for discussion in connection with
Exhibit II-4 is the NMPC-65 Central Fund Investment Admin-
istrator whose job underscores the theory and objectives of
concentration banking. Working in close conjunction with
NAFAS and FNB St. Louis, the investment administrator is
responsible for generating investment earnings on the cash
assets of the NMPC Central Fund (Central Fund Concentration
Bank Account) . This individual is also authorized to borrow
from and temporarily invest idle cash balances of the Mess
Central and Recreation Central Concentration Bank Accounts
which are considered to be in excess of the aggregate daily
operating requirements of participating field activities. [40]
Funds borrowed in this manner are referred to as MCAS/RCAS
Loan Payables.
Current policies authorize the Investment Administra-
tor to invest in short term certificates of deoosit (CDs)
,
treasury issues, the issues of other federal agencies, minor-
ity banks and overnight repurchase agreements. Investments
in repurchase agreements are necessitated by the fact that at
least part of the investment portfolio must be available for
immediate liquidation in the event that the daily cash operat-
ing requirements of MCAS/RCAS field activities are greater
than projected and cause the Mess Central or Recreation Central
Bank Accounts to be drawn below the minimum compensating
balances required by FNB St. Louis. [41] According to the
current investment administrator, forecasting the daily cash
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requirements of MCAS/RCAS field activities is more of an art
than a science and frequently involves a significant amount
of guesswork in addition to daily telephone reports from FNB
St. Louis advising of current fund balances within the Mess
Central and Recreation Central Bank Accounts. NAFAS supports
the investment process of keeping the investment administrator
informed of daily cash deposits and withdrawals from the Cen-
tral Fund Concentration Bank Account. Using informal memo-
randa received from the investment administrator/ NAFAS also
posts all outstanding investments to the general ledger of
the Central Fund Accounting System and ensures that accrued
interest earnings on these investments are recorded on a
monthly basis. [42]
Prior to the implementation of centralized accounting
and banking procedures, significant amounts of idle cash lay
dormant in the local "five percent" savings accounts and
checking accounts of MWR field activities. [43] This practice
became increasingly unacceptable in light of rising economic
inflation and the increased earnings potential of short term
debt instruments. A recent monthly investment summary pre-
pared by the investment administrator (Appendix C) shows that
investment earnings under the concentration banking system
approximate one million dollars per month or 12 million dol-
lars per year. Appendix D shows that budgeted operating
costs for NAFAS for FY 1981 are 1.2 million dollars or .1
million dollars per month. In the opinion of the author,
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these figures strongly attest to the advantages of concentra-
tion banking in terms of improving the Navy's NAF posture as
a whole.
Exhibit II-5 schematically completes the NAF flow
process in which NAFAS participates and traces the outflows
of cash from each of the three concentration bank accounts
to recipient activities and programs. Like Exhibit II-4, this
exhibit is a somewhat simplified representation of a more
complex reality and is not intended to stand alone in the
absence of supporting discussion.
The redistribution of Central Fund monies is a strin-
gently controlled process which begins with the Navy's MWR
Policy Board. Chaired by CHNAVPERS , the MWR Policy Board
consists of flag representatives from seven major naval
commands. [44] The Chief of Chaplains and the Commanding
Officer, NAVRESSO are also assigned to the board, which is
required to meet not less than annually to discuss and
develop broad policies involving the use of MWR resources
including: programs for the construction or refurbishment
of recreation facilities, area MWR problems and requirements,
and the financial condition of existing MWR programs, both
individually and as a whole. Policies involving assessments
and profit collections on behalf of the NMPC Central Fund
are established by the MWR Policy Board. [45]
NMPC-65 is responsible for translating the broad
policies of the Navy's MWR Policy Board into the programming
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and budgeting guidance from which the annual NAF budgets of
MWR field activities are prepared. Budget guidance pertain-
ing to Navy Messes, CPSs and BOQs is formulated and forwarded
separately from that governing Recreation Fund Activities.
Among other things, guidelines for budget preparation typical-
ly include a discussion of constraints on funds availability,
inflation factors to be considered, a discussion of major
policy revisions, self-sufficiency standards, budget submission
deadlines, and various details associated with forms comple-
tion and budget formatting. [46]
Field activities are required to submit their annual
NAF operating budget requests to NMPC-65 for review. In those
instances where the budget submission of a particular field
activity is considered to be vague or not in keeping with
promulgated guidance, interim communications in the form of
telephone calls and written correspondence normally ensue
between NMPC-65 and the requesting activity. Ultimately,
NMPC-65 forwards the results of individual budget reviews in
letter format to the originating activity, stipulating the
amount of funds which are to be made available for the forth-
coming fiscal year. T'^here applicable, reasons are given for
not funding the activity's requested budget amounts.
It should be noted that Exhibit II-5 is divided into
two halves. The upper half of this exhibit depicts the pro-
grams and purposes for which NMPC Central Fund monies are
disbursed. The lower half of this exhibit merely serves as
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a reminder that Messes, CPSs, BOQs, and Recreation Fund Activi-
ties actually receive their monies through appropriate debits
to the Mess Central or Recreation Central Concentration Bank
Accounts and credits to the Central Fund Concentration Bank
Account. These transactions are recorded by NAFAS in accord-
ance with the funding approval letters which are forwarded to
field activities by >7MPC-65. [48]
Exhibit II-6 summarizes the yearly dollar amounts of
cash inflows (sources) and outflows (uses) through the NMPC
Central Fund during the period FY 1977 - FY 1979, and is
intended to reinforce both Exhibit II-4 and the upper half of
Exhibit II-5. As shown in this exhibit, over 50 percent of
NMPC Central Fund monies were disbursed to various MWR field
activities in the form of Operations/Equipment grants and
Facilities Improvement Grants during the stated period.
The category "Operations/Equipment" grants consists
of two types of grants — operating grants and grants for the
purchase of capital equipments which exceed 100 dollars in
unit acquisition value and have a life expectancy of more
than one year. Operating grants are primarily used to main-
tain the operating solvency of worldwide recreation programs.
Recreation Fund Activities are required to maintain
minimum levels of self-sufficiency in their operations. These
self-sufficiency levels are based on a fixed percentage of
the total dollar resources required to operate existing local
recreation programs. For example, if the total cost of
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operating all local recreation programs at an activity is
$100,000.00 and the assigned self-sufficiency level for the
activity is 70 percent, then the activity is expected to
generate $70,000.00 in revenues from local participation fees
and charges and (e.g., golf fees, swimming pool admission,
equipment rentals) and recreation resale activities (e.g.,
golf pro shop, snack bars) . Projected NEX and CPS profits
are then added to this self-sufficiency figure to determine
the size of the operating grant which the activity must
request from the NMPC Central Fund in its annual operating
budget submission to NMPC-65. [49]
The use of operating/equipment grants in the afore-
mentioned manner offers the following advantages from a head-
quarters perspective:
1. Mandates justification for equipment purchases, there-




Ensures that equitable recreation programs and ser-
vices are made available to military personnel at remote or
isolated installations or at commands where NEXs and CPSs are
either non-existent or unprofitable. This is done by varying
the required level of self-sufficiency among field activities
In some instances, recreation fund activities must rely on
NMPC Central Fund monies for nearly 100 percent of their
operating needs. On the other hand, profitable field activi-
ties may be required to sustain a self-sufficiency level of
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as high as 7 percent and are strongly encouraged to attain
even higher levels of self-sufficiency. [51]
3. Improves efficiency by forcing local commanders and
Recreation Fund Managers to develop and expose their financial
plans for the operation of local recreation programs. This
reduces or eliminates the frivolous use of recreation revenues




Provides a mechanism for ensuring compliance with
promulgated MWR policy decisions. For example, operating
budget reductions can be invoked on local commands for failing
to comply with directed cutbacks in NAF personnel. Similarly,
budget reductions can be used to force local commands to raise
their participation fees and charges if going rates are deemed
disproportionately low relative to the costs of operating
local programs. [53]
Facilities improvement grants are used to fund various
types of construction, alteration, maintenance, and repair
projects from the NMPC Central Fund on behalf of MWR field
activities. A detailed discussion of the various procedures
which are involved in the requesting and subsequent approval
of facilities improvements grants is considered to be beyond
the scope of this study. However, the following items deserve
mentioning
:
1. Requests for facilities improvement grants are not
integral to the previously discussed annual operating budget
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submissions of the various MWR field activities, but are
processed separately. [54]
2. An ongoing program for the prioritization and funding
of facilities improvements is operated in parallel with the
previously described program of operating grants which are
used to fund the solvency needs of various field activities.
[55]
3. In a manner similar to that of operating/equipment
grants, the centrally controlled disbursement of facilities
improvement grants is designed to ensure that the benefits to
be derived from facilities improvements equitably accrue to
all Navy personnel on a worldwide basis. [56]
4. When directed by NMPC-65, NAFAS is responsible for
debiting the appropriate MCAS/RCAS accounts for the amounts
authorized in the facilities improvement grants. These debits
are not recorded as block grants. Instead, the MCAS/RCAS
accounts are debited on an incremental basis when successive
stages of construction and/or refurbishment are completed by
the project contractor. [57]
Although a financial framework exists for the funding
of grants and loans to Recreation Fund Activities, Messes,
C?Ss, and 30Qs from the NMPC Central Fund, priorities for
their funding and the policies limiting their use vary between




1. As a whole, Recreation Fund Activities routinely
receive operating, equipment, and facilities improvement
grants and loans on an ongoing basis due to the high priority
for achieving equitable Navy-wide Recreation programs and the
need for supplemental funding in order to sustain them. [58]
2. Although Messes and CPSs are eligible for and fre-
quently receive grants and loans for facilities improvements,
they are required to be self-sustaining in terms of their
normal operations. This means that they are required to
generate sufficient net profits to provide for their operat-
ing expenses, loan repayments, and capital expenditures. Ac-
cordingly, operating grants for Messes and CPSs are infrequent,
discouraged, and authorized only under extraordinary
circumstances. [59,60]
3. Monies from the NMPC Central Fund are used to defray
certain personnel-related and administrative costs associated
with operating BOQs. These costs are paid for via direct
billings to NAFAS and not via operating grants. [61] Hitherto,
BOQs have been ineligible for grants and loans from the NMPC
Central Fund. However, as of this writing, this policy is
being changed to allow loans and grants to be made available
for
:
a. Initial resources to newly established BOQs.




c. To procure equipment or furnishings that cannot be
purchased with appropriated funds or cannot be economically
and systematically acquired through the use of available
billeting fund revenues.
d. To fund required minor construction, alterations,
repairs, or improvements for which appropriated funding is
not available. [62]
As shown in Exhibits II-5 and II-6, other uses of
NMPC Central Funds include the costs of operating the Recrea-
tional Services Division and a cadre of general services and
programs which are operated on behalf of the various MWR
activities within the Navy. A detailed discussion of each of
these general services and programs is considered irrelevant
to the central focus of this study. However, the costs
associated with providing them are summarized separately at
the bottom of Exhibit II-6.
In concluding this overview of the NAF flow process,
it must be emphasized that procedures governing the flow and
control of NAFs within the DON are dynamic with respect to
time and are continuously modified from year to year. For
example, beginning in FY 1932, equipment grants will apply to
the purchase of nonexpendable property with a unit acquisition
cost of $300.00 and a useful life of two years in lieu of the
previously mentioned $100.00/1 year criteria which are cur-
rently used. [63] Therefore, many of the details contained in
the author's narrative are applicable to the present, but may
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not be of long-lasting duration. This notwithstanding, it is
believed that the overrriding objective of showing what NAFAS
does within the larger context of the NAF flow process has
been achieved and that the basic mission of NAFAS is not
likely to be drastically altered within the foreseeable
future
.
C. THE MISSION AND ORGANIZATION OF NAFAS
The intent of the preceding section was to briefly describe
the broad policies and the investment philosophy behind the
Navy's centralized accounting and banking system. Contrast-
ingly, this section focuses on the specifics of centralized
accounting and banking procedures by:
1. Describing how accounting and banking operations with-
in NAFAS are internally structured.
2
.
Reviewing the administrative requirements which NAFAS
imposes on field activities in terms of the timing and flow
of accounting source documents into the MCAS and RCAS
.
3 Describing the products and services which NAFAS pro-
vides to participating field activities.
4. Describing the measures and standards with which
NAFAS evaluates its own performance.
Exhibits II-7 through 11-10 detail the organizational
structure of NAFAS. As shown in Exhibit II-7, NAFAS is
divided into three functional departments -- the Central Fund
Accounting Unit (CFAU) , the Field Accounting and Banking Ser-
vices Unit CFABS) , and the Production Systems Unit (PSU)
.
Exhibits II-8 through 11-10 further specify the organizational
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The CFAU is tasked with accounting for all revenues and
expenditures flowing into and out of the NMPC Central Fund.
To this end, it is the responsible department within NAFAS
that works closely with FNB St. Louis and other management
personnel within NMPC-65 in overseeing the collection of
assessments, profit distributions, and investment earnings
on behalf of the NMPC Central Fund; coordinating the internal
transfer and redistribution of funds between the three con-
centration bank accounts; and making cash payments on direct
billings for which the NMPC Central Fund is liable. [64] Due
to its small size and specialized function within NAFAS, the
CFAU is not responsible for interfacing with field activities
in the routine matters of day to day accounting and banking
and is therefore accorded little subsequent discussion in this
study.
Unlike the CFAU, the Field Accounting and Banking Services
Unit and the Production Systems Unit are directly involved in
the ongoing provision of accounting and banking services and
the preparation of monthly financial reports on behalf of
MCAS and RCAS participants. [65] Significant discussion is
devoted to these two units in subsequent paragraphs. However,
a thorough understanding of what they do can best be achieved
by first introducing the accounting source documents around
which their operations revolve.
The accounting source documents which are fed into the
MCAS and the RCAS are sufficiently different in format to
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warrant that they be presented and discussed separately.
Resultingly, source documents associated with the MCAS are
discussed first, then followed by a similar discussion of
those which are used with the RCAS . In reviewing these
source documents, three things should be kept in mind.
First, the frequency of submission is not the same for each
accounting document. Secondly, these documents are summary
in nature and are designed to provide aggregate accounting
data on all operations within the designated NAFI (e.g., MCAS
or RCAS activity) that is responsible for completing them.
Thirdly, because they are summary in nature, the requirement
to complete these forms exists in addition to the normal
record-keeping requirements of field activity accounting
such as general journals, subsidiary ledgers, and other
accounting records. As a result, the following review of
MCAS and RCAS source documents is also designed to provide
insights into the additional paperwork requirements which
are levied on participating field activities in support of
these centralized accounting systems.
For the purposes of clarity and additional reinforcement,
Exhibit 11-11 schematically reiterates the flow of accounting
source documents into NAFAS that was previously described in
this chapter. Exhibits 11-12 through 11-25 are provided in
support of the following discussion of MCAS source documents:
1. The Daily Activity Record Summary (DARS) (NAVCOMPT























































on a daily basis for the purpose of providing a one page sum-
mary of the earnings of all operations within the MCAS
Activity (e.g., applicable Mess, CPS, or BOQ) from the pre-
vious day. Included in this report is the amount of cash
which was deposited in the MCAS activities local bank account
as a result of the previous day's sales. A duplicate deposit
slip (Exhibit 11-13) is forwarded to NAFAS with each DARS
.
Exhibits 11-14 and 11-15 illustrate how the DARS is prepared
from a series of local Daily Activity Records which are col-
lected from various cash collection points within the
activity. The DARS is a summary of all the individual Daily
Activity Records. [66]
2. The Remittance Statement with Check (BUPERS Form 41)
is pictured in Exhibit 11-16 and is the form used by MCAS
participants to pay all incurred indebtedness with the excep-
tion of petty cash and authorized imprest accounts. As shown
in Exhibit 11-16, this form consists of an original and three
detachable copies. The original copy is provided to the ven-
dor to whom payment is being made and contains a detachable
check below the dotted line. The second (yellow) copy of the
form is forwarded to NAFAS on the day that the check is issued.
Remittance statements with checks are issued in strict numer-
ical sequence and each check must be accounted for. As illus-
trated, checks are drawn against the Mess Central Concentration
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3. The General Journal Voucher (NAVCOMPT Form 2218) is
used to record accounting entries that do not involve the
movement of cash and are not practical to make on any other
form submitted to the central accounting unit. The form is
designed to permit the recording of several accounting entries
on a single form. Some of the uses of this form are:
a. to adjust or correct entries previously recorded.
(Once a document has been forwarded it cannot be
cancelled.) Reversing or adjusting entries will be
made on a general journal voucher;
b. to record the liability and expense for the employer's
share of FICA taxes;
c. to adjust the property accounts for fixed assets
transferred or dispoed of;
d. to record depreciation expenses for fixed assets
originally procured with nonappropriated funds;
e. to record a loss or gain by inventory of fixed
assets in conjunction with a physical inventory;
f. to record the receipt of fixed assets that have not
been paid for;
g. to accrue expenses when it is not desired that such
accounting entries be automatically reversed by the
central accounting unit. For example, when accruing
the monthly SUPERS sales assessment.
Exhibit 11-17 illustrates a typical use of the general jour-
nal voucher. [68]
4. The Issue/Transfer Summary (NAVCOMPT Form 222 0) is
used to summarize all interdepartmental issues and requisi-
tions which occur within an MCAS activity. These forms may
be prepared as often as necessary, but in any event, they
must be prepared and forwarded to NAFAS on at least a weekly
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ISSOE/TRRNSFEU SUMMARX [HAVCOMPT FORM 2220)
The issue/transfer summary is used to summarize the requisitions
used by an activity and reduce the amount of documentation
that must be forwarded to the central accounting unit. It
tiay be prepared as titer, as deemed necessary at the individual
activity but it must be prepared and forwarded to the central
accounting unit at least weekly. Debit and credit amount
totals from individual requisitions are reported separately
on tne form, net lumped together into a single amount.
After preparation the original of the issue/transfer summary
is forwarded tc the tentral accounting unit. The duplicate
copy, with supporting bookkeeper ocpies of requisitions is
filed m numerical secuer.ee at the activity.
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Exhibit 11-19 . Payroll Summary (NAVCOMPT Form 2216)
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5. The Payroll Summary (NAVCOMPT Form 2216) (Exhibit
11-19) is used, at the end of each pay period, to summarize
the payroll and properly distribute payroll costs and employee
deductions to the appropriate accounts. The payroll summary
is filled out regardless of whether employees are paid by
check through either the centralized bank or an authorized
imprest bank account that is locally maintained. Data from
this form is not posed to the remittance statement portion
of checks used for payroll purposes. [70]
6. The Monthly Ending Inventory Summary (NAVCOMPT Form
2221) is shown in Exhibit 11-20 and is used to report the
monetary value at cost (First-in, first-out method of costing)
of inventories on hand at the end of an accounting month .
Departmental ending inventories may be valued using the last
invoice price method. [71]
7. The Accrual Journal Voucher (NAVCOMPT Form 2 219)
(Exhibit 11-21) is used to report all goods and services
received but not paid for at the end of the accounting month .
Such accruals are reported to NAFAS to record expenses and
liabilities to the proper accounts in the month in which
they become liabilities. Failure to accrue these payables
each month will result in a misstatement of expenses and net
profit in both the month the goods and services are received
and the month they are paid. All entries reported on the
accrual journal voucher are automatically reversed at the




8. Transmittal Envelope CBUPERS Form 40) is used by
MCAS activities to forward all accounting source documents to
NAFAS. These envelopes play an important role in the orderly
processing of accounting source documents when received by
NAFAS and therefore warrant specific discussion of their
details. As shown in Exhibit 11-22 , a printed form is located
on the back of each envelope, which requires that the submit-
ting activity specify the two digit month (e.g., 01 for Jan-
uary), a two digit sequential envelope number (e.g., 01 means
that it is the first envelope of the accounting month) , and
an assigned four digit activity identification number. The
form also requires that MCAS activity bookkeepers summarize
the contents of each envelope by identifying the local sequen-
tial number of each check or other source documents which
are contained inside the envelope. The total dollar amounts
of checks, deposits, and debits to other forms must also be
indicated. From these various subtotals, an envelope
"control" total must be developed to serve as a cross-check
of the accuracy of the subtotals. Once this has been done,
the MCAS activity bookkeeper is required to sign and date the
envelope prior to mailing. If the contents of the envelope
constitute the field activity's last source document submis-
sion for the accounting month, the box labelled "Final Envel-
ope This Month" should be marked by the bookkeeper to let
NAFAS know that all accounting documents for the activity
have been submitted for the ending accounting month. [73]
32
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MONTHLY ENDING INVENTORY SUMMARY (NAVCCMST FCR.M 2221)
3 --rtcec enema inventory summarv iresarsc at tne
ar.c o: each accounting men en to summarize inventory rsccrcs
at the activity ar.c adjust the inventory accounts to their
proper value. The original monthly ending inventory summary
is forwarded to tne central accounting unit within three
working days after the and of the accounting month. The
duplirata copies of tne form, with tne original copies of
one succcrtmc inventor*/ records attached are filed m
r.ur.encai secuer.ee at tne activity. If an activity has no
inventor-'
apgg'qt
report a form will oe prepared with zero entries
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Exhibit 11-22. MCAS Transmittal Envelope (BUPERS Form 40)

Exhibits 11-26 through 11-35 display the accounting
source documents which are used by Recreation Fund Activities
in support of the RCAS . Although RCAS participants do not
use the same accounting forms that MCAS activities use, the
purpose of these forms is, in many instances, nearly identi-
cal with previously discussed MCAS source documents. These
similarities are emphasized in the following:
1. The Daily Cash Report (CDR) (NAVCOMPT Form 2142) is
essentially the RCAS equivalent of the MCAS Daily Activity
Record Summary (DARS) . Shown in Exhibit 11-23, the DCR is a
one page recap of all earnings which occur each day within
a Recreation Fund Activity, including the amount of cash
which was collected from each local recreation activity and
deposited into the Recreation Fund Activity's local bank
account. Like the DARS, the DCR is prepared from a series
of Daily Activity Records which are received from various
cash collection points, as previously illustrated in Exhibits
11-14 and 11-15. Duplicate bank deposit slips must also be
forwarded with each Daily Cash Report that is submitted to
NAFAS . [74]
2. Pictured in Exhibit 11-24, the Remittance Statement
with Check (SUPERS Form 4) serves exactly the same purpose as
the SUPERS Form 41 (previously illustrated in Exhibit 11-16)
,
except that the check portion is written against the Recrea-
tion Central Concentration Bank account at FBN St. Louis
rather than the Mess Central Concentration Bank Account. Like
86
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Exhibit 11-24. Remittance Statement with Check (BUPERS Form 4)
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MCAS activities, RCAS participants are required to pay for
all incurred indebtedness using these prenumbered checks,
with the exception of petty cash and authorized imprest
accounts. Checks are issued in strict numerical sequence
and each must be strictly accounted for. [75]
3. The General Journal Voucher (NAVCOMPT Form 2143)
(Exhibit 11-2 5) is the RCAS equivalent of the NAVCOMPT Form
2218 which is completed by MCAS activities. As such, it is
used to record accounting entries that do not involve the
movement of cash and are not practical to make on any other
form submitted to NAFAS . The General Journal Voucher is
designed to permit the recording of several accounting entries
on a single form. Typical accounting entries associated with
this form are identical to those previously cited in the
narrative discussion on NAVCOMPT Form 2218 and Exhibit 11-17.
[76]
4. The Payroll Summary (NAVCOMPT Form 2141) (Exhibit
11-26) is used at the end of each pay period , to summarize
the payroll and properly distribute payroll costs and employee
deductions to the appropriate account. It serves the same
purpose for RCAS activities that NAVCOMPT Form 2216 (Exhibit
11-19) serves for MCAS activities. [77]
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is shown in Exhibit 11-27 and is used to summarize at the
end of the month the retail price changes of resale
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resale merchandise on hand as verified by a semi-annual
physical inventory. This accounting document is summary in
nature due to the fact that all retail price changes must be
locally documented on NAVCOMPT Form 2145 (Exhibit 11-28)
.
Merchandise for only one department may be listed on each
form and only either markups or markdowns may be entered on
each form. After initial preparation and approval of the
price change, the original of the form is forwarded to the
appropriate sales location, where the quantity on hand is
entered, and the description, present price and other data
on the form are verified. As prices are changed, the employee
actually making the change initials the form and returns it to
the bookkeeper for verification of extensions and totals. As
originals are returned to the office, the duplicates are
destroyed. Forms are issued in strict numerical sequence and
all forms accounted for. At the end of each month these forms
are summarized on a Departmental Summary Record (NAVCOMPT
Form 2146) . [78]
6. The Accrual Journal Voucher (NAVCOMPT Form 2144)
(Exhibit 11-29) is the RCAS counterpart of the BUPERS Form
2219 (Exhibit 11-21) which must be completed by MCAS
activities. As such, it is used to report all goods and
services received but not paid for at the end of the account-
ing month. Such accruals are reported to NAFAS to record
expenses and liabilities to the proper accounts in the month
in which they become liabilities. Failure to accrue these
93
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Exhibit 11-28. Retail Price Change (NAVCOMPT Form 2145)
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Exhibit 11-29. Accrual Journal Voucher (NAVCOMPT Form 2144)
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payables each month will result in a misstatement of expense
and net profit in both the month the goods and services are
received and the month they are paid. All entries reported on
the accrual journal voucher are automatically reversed at the
beginning of the following month by NAFAS . [79]
7. The Purchase Order Form (NAVCOMPT Form 2147) (Exhibit
11-30) is unique to Recreation Fund Activities and must be
prepared for the purchase of resale items within each recrea-
tion resale department [e.g., golf pro shop). At the end of
each month the total amount of all outstanding purchase orders
is submitted by letter report to NAFAS in the final transmit-
tal envelope for the month. Purchase orders must be serially
prenumbered and each accounted for. [30]
8. The Transmittal Envelope (BUPERS Form 1700) is illus-
trated in Exhibit 11-31 and is used by RCAS activities to
forward all accounting source documents to NAFAS. Envelopes
are numbered sequentially throughout the accounting month
beginning with 01 for the first submission of the month. The
final transmittal envelope for an accounting month must be
marked "final" and mailed not later than the third working
day following the close of the accounting month. Envelopes
may only contain accounting documents for a single account-
ing month. For example, if an activity is prepared to send
its second data transmittal for March and the monthly ending
inventory summary and the accrual journal voucher for February,
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contacted by either phone or mail. If contacted by mail,
pro forma discrepancy notices such as that illustrated in
Exhibit 11-33 are used by NAFAS to convey the nature of the
problem to the submitting field activity and corrective
action, if any, which was taken by NAFAS to reconcile the
source document submission. [82]
When the accounting source documents within a transmittal
envelope have been declared "Valid" by a PSU audit clerk, the
reverse side of the transmittal envelope is initialed by
that individual in the applicable box labelled "MCAS Use
Only" or "RCAS Use Only." After four or five valid envelopes
have been accumulated, they are batched together and forwarded
to the key-entry room, which is located adjacent to the NAFAS
computer room. [83]
As shown in Exhibit 11-32, batched deliveries of trans-
mittal envelopes are logged by batch number upon their arrival
within the keypunch room. Batches are then distributed by
the key entry supervisor to various keypunch operators, who
then transcribe the information contained within each account-
ing source document onto a cathode ray tube (CRT) display
terminal. When the contents of accounting source documents
have been transcribed onto a CRT terminal by the assigned
keypunch operator, a second keypunch operator verifies the
accuracy of the first operator's key entries. Assuming that
the key entries have been performed correctly, the accounting
source data are then transmitted into the NAFAS computer,
101
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which is programmed to perform MCAS , RCAS, and other
operations. The reverse side of MCAS and RCAS transmittal
envelopes must also be initialed by both the keypunch operator
and keypunch verifier. [84]
A detailed discussion of the various computer routines
and control reports associated with the operation of the
NAFAS computer system is beyond the scope of this study.
However, the following features deserve mentioning:
1. Updated accounting data for each RCAS and MCAS
activity are physically stored in the computer's main memory
on a perpetual basis .
2. As shown in Exhibit 11-32, all daily accounting
transactions are recorded on magnetic tape as a back up to a
possible computer failure or in the event of damage or fire
to the computer's central processing unit.
3. The input of daily transactions into the computer is
monitored .by the computer itself, which is programmed to de-
tect accounting errors not previously identified by either the
audit clerks or keypunch operators. During the course of
processing transactions, the computer is programmed to pre-
pare and print a series of control reports at the end of each
computer run, which are collectively referred to as a " JOB-1"
.
The importance of JOB-1 reports cannot be overstated since,
among many other things, they are used by NAFAS personnel to
validate the cash totals within the computer that ultimately
serve as the basis for initiating the transfer of cash from
the local depository accounts of MCAS and RCAS activities to
the concentration bank accounts at FNB St. Louis.
4. JOB-1 computer runs are scheduled twice daily in
preparation for bi-daily data transfers between NAFAS and a
computer located at FNB St. Louis. Data transfers are ac-
complished through the use of magnetic tape recordings which
are transmitted via teleprocessing at 7:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Eastern Standard Time. The transmission of accurate electronic
data to FNS St. Louis is extremely critical since it auto-
matically triggers the computerized preparation of Depository
Transfer Checks (DTCs) by the central bank. Invalid data may
result in the automatic initiation on invalid cash trans-
fers from the local depository bank accounts to MCAS and RCAS
activities to FNB St. Louis. When this occurs, invalid cash
transfers cannot be reversed by the central bank, resulting
in local bank overdrafts. NAFAS must then handwrite reimburse-




5. In addition to cash controls, JOB-1 computer reports
serve the administrative needs of the Production Systems
Unit. Among other reports, the computer is programmed to
produce error listings, a list of valid envelopes which were
accepted during each computer run, and a running list of all
accounting envelopes which have been received from each field
activity during the accounting month. Examples of these
reports are contained in Appendix E.
6. In addition to the JOB-1 Exhibit 11-32 also depicts
a J0B-1-A. The purpose of the J0B-1-A is to centrally col-
lect or distribute loans, grants, and NEX profits between the
NMPC Central Fund and participating field activities.
7. As illustrated in Exhibit 11-32, computer routines
labelled "JOB-2", "JOB-3", and "JOB-4" are used to prepare a
series of comprehensive monthly financial statements on be-
half of each MCAS and RCAS field activity. Having ascertained
that all accounting source documents for a particular field
activity have been submitted and processed for the recently
ended accounting month, that activity is "selected for clos-
ing" through a preparation and submission of a Mess or
Recreation Select Form by the Systems Control/Data Entry
supervisor within the PSU. Since it is common for several
activities to be selected for closing on the same day, the
Select Form allows for the concurrent listing of several
activities in ascending numeric order according to their
activity numbers. As a safeguard against the premature or
erroneous selection of activities which are not actually
ready for closing, a computer routine labelled "JOB-2" is
used to detect and reject those activities which, according to
stored data, do not meet closing criteria. Exhibit 11-34 is
a typical JOB-2 computer listing of activities which have
been selected for closing by the computer. As indicated in
this example, all activities were selected for closing by
the computer. Had one of them been rejected, this would have
been stated in the print-out and would have prompted an in-
vestigation by PSU personnel to determine the cause for
rejection. [85]
The preparation and forwarding of monthly financial
statements by NAFAS is one of the primary benefits (if not
the foremost benefit) which MCAS and RCAS field activities
receive in return for the additional accounting paperwork
which they must prepare in support of the central accounting
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theoretically eliminates the requirement for each field
activity to tabulate and prepare its own monthly financial
statements. Furthermore, the financial statements which are
prepared by NAFAS are, in all likelihood, much more sophisti-
cated and informative than the financial statements that the
various field activities would either be capable of or in-
clined to prepare on their own.
NAFAS computer routines labelled "JOB-3" and "JOB-4" are
programmed to calculate and print the following financial
reports:
1. Detail General Ledger. (JOB-3)
2. Balance Sheet. (JOB-4)
3. Operations Summary (Income) Statement for the MCAS
or RCAS activity as a whole. (JOB-4)
4. Departmental Operating Statements for each major
deoartment within the parent MCAS or RCAS activity.
(JOB-4)
5. Fund Status Report (RCAS Activities only) (JOB-4) [86]
Copies of these statements are forwarded not only to field
activity managers, but also to their Commanding Officers,
Immediate Superiors in Command, the applicable Major Claim-
ant (e.g., CINCPACFLT, CINCLANTFLT) , and the Field Support
section of the Financial Management Branch within NMPC-65.
NAFAS also retains a complete set of each of these financial
statements for a period of five years. [87]
Exhibits 11-35 through 11-48 illustrate the types of
financial statements and management information which are
made available to field activity managers as a result of
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their participation in the MCAS and RCAS . Exhibit 11-35
offers an abbreviated version of a Detail General Ledger for
an MCAS activity, but is also representative of the general
formatting of the Detail General Ledgers which are provided
to RCAS activities. The purpose of the Detail General Ledger
is to recapitulate, in detail and summary form, all account-
ing transactions which affected the accounts of a participat-
ing field activity during the preceding accounting month.
Accordingly, it summarizes not only the accounting trans-
actions which were submitted by the field activity itself,
but also those originated by the Central Fund Accounting Unit,
such as sales assessments, profit distributions, loans,
grants, and loan repayments. Unlike the other financial
reports which are furnished by NAFAS , the Detailed General
Ledger is actually an accounting record rather than a finan-
cial statement of the operating performance of the field
activity. [88]
Exhibits 11-36 and 11-37 are verbatim reproductions of
actual balance sheets which were provided by NAFAS to an MCAS
activity (Commissioned Officer's Mess (Open)) and a RCAS
activity. In accordance with traditional balance sheet
formatting, these statements show the end of the month bal-
ances in the activities 1000 (asset) accounts, 2000 (liability)
accounts, and 3000 (net worth) accounts and are based on the
classic financial accounting equation, wherein the total
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liabilities and net worth accounts. However, as evidenced in
Exhibit 11-36, additional Fund Solvency Information is includ-
ed in the traditional balance sheet presentations which are
provided to MCAS activities. The fund solvency portion of
the MCAS balance sheet provides a computer analysis of the
current solvency and forecasted longterm solvency of the
activity, both with and without the use of BUPERS loans. It
also provides the computed end-of-the-month acid test ratio
(ratio of cash and accounts receivable to correct liabilities)
for the activity and compares it with the "target" acid test
ratio which has been established for the activity by NMPC-65.
[39]
Examples of the Summary Operations Statements which NAFAS
provides to MCAS and RCAS activities are contained in Exhibits
11-38 through 11-41. Taken together, Exhibits 11-38 and
11-39 constitute the Summary Operations Statement for an MCAS
activity. The basic purpose of this statement is to summarize
the aggregate revenues and expenses of all departments within
the activity, including general and administrative expenses,
to arrive at a net operating profit or loss for the account-
ing period. [90] Cost of goods sold, gross margin, direct
expenses, and general and administrative expenses are expres-
sed as a percentage of total (sales) revenue, both for the
current month and year-to-date . A year-to-date comparative
analysis is also rendered wherein target percentages and
amounts for each account are compared with actual year-to-
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date percentages and amounts, with resulting dollar variances
being recorded in the right hand column of the statement.
Arrow symbols are used in the right hand margin of the state-
ment to attract management attention to unfavorable variances,
which may indicate unfavorable operating conditions within
the activity.
A review of Exhibits 11-40 and 11-41 reveals that the
Summary Operations Statements which are provided to RCAS
activities are formatted differently than those provided to
MCAS activities. A vertical analysis of each account is not
provided in the RCAS statement. Instead, actual account
balances for the current month and year-to-date are compared
with the previous year's balances for the same accounting
month and year-to-date. According to NAFAS personnel, the
currently blank budget column of the RCAS statement will
eventually be used to provide a comparative analysis of actual
account balances with the activity's approved budget amounts
for the current month and year-to-date. Another financial
management tool which is provided in the RCAS Summary Opera-
tions Statement is the self-sufficiency figure that appears
at the end of the statement. This figure enables Recreation
Fund managers to compare the attained self-sufficiency of
their activity with the minimum self-sufficiency level which
has been established for their activity by NMPC-65.
Exhibits 11-42 through 11-47 are used to illustrate the
Departmental Operations Statements which are prepared by
116
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NAFAS on behalf of MCAS and RCAS activities. In Exhibits 11-42
through 11-44, the Departmental Operations Statement of a
Commissioned Officers Mess (Open) is rendered in its entirety.
Cast in the same format as the Summary Operations Statement
,
the Departmental Operating Statement presents an analysis of
sales, expenses, and direct profits which were experienced
by each department within the MCAS activity during the current
accounting month and year-to-date. In so doing, it aids
managers in pinpointing the sources of unfavorable variances
and/or unfavorable operating conditions within their activity
so that they may initiate corrective actions to improve them.
Additional features included in the MCAS Departmental Opera-
tions Statement are the calculation of departmental inventory
turnovers for the current month and year-to-date. As shown,
departmental inventory turnover calculations are expressed
in months and are determined by dividing the end of the
month inventories by cost of goods sold. The end of the
month inventory amount which is used in calculating the year-
to-date inventory turnover is an average of the previous
monthly ending inventories for the year. It should also be
noted that two sets of inventory turnovers are calculated for
departments whose inventories are divided between resale
locations and a central storeroom. Current month and year-
to-date inventory turnovers are first computed for depart-
mental resale locations. A second set of inventory turnovers
is then computed for the combined inventories of these resale
locations and the central storeroom. [91]
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Exhibits 11-45 through 11-47 respectively depict the
first/ third, and final page of an RCAS Departmental Opera-
tions Statement . This statement presents an analysis, by
department , of monthly receipts, expenses, and net profits
(or losses) , stated in total dollars for the current month
and year-to-date. End of the period book (at retail) inven-
tory figures are also provided for recreation resale depart-
ments (e.g., golf and bowling pro shops). Lastly, self-
sufficiency figures are provided for each department and, as
shown in Exhibit 11-47, for each major recreation activity
(or category) . The income base, cost base, and self-
sufficiency figures provided in Exhibit 11-47 represent the
sum of incomes, costs, and self-sufficiency for related
recreation departments. For example, the current month
income base for bowling in Exhibit 11-47 represents the
combined monthly revenues from the bowling pro shop (Exhibit
11-45) and bowling lanes ("Bowling-Recreation," Exhibit
11-46) . [92]
The Fund Status Report (Exhibit 11-48) concludes discus-
sion of the monthly financial statements which NAFAS
produces. Provided only to RCAS activities, this report is
divided into the following sections:
1. Cash Receipts . This section reports the amount of
deposits during the accounting month as reported on the
NAVCOMPT Forms 214 2 (Daily Cash Report) submitted by the
activities. All other cash receipts, including profits from
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2. Cash Disbursements and Funds Transferred . This sec-
tion reports the amount of cash disbursed during the account-
ing month as reported by the BUPERS Form 4 (Remittance State-
ment with Check) submitted by activities. In order to state
net disbursements with respect to purchases and payroll
expenditures, purchase discount and payroll deductions are
deducted from the applicable gross expenditures.
3. Liabilities and Reserves . Accrued purchases and the
end of the month balance in the liability and reserve accounts
(except loans payable) are reported in this section.
4. Checkbook Balance . The beginning of the month check-
book balance shown on the first line of the fund status, plus
total cash receipts, less total cash disbursements and funds
transferred, equals the end of the month checkbook balance.
Funds available may be restricted further by loans payable
and open orders which appear as memorandum amounts on the
last line of the form. [93]
In addition to accounting for the NMPC Central Fund and
producing monthly financial statements, NAFAS performs at
least four other major services on behalf of MCAS and RCAS
field activities. These include:
1. Reconciliation of all checks written against the
Mess Central and Recreation Central Concentration Bank
Accounts. [94,95]
2. Reconciling local depository bank accounts for 591
field activities, eliminating the requirement for these
activities to reconcile their own accounts. [96]
3. Assisting field activities in operating within the
centralized accounting system by providing financial account-
ing guidance to them. [97]
4. Sponsoring an automated "Touch Pay" payroll account-
ing system, which automatically computes payroll deductions
and prints checks for approximately 20,000 NAF employees. [98]
The "Touch Pay" payroll accounting system is addressed
separately in the following section of this chapter. Amplifica-
tion of the other three services that are listed above can
best be accomplished by describing the functions of the Field
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Accounting and Banking Services (FABS) Unit, which is the
department within NAFAS that is responsible for providing
them.
The organizational structure of the FABS Unit was pre-
viously depicted in Exhibit 11-10. As shown in this exhibit,
eight of the 12 persons assigned to the FABS Unit perform
banking services on behalf of MCAS and RCAS field activities.
These services include the ongoing reconciliation of all
checks drawn and deposits made on the Mess Central and Recrea-
tion Central Concentration Bank Accounts and the reconcilia-
tion of 591 local depository bank accounts. A partial
appreciation for the scope of these services can be derived
from the following banking statistics which were provided to
the author by NAFAS
:
1. Annually, approximately seven hundred and forty-seven
thousand (747,000) checks are processed and reconciled through
the concentration bank accounts, by system, as follows:
Mess Central Banking System 457,000
Recreation Central Banking System 282,000
NMPC Central Fund Banking System 8,000
2. Annually, approximately one hundred and ninety
thousand separate deposits are processed and reconciled
through the concentration bank accounts, by system, as
follows:
Mess Central Banking System 158,000
Recreation Central Banking System 32,000
NMPC Central Fund Banking System 25
3. Approximate annual dollar volumes flowing into and
from the concentration bank accounts by system are prescribed
below:
Mess Central Banking System $283,000,000
Recreation Central Banking System $121,000,000
NMPC Central Fund Banking System $ 25,000,000 [99]
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The basic procedures used in reconciling the Mess Central
and Recreation Central Concentration Bank Accounts are, for
the most part, analagous to the steps which must be taken by
the average citizen in reconciling his or her checking account
at the end of each banking month. However, due to the afore-
mentioned volume of recurring transactions, reconciliation of
these accounts necessitates an ongoing full time effort by
several persons and must be accomplished with computer
assistance.
As previously mentioned, Depository Transfer Checks are
automatically produced each day FNB St. Louis based on elec-
tronic source data which is provided to the central bank by
NAFAS . Among the many output reports produced by the NAFAS
computer at the end of each computer run are separate listings
of all deposits made into the Mess Central and Recreation
Central Concentration Bank Accounts. An excerpt from one of
these reports is contained in Exhibit 11-49. Within two to
five days following the daily taped transmissions of DTC
source data to the central bank, NAFAS receives a computerized
listing of the Depository Transfer Checks which have been
produced by FNB St. Louis as a result of these transmissions.
NAFAS banking personnel then compare the computer listings
produced by FNB St. Louis with their own computer listings
(Exhibit 11-49) to ensure that all deposits were properly
recorded in the accounts of the central bank. [100]
Although a predominantly straightforward process, the
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complex by two conditions. First, not all MCAS and RCAS
activities utilize the local depository transfer method pre-
viously described in this chapter. Due to their remote geo-
graphic locations or other unique circumstances, approximately
100 field activities make their deposits directly by mail to
FNB St. Louis. Depending on the timing of these deposits and
whether or not they reach FNB St. Louis prior to the arrival
of accounting source documents at NAFAS , circumstances arise
in which deposits are recorded by the central bank but have
not been recorded in the MCAS or RCAS
.
Alternatively, a second unsynchronized situation arises
when, following the end of each accounting month, FNB St.
Louis prepares bank statements on behalf of NAFAS. The prep-
aration of these bank statements typically takes place prior
to the receipt at NAFAS of many end-of-the-month deposits
and accounting source documents from various field activities.
Accordingly, the monthly deposit statements provided to NAFAS
by the central bank may not reflect all deposits which, for
the purposes of the MCAS and RCAS, should be credited to the
prior accounting month. For banking purposes, late deposits
are separately reconciled as "deposits in transit." [101]
The tracking of unrecorded deposits and deposits in
transit is aided by the use of computer tapes which are for-
warded to NAFAS by FNB St. Louis following the end of each
accounting month. Containing a listing of all deposits which
were recorded by the central bank for the previous accounting
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month, source data from these tapes are fed into the NAFAS
computer, which is programmed to match all deposits listed by
FNB St. Louis with those recorded by NAFAS for the previous
accounting period. Reports similar to those contained in
Exhibits 11-50 and 11-51 are then produced by the NAFAS
computer, which is programmed to identify and segregate un-
matched deposits. [102]
Due to volume and the nature of the check clearing process
itself, the reconciliation of all checks written against the
Mess Central and Recreation Central Concentration Bank Ac-
counts is a more involved and drawn-out process than the
reconciliation of deposits. All checks must be strictly
accounted for from the time they are written until the time
that they are paid by FNB St. Louis. This process is pro-
longed by the fact that, in addition to normal delays asso-
ciated with the mailing and delivery of accounting source
documents to NAFAS, significant record keeping delays are also
experienced when the parties to whom checks have been dis-
bursed fail to promptly process them for payment. Like
deposit reconciliations, FNB St. Louis furnishes NAFAS with
monthly checking account statements and magnetic tapes listing
all checks which have been paid by the central bank for the
previous accounting month. [103]
Exhibit 11-52 is an example of the type of monthly state-
ments which are provided to NAFAS by FNB St. Louis for the
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concentration bank accounts. Additionally, magnetic tapes
provided by FNB St. Louis are used to match all checks paid
by the central bank with all checks that have been recorded
in the MCAS and RCAS by NAFAS . Reports summarizing all out-
standing checks which have not cleared FNB St. Louis and
unrecorded checks which have been paid by the central bank
are then published by the computer. Examples of these
reports are contained in Exhibits 11-53 and 11-54. The pay-
ment of checks which have not been previously recorded in
either the MCAS or RCAS is an occurrence which typically
arises from keypunch errors, delayed submission or total
failure of field activities to submit accounting source
documents, errors by the central bank, use of wrong check
numbers, and monetary .variances between the actual checks
which were written by field activities and the accounting
source documents which they forwarded to NAFAS. [10 4]
In addition to reconciling the Mess Central and Recrea-
tion Central Concentration Bank Accounts, the banking section
of the FABS Unit is responsible for reconciling the local
depository bank accounts of 591 MCAS and RCAS activities.
Prior to undertaking this responsibility, 40 percent of all
MCAS and RCAS field activities did not make an effort to
reconcile their own local bank accounts. [105] The decision
to have NAFAS reconcile local accounts as well as the central-
ized concentration bank accounts was prompted by the desire
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accounting and banking system and further reduce field activity
accounting and bookkeeping requirements. MCAS and RCAS activi-
ties whose local bank accounts are reconciled by NAFAS are
relieved from virtually all banking responsibilities with the
exception of physically making daily cash deposits and the
mailing of previously described accounting source documents.
Consequently, field activity managers must exclusively use
the monthly financial statements provided by NAFAS in lieu of
local bank statements to monitor cash increases and decreases
to their activity's accounts. This arrangement further under-
scores the mandatory requirement for the accurate and timely
preparation and delivery of monthly financial statements by
NAFAS to participating field activities. [106]
In addition to providing banking services to MCAS and
RCAS field activities, the FABS Unit is also responsible for
providing financial management and accounting guidance to
field activity managers and bookkeepers. As shown in Exhibit
11-10, two operating accountants are assigned to this effort
on a full time basis. Among other things, these operating
accountants are responsible for performing the following
services
:
1. Reviewing all monthly financial statements for quality
and accuracy before they are mailed to recipient field
activities
.
2. Providing technical assistance to field activity
managers and bookkeepers on accounting matters. Assistance





3. Performing an ongoing review of the training require-
ments for field activity managers and bookkeepers and, in so
doing, serving in an advisory capacity to the Navy Special
Services Administrative Activity (NSSAA) , which is the activ-
ity within NMPC-6 5 which is responsible for conducting train-
ing and audit programs on behalf of field activity managers
and bookkeepers
.
4. Performing internal reviews and audits of NAFAS itself
and, in conjunction with this responsibility, providing on-
going technical assistance in accounting matters to the other
units within NAFAS (e.g., CFAU and PSU)
.
5. Initiating proposals for the reduction of paperwork
and accounting requirements at the field activity level. [107]
Above all others, the primary objectives of NAFAS are to
serve as an accounting agency for the collection, temporary
investment, and redistribution of Navy NAFS on behalf of
NMPC-65, and to provide centralized accounting and banking
services to MWR field activities who are required to partic-
ipate in the MCAS and RCAS . [10 8] In support of these objec-
tives, management personnel within NAFAS employ a variety of
measurements with which they monitor and gauge the performance
of their organization. As demonstrated by Appendices C, D,
and F, income and cost performance are continuously reviewed.
Appendix G provides turnaround and miscellaneous production
statistics with which NAFAS measures the efficiency of its
internal operations. In addition to the charts and graphs
contained in Appendix G, supplemental statistical summaries
were provided to the author while visiting NAFAS. From these
documents and interviews with NAFAS personnel, the following
additional statements can be made concerning the level of
activity and accomplishment within NAFAS:
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1. The investment earnings from concentration banking
greatly exceed the costs of operating the centralized account-
ing and banking system. For FY 1979, earnings exceeded costs
by a ratio of 12 to 1. [109]
2. In recent years, investment earnings have typically
exceeded $1,000,000.00 per month. (However, this statement
must be tempered with the additional comment that these high
investment earnings have been greatly helped by the avail-
ability of high interest rates and corresponding rates of
return in the short term money markets as a result of nation-
wide economic inflation. A downturn in available interest
rates could cause this figure to decline.) [110]
3. Approximately 105,000 transmittal envelopes and
2,0 00,0 00 accounting and banking source documents are edited,
controlled, and processed annually by NAFAS . [Ill]
4. Approximately 12,000,000 accounting and banking trans-
action records are processed annually by NAFAS. [112]
5. Approximately 260,000 separate financial statements
are prepared, bursted, collated, and forwarded to field
activities and their chain of command on an annual basis. [113]
6. Approximately 16,000 letters and notices are prepared
annually for the purposes of cash control and maintenance of
accurate and acceptable accounting practices. [114]
7. Over 7,000 local bank reconciliations are prepared
annually. [115]
8. Five hundred thousand (500,000) separate pages of
banking and financial information are produced and distributed
annually. [116]
9. Approximately 20,000,000 lines of data are printed as
financial and banking information annually. [117]
10. Approximately 20 percent of all accounting source
documents submitted to NAFAS contain either clerical or ac-
counting errors. NAFAS audit clerks typically reduce this
error rate to 5 percent prior to key entry into the NAFAS
computer. [118]
NAFAS management personnel use two primary measurement
techniques which can be found in current management literature
results measures and process measures. For the purposes of
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further discussion, these measurement techniques are des-
cribed as follows:
1. Results measures
. A results measure is a measure of
output expressed in terms that are supposedly related to an
organization's objectives. In the ideal situation, the ob-
jective is stated in measurable terms, and the output measure
is stated in these same terms. When this relationship is not
feasible, as is often the case, the output measure represents
the closest feasible way of measuring the accomplishment of an
objective that cannot itself be expressed quantitatively.
Such a measure is called a surrogate or a proxy. ... A
results measure relates to the impact that the organization
has on the outside world. If the organization is client
oriented, a results measure relates to what the organization
did for the client. Organizations that render service to a
class of clients, such as alcoholics or unemployed persons,
may measure output in terms of the results for the whole
class, or target group. [119]
2. Process measures
.
A process measure relates to an
activity carried on by the organization. Examples are the
number of livestock inspected in a week, the number of lines
typed in an hour, the number of requisitions filled in a
month, or the number of purchase orders written. The essen-
tial difference between a results measure and a process
measure is that the former is "ends oriented," while the lat-
ter is "means oriented." An ends-oriented indicator is a
direct measure of success in achieving an objective. A
means-oriented indicator is a measure of what a responsibility
center or an individual does. There is an implicit assumption
that what the responsibility center does helps to achieve the
organization's objectives, but this is not always a valid
assumption. For example, in an air pollution program, the
change in the amount of S02 in the atmosphere is an ends-
oriented results measure, while the number of inspections
made of possible violators is a means-oriented process
measure. The implication of a causal relationship between
the number of inspections made and the amount of air pollution
may or may not be valid. The terms "performance oriented"
and "work oriented" are other names for the same distinction
between ends-oriented and means-oriented indicators.
Process measures are most useful in the measurement of
current, short-run performance. They are the easiest type
of output measure to interpret because there presumably is a
close causal relationship between inputs and process measures.
They measure efficiency, but not effectiveness. ... Process
measures can lead to ineffective performance if they are un-
related to results measures. For example, the U.S. Air Force
measured performance of certain squadrons by the number of
hours flown, which is a process measure. Some times squadrons
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would build up a record of performance based on this measure
simply by flying for many hours in large circles around a
base, without any real accomplishments. [120]
An analysis of Appendix G and the previously cited per-
formance statistics which were compiled by NAFAS reveals that,
with the exception of cost and income measurements, vir-
tually all of the performance measures used by NAFAS are of
the process type. Heavy emphasis is placed on the measurement
of quantity, efficiency, and "means-oriented" measures as
opposed to qualitative end results measures which are designed
to gauge the effectiveness with which the organization is
meeting its objectives and the impact, positive or otherwise,
that it has on its client population. Additional thoughts on
the measurement of quality versus quantity are rendered in
the following passage:
Performance has both a quantity and a quality
dimension. Ususually it is more feasible to measure
quantity (e.g., number of students graduated) than to
measure quality (e.g., how well the students were educated)
Despite this difficulty, the quality dimension should not
be overlooked. Indeed, the indicator that is chosen to
measure quantity usually implies some standard of
quality. "Number of lines typed per hour" usually car-
ries with it the implication that the lines were typed
satisfactorily in order to be counted, and there may
even be an explicit statement of what constitutes a
satisfactory line of typing, such as the requirement that
it be free of errors. Similarly, the measure "number of
students graduated" implies that the students have met
the standards of quality that are prescribed for
graduation.
In some situations, judgments about quality are
limited to such "go/no-go" statements as those given
above; either a line of typing was error-free or it was
not; either students met the requirements for graduation
or they did not. In these situations, it is not feasible
to measure quality along a scale; for example, to deter-
mine that this year's graduates received a better educa-
tion than last year's ... The absence of quality measures
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in management control systems may lead to a detrimental
emphasis on quantity, for example, people being rapidly
pushed through an education program; a large number of
quick and careless pollution inspections; quick, shoddy
construction jobs. Thus, every effort should be made to
find some acceptable Quality measure, even though it is
crude. [121]
The foregoing passage states that a chosen measure of
quantity usually implies some measure of quality. It is this
line of thinking upon which the many process measures employed
by NAFAS are used. Significant efforts are made to ensure
the timeliness and accuracy of the monthly financial state-
ments which are provided to MCAS and RCAS field activities.
In this instance, timeliness and accuracy are certainly key
elements in the quality of financial information which NAFAS
produces. However, impressive turnaround statistics, zero
error rates, and other production figures do not provide a
comprehensive measure of the ultimate usefulness of monthly
financial reports. They do not reflect whether or not field
activity managers understand them, or allow a determination
to be made as to whether or not the additional preparation
of paperwork which is required to support the centralized
accounting and banking system is, in the opinion of field
activity managers, justified in terms of the accounting and
banking services that are provided to them.
D. OVERVIEW OF THE "TOUCH-PAY" PAYROLL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The "Touch-Pay" Payroll Accounting System is a computer-
ized payroll system which is operated by Touch Pay Systems
(TPS) , a small commercial computer firm located in Los
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Angeles, California. On a bi-weekly basis, TPS produces a
series of payroll reports and paychecks for nearly 20,000
NAT employees through a contractual arrangement with the Navy
Within the Navy, NAFAS is the primary proponent of TPS and
serves as the primary technical and administrative inter-
mediary for all TPS related matters. Although not integral
to the daily operations of NAFAS, the implementation of TPS
payroll accounting represents yet another effort by NAFAS to
reduce accounting and bookkeeping efforts at the field activ-
ity level while concurrently achieving an additional cash
control element over NAF ' s . [122]
TPS makes use of two simple tools - a touch tone card
dialing telephone (or card dialing attachment) and coded
plastic punch-cards which identify each employee, his or her
number of dependents, type of pay (e.g., hourly), and rate of
pay to allow the touch-pay computer system to automatically
compute all payroll figures. Exhibits 11-55 and 11-56 illus-
trate the format and methods used in preparing employee
plastic data cards. Exhibit 11-57 briefly illustrates how
the system is operated. Standard procedures for using the
system are as follows:
1. Each activity calls the touch-pay receiving center.
The lines are automatically answered with special tones
indicating that the system is ready to accept data.
2. A plastic card identifying this activity and instal-
lation is placed in the telephone and transmitted. This
becomes a unique identifier for that unit to the system.
3. The pay period ending date is then manually entered
using the touch tone key board.
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4. A plastic "Hours Control Card" containing the control
total of all payroll hours for the pay period is inserted into
the telephone and transmitted.
5. A plastic "Dollars Control Card" containing the con-
trol total (in dollars) for the activity's entire payroll for
the current pay period is inserted into the telephone and
transmitted.
6. Each employee's plastic card is inserted in the tele-
phone and transmitted. A pay code and hours for each employee
is entered. The transaction is ended by pressing the number
key (#) .
7. Any tips, service charges, and/or other deduction or
pay category, (that is not automatic) is now manually entered
on the key board.
8. When all of the data for a pay period is transmitted,
the person doing the transmission merely hangs up the receiver,
thereby indicating his items are ready for processing. [123]
There are a number of safeguards built into the system.
Answer back tones are used to allow the transmitting party to
determine whether or not he or she has transmitted valid
information. Information which is incorrectly formatted is
automatically rejected by the system. If the person doing
the transmitting experiences difficulties or needs assistance,
a receiving center operator at the computer center can be
reached by merely pressing the asterisk (*) button on the
telephone. [124]
The TPS computer system is capable of handling 50 to 100
data card transmissions in less than an hour. Upon the comple-
tion of an activity's transmissions, the computer automatically
calculates and prints employee paychecks and payroll reports,
which are then packaged and forwarded to the activity via
express mail. Payroll reports which are automatically issued
to each activity include:
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1. Each Pay Period
a. Transaction Audit - when applicable
b. File Changes applied this pay period
c. Sick and Annual Corrections - when applicable
d. Time Card Balance
e. Touch-Pay Payroll Summary
f. Payroll Register
g. MCAS/RCAS Audit Reports
h. MCAS/RCAS Payroll Summary
i. Sick and Annual Leave Reports




a. Controllers Report (pro-forma federal and state
tax returns)
b. Individual Employee Earning Records
c
.
BUPERS Quarterly Retirement Report
d. BUPERS Quarterly Life and Hospital Insurance
Reports
3. At Year-End
a. Pre-enveloped and "Franked" W-2 ' s for mailing
b. W-2 Master Listings
c. Special Automatic Adjustment Run for Sick and
Annual Leave Accrual [125]
Examples of some of the above listed reports are provided
in Appendix H.
Two reports which are deserving of special mention are
the MCAS and RCAS Payroll Summaries. The MCAS and RCAS Pay-
roll Summaries which are provided by TPS are facsimile reports
of the BUPERS Forms 2216 (Exhibit 11-19) and 2141 (Exhibit
11-26) which must be respectively submitted by MCAS and RCAS
activities to NAFAS following each pay period. These facsim-
ile reports allow field activity bookkeeprs to conveniently
transcribe Payroll Summary information on to the required
BUPERS forms for forwarding to NAFAS. [12 6]
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The administrative requirements which are levied on TPS
users are designed to be minimal, involving the use of a
few simple forms on an "as required" basis. The most prom-
inent and commonly used form is the Employee Information
Sheet (Exhibit 11-58) which must be submitted to TPS for
each activity employee upon newly converting to the TPS
system, whenever new personnel are hired and, as indicated on
the form itself, whenever changes occur to the information
contained in blocks 9 through 39 . Other simple forms are
used to notify TPS of voided checks, handwritten checks, stop
payments, and payroll adjustments for sick and annual leave.
[127]
The lack of administration associated with TPS is par-
tially explained and somewhat offset by the fact that the
system utilizes a series of non-standard transmission routines
(e.g., over and above the standard transmission routine which
was previously cited) for the purposes of conducting a signif-
icant amount of payroll administration. Although these trans-
mission routines are clearly delineated in the Touch Pay
Systems Users Manual , there is a definite "learning-curve"
associated with their use. For that matter, the TPS as a
whole involves start-up costs in terms of training and user
acclimation during its initial stages of implementation. Ac-
cordingly, field activities are provided with three days of
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Exhibit 11-58. Touch-Pay Systems Employee Information Sheet
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In addition to providing a cash control element and reduc-
tions in field activity accounting and bookkeeping, TPS also
provides the following improvements in payroll accounting from
a headquarter ' s standpoint:
1. Provides for the central collection of employee bene-
fits, which are deducted from the concentration bank accounts.
2. Automatic deductions are made for FICA, FUTA, and
Federal and State Income Tax withholdings.
3. Is programmed to conform to Public Law 93932 and DOD
wage policy guidelines.
4. Is designed to provide standardized payroll procedures
for NAF employees on a Navy-wide basis. [12 9]
As of this writing, 417 activities are currently partic-
ipating in the "Touch Pay" payroll accounting system, with
additional installations scheduled for the future. According
to NAFAS management personnel, user complaints concerning the
operation of TPS have been negligible and primarily limited
to field activities who were already using local computer
systems for payroll accounting when directed to convert to
TPS. However, a formal survey has not as yet been undertaken.
[130]
E. THE FIELD ACTIVITY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
Since the ultimate purpose of this study is to objectively
assess the overall performance of NAFAS from the standpoint of
field activity managers, a general overview of the operating
environment and organizational context in which field activity
management perspectives are developed is considered necessary.
The need for such an overview arises from the fact that field
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managers typically operate in a frequently changing, multi-
faceted environment in which their preoccupation with central-
ized accounting, banking, and payroll procedures is only one
among many other highly placed priorities which govern the
management and operation of their activities. Field activity
managers are concurrently preoccupied with the following:
1. Satisfying local command priorities and policies.
2. Satisfying the changing needs and preferences of a




Competing with local commercial enterprises which
offer similar services.
5. Responding to changing economic conditions due to
cyclical changes in the earning power of military customers,
the availability of Federally appropriated funds, and frequent
shifts in Navy-wide MWR policies as a result of ongoing Con-
gressional oversight.
As previously depicted in Exhibit II-5, managers are
directly accountable to local base/installation commanders in
providing mess and recreation services to local military
patrons. The local commanding officer (CO) can hire/fire mess
and recreation employees, dictate hours of operation for base
facilities, dress standards, membership/guest criteria, price
structure for services rendered, entertainment choices, and,
as previously discussed, delineate package store profit dis-
tribution policies. However, the actual involvement of base
CO' s in the details of club and recreation policies and opera-
tions is likely to vary from one commanding officer to the
next, depending on their personal desire to become intimately
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involved and the number of other high priority matters which
routinely compete for their management time and attention. [131]
To ensure that both base CO ' s and managers are responsive
to the needs of their military patrons, the establishment of
local advisory groups and audit boards is mandated in the Navy's
Manual for Messes Ashore (for Messes, CPS's, and BOQ's) and
Special Services Manual (Recreation Fund Activities) . Exhibits
11-59 and 11-60 illustrate the typical relationship between
the CO, the field activity manager, and local advisory groups.
Appointments to local command Advisory Groups are non-
permanent in nature and members of these groups are not allowed
to receive financial remuneration in the form of cash, goods,
or services from local MWR activities. In the case of mil-
itary personnel, Advisory Group responsibilities are viewed
as collateral duties which are to be performed in addition to
their primary duties at the Naval base or installation. [132]
Local MWR field activity managers must be responsive to the
recommendations and priorities of local Advisory Groups in
addition to the programs and policies which are specifically
initiated by the base commanders. Inasmuch as local advisory
groups are non-permanent in nature, program emphasis and
priorities are likely to vary over the long run due to the
changing composition and varying interests of individual
group members.
Although field activity managers are organizationally
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Groups, they are ultimately accountable to and dependent upon
their good standing with local military patrons. Each field
activity manager must be concerned with suggestions offered by
customers as to ways to improve upon the services which are
provided. However, accommodating the needs and preferences of
all individuals rapidly becomes a physical impossibility and
is necessarily discretionary.
Navy Mess and Recreation Managers are challenged by the
need to provide good service and maintain high standing within
their patron base. This is true of Navy Messes which, in most
instances, operate in direct competition with commercial
restaurants and fast food chains. However, unlike their com-
mercial competitors, they are not allowed to specialize in a
particular food or service. Instead, they are required to
fulfill the needs and preferences of all individuals to the
maximum extent possible, which is no easy task in light of
the widely varying ages, backgrounds, and cultural prefences
of their target population. Despite known economic disadvan-
tages, this philosophy and method of doing business is steeped
in military tradition and is not likely to change any time
soon. [133]
An equally unprofitable but intensely traditional aspect
of Navy Messes is that of rank segregation. Separate Messes
are established and maintained for Officers, Chief Petty
Officers, and junior enlisted personnel at many Navy shore
installations even though local patronage of Messes may not
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economically justify the existence of separate facilities.
During Hearings before the House Nonappropriated Fund Panel
of the House Armed Services Committee (HASC) in 1979, the
GAO recommended to the Congress that small, unprofitable
Messes be consolidated into single "all ranks" Messes. [134]
This recommendation was based on a 1978 study which was con-
ducted by the GAO at selected installations of the four armed
services. This same study revealed that, while enlisted per-
sonnel favored "all ranks" clubs over less favorable alter-
natives as increased food and drink prices and membership
dues, officers were willing, if need be, to pay higher prices
or membership dues to continue the tradition of rank
segregation. [135]
The segregation of ranks is a time-honored tradition
which has been perpetuated in basic officer training. From
the beginning of their formal training, officer candidates
are advised not to fraternize with their subordinates during
off duty hours in order to ensure the maintenance of good
order and discipline while on duty. Additionally, officers
earn higher incomes than enlisted personnel in each succes-
sive paygrade and therefore can more readily afford an in-
crease in Mess prices or the implementation of membership
dues if needed to defray the costs of Mess operations.
During the 1979 hearings before the HASC, Navy officials
noted that 55 percent of all Navy Messes (169 of the 311
messes then in operation) would have been unprofitable had
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they not received subsidies from local CPS profit distributions
Even with the assistance of package store subsidies, 26 per-
cent (83) Messes were unprofitable. [136] Reasons cited for
the unprofitability of Navy Messes were as follows:
There are many and varied reasons which cause a
mess to become unprofitable - fleet movements, unexpected
lack of patron response to a special event sponsored by
the mess, labor expenses escalating out of proportion to
the volume of business, failure to apply timely price
increases to offset increased cost of goods and services,
unprogrammed expenditure requirements for equipment/
improvements, and sometimes the ineffectiveness of the
manager to adhere to prescribed internal controls. [137]
While all of the aforementioned reasons for the unprofit-
ability of Navy Messes are undoubtedly legitimate, other
critical factors were omitted from the above testimony. Fore-
most among these is the fact that, beginning in 1975, Navy
Messes and other MWR field activities were directed to sub-
stitute civilian employees into positions formerly held by
military personnel due to military personnel ceilings which
were recommended by the GAO and mandated by Congress. The
substitution of civilians for military personnel was tanta-
mount to reducing appropriated fund support for Navy Messes
and increasing nonappropriated fund support for them. [138]
In addition to the imposition of military personnel ceil-
ings, both the GAO and Congress have placed increased pres-
sure on the Navy to make military Messes even more self-
sustaining in their operations by discouraging the use of CPS
profits to subsidize Messes. [139] As a result, beginning in
FY 1983, Navy Messes will no longer be eligible to receive
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direct subsidies from their local CPSs. [140] Congressional
interest in reducing CPS subisidies to Navy Messes is pred-
icated on the belief that CPS profits should be used for
General Welfare and Recreation (Category III) programs which
would, in turn, reduce the amount of appropriated funds that
would have to be spent for them. Emphasis on reducing CPS
subsidies have been largely influenced by the GAO which, dur-
ing 197 9 hearings before the HASC, predicated its recommenda-
tions largely on the lew frequency of patronage and apparent
lack of usefulness of Navy Messes to military personnel.
Whereas Navy Mess Managers were once able to attract
military customers as a result of their ability to provide
price breaks on food and drinks, the implementation of mil-
itary personnel ceilings and gradual removal of CPS subsidies
has all but decimated the competitive edge that they once
enjoyed over their commercial counterparts. [141] Similarly,
other MWR field activity managers (particularly Recreation
Fund Activity Managers) have been placed in the unenviable
position of having to contend with reductions in appropriated
fund support which has led to increases in the prices which
they must charge to their military customers or reductions
in services.
In addition to coping with the uncertainties of Congres-
sional policies and funding, MWR Field Activity Managers
must, in certain situations, respond to other circumstances
which are bevond their immediate control. For example, status
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of forces agreements with some foreign countries preclude
the firing of foreign nationals even though a reduction in
personnel is needed as a result of declining local patronage.
Managers must also respond to reductions in their patron
population as a result of base or facility closures (e.g.,
the cyclical opening and closing of the Naval Base in Long
Beach, California)
.
Lastly, managers (particularly Mess
Managers) must be especially sensitive to needs of retired
military personnel in areas where a large portion of their
patron base is constituted by retirees. [142]
Although a series of other statements could readily be
made concerning the many management variables and challenges
which confront MWR Field Activity Managers, they are not neces^
sary for the purposes of this study. The preceding paragraphs
are deemed sufficient in providing a general appreciation
for the multiplicity of environmental and organizational
factors which mold the perspectives of Field Activity Managers
The primary points which should have been gleaned from this
section are:
1. In addition to fulfilling their accounting respon-
sibilities on behalf of NAFAS, field activity managers are
variously preoccupied with satisfying the performance stand-
ards demanded of them by their local commanders, local Ad-
visory Groups, local audit boards, active duty and retired
military patrons, the Naval Audit Service, NMPC-65, GAO,
and ultimately the Congress.
2. The perspectives of field activity managers differ
significantly from those of NAFAS management personnel.
Whereas NAFAS personnel view centralized accounting, banking,
and payroll practices from a global or "systems" perspective,
field activity managers view them as one among many other
operational and administrative requirements which are levied
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upon them by higher authority. Furthermore, field activity
managers are, out of necessity, much more concerned with the
attainment of local objectives rather than the overall better-
ment of the Navy's NAF posture as a whole.
3
.
When compared to the internal operations of various
field activities, the internal operations within NAFAS are
much more structured, repetitive, and less overcome by a
diversity of human and other unpredictable variables.
F. CHAPTER SUMMARY
The primary objectives of this chapter have been:
1. To descriptively review and identify the basis for
the currently existing accounting, banking, and payroll ser-
vices provided by NAFAS.
2
.
To examine the criteria upon which NAFAS presently
measures and draws conclusions about its own performance.
3 To briefly describe the typical financial and working
environment of field activity managers.
The purpose of pursuing the above objectives has been to
prepare the reader for an analysis which is undertaken in
the following chapter to determine the relative satisfaction
or dissatisfaction which field activity managers have for
various aspects of the centralized accounting, banking, and
payroll services which are provided by NAFAS. In support of
the ensuing analysis, it is considered necessary to first
introduce the reader to the multiple goals and mission of
NAFAS. In so doing, the author illustrated where and how
NAFAS functions as a subset of the larger MWR, NAF flow, and
investment policies of the Navy. The perceived need to
conceptually place NAFAS within the larger context of Navy




1. In analyzing the relative satisfaction and/or dis-
satisfaction which field activity managers have for the
mechanics of the centralized accounting, banking, and payroll
services which are provided by NAFAS , it must be recognized
that these services are provided on a concommitment basis
with the overriding need and desire to centrally collect,
invest, and redistribute Navy NAFs in order to improve the
Navy's NAF posture as a whole and to ensure that equitable
MWR services are made available to all Navy members.
2. In undertaking the analysis, the author was cautioned
by the Director of NAFAS that difficulties might be encountered
in distinguishing between the grievances that field activity
managers might have for the specific services which are pro-
vided by NAFAS and the more general frustrations which they
might have for existing Navy MWR policies as a whole. For
example, the recent decision to centrally collect all CPS
profit distributions is known to be widely unpopular among
Navy Mess Managers, particularly those whose Messes are co-
located with profitable package stores. [Ref. 143] Concur-
ring with this observation, the author found it necessary to
describe the broader MWR policies of the Navy in addition to
the details of centralized accounting, banking, and payroll
procedures in order to provide a backdrop for segregating
NAFAS-related problems (if existing) from the grievances




A considerable portion of this chapter was dedicated to
discussing the details of centralized accounting, banking,
and payroll procedures, including source document submission
by field activity personnel and internal operations within
NAFAS. The objectives of this discussion were to:
1. Provide the reader with an appreciation for the
administrative and procedural demands which are levied on
field activity managers and bookkeepers in support of the
centralized accounting, banking, and payroll systems that
are operated and/or sponsored by NAFAS
.
2. Describe the financial management and accounting
information which field activity personnel receive in return
for their administrative efforts.
3. Develop an appreciation for the scope of operations
within NAFAS by describing the duties and responsibilities
of each functional department, the production volume in which
NAFAS deals, and the procedures which NAFAS employs in ensur-
ing that quality and timely services are provided to field
activity subscribers of the centralized accounting, banking,
and payroll systems.
A comprehensive discussion of the foregoing areas was
prompted by the fact that, in the following chapter, the
author's analysis delves into the specifics of centralized
accounting, banking, and payroll procedures and, in all
probability, could not be fully understood in the absence
of substantial background information. Impetus for describing
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the scope of operations within NAFAS evolved from the fact
that the author's ensuing analysis is based on a worldwide
survey in which field managers were allowed to comment on
any and all problems which they are currently experiencing
with the centralized accounting, banking, and payroll ser-
vices provided by NAFAS. In fairness to NAFAS, it is believed
that the reader should be familiarized with the production
volume for which NAFAS is responsible, the limited number of
personnel (e.g., less than 50 people) that NAFAS employs, and
the variety of internal safeguards and management practices
(e.g., stringent source data verification requirements and
internal review of all outgoing financial statements) which
NAFAS already conscientiously exercises in attempting to
prevent errors, reduce delays, and achieve high customer
satisfaction with centralized accounting, banking, and pay-
roll services.
A brief discussion of the Touch-PAY payroll accounting
system was separately undertaken in this chapter to provide
the reader with sufficient background information in the
operation of the system so that questions and issues related
to payroll accounting could be addressed in the following
chapter. As previously mentioned, NAFAS does not directly
provide centralized payroll services to MWR-field activities.
Instead, it sponsors the Tough Pay System (TPS) , coordinates
new installations, and provides technical and training guid-
ance on behalf of participating field activities. Because of
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NAFAS's detached role in the physical operation of payroll
accounting, an analysis of TPS was not originally included
in the objectives of this study. However, it evolved as a
corollary to the central theme of accounting and banking
when, during the course of research, the author decided to
expand the scope of this thesis to include all centralized
systems which are either operated or sponsored by NAFAS
.
The chapter was concluded with a brief overview of the
dynamic and multi-faceted environment in which field activity
perspectives are molded. The primary motive for this section
was to reinforce the fact that field managers maintain a
"dotted-line" relationship with NAFAS and are ultimately
accountable to their local commanders, advisory groups,
audit boards, and military patrons in the management and
operation of their activities. Another highly important
objective of this section was to emphasize the fact that
field activity managers are both confronted and preoccupied
with a sizeable set of variables (e.g., Navy-wide policy
changes, locale, command priorities, and patrol preferences)
in the running of their facilities. Out of necessity, their
view of world needs and administrative priorities are not
the same as those of NAFAS nor are they necessarily homo-
geneous from one activity to the next.
In objectively assessing the overall performance of
NAFAS from the perspective of field activity managers, environ-
mental factors must be taken into consideration. Isolated
problems and/or those which are unique to particular types
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of activities (e.g., overseas activities) must be differen-





A. FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS
The thesis objectives that were outlined in Chapter I of
this study evolved from two differing views of the relative
efficiency and effectiveness of the centralized accounting
and banking services which are operated and maintained by
NAFAS. As evidenced by Exhibits III-l and III-2, written
and oral comments by headquarter ' s level officials have
lauded the many advances in centralized accounting, banking,
and payroll systems over the past several years. Exhibit
III-l was originated by the Director, NMPC-65. Exhibit
III-2 was directly extracted from Congressional testimony
during hearings before the Nonappropriated Fund (NAF) Panel
of the House Armed Services Committee in October 1979. [144]
In this passage, Mr. Dave Cosco (NMPC-65) and Rear Admiral
Fran McKee (Assistant Deputy Chief of Naval Operations) were
responding to questions which were being posed by Congressman
Dan Daniel (Virginia) and Williston B. Cofer (professional
staff member)
.
Common to Exhibits III-l and III-2 are that the central-
ized accounting and banking services which are provided by
NAFAS have contributed to reductions in personnel workloading
in bookkeeping and accounting at the field activity level.
Conf lictingly, these and other laudatory comments put forth




DEPARTMENT OP THE NAVY
NAVAL .VHUTARY PERSONNEL COUUANO
WASHINGTON. O C 20370 in »«m.y acre* to
1S80
From: Director, Recreational Services Division
To: Head, Nonappropriated Fund Accounting System Section
Subj: Sustained Superior Performance of the Nonapprooriated Fund
Accounting System Section
I. During the period 1977 to 1980, the Nonappropriated Fund Accounting
System Section {NAFAS) has had a record of exceptional oerformance
reserving of special -ecogni tion. The following achievements are
examoles of that performance record:
a. In August 1977, the Nonappropriated Fund Accounting System
Section was reorganized, 'he Mess Central Accounting Unit and the
Recreation Accounting Unit, Mhich had been separate entities to this
t-me. were riisoanded and replaced by the NAFAS c ield Accounting and
3a"<ing Services Jnit and the Production Systems Unit.
b. Also in 1977, the transfer of EM Clubs from NAVRESSO to 3UPERS •
causes NAFAS to provide accounting and banking support to approximately
120 additional field activities. rhis additional support was "achieved
smoothly without the reauirement for additional staff.
c. In July of 1977, the Dperaticnal Performance Information System
and the "una Solvency System were imolemented to provide NAFAS users
with expanaed financial information for the puroose of identifying
ootencial problems for management review.
i. In Dctober of 1977, NAFAS -'molemented a new automated cash
transfer system 'or ''ESS/CPS and 3iHeting Funds. In 1979 this system
was
:
molemented 'or Recreation runds. "his more rapid cash transfer
s/stem orovided an additional S3 million into tne investment portfolio.
Concurrent with tnis new system, NAFAS took the resconsibil ity for
reconciling aooroximately 500 'ocal oanic accounts monthly. Prior to the
acn-.evement of this objective, forty oercent of these accounts were
-ever reconciles locally. In addition :o oroviding a much needed cash
control element, the wor<load of field bookkeepers was significantly
-educed.
e. I.n "973, NAFAS -molemented a modified Vess Central Accounting
System MCAS). "his modification orovided greater flexibility and Tiore
neai—tqful "-ancial ; nfomation to the system's users, "he calculation
arc cresentation of an 'ic ? d "est" ratio as measured against the target
'Acid "est' ratio was -'mDiemented as an aaaed element of this NCAS
modification, iad". t ; onal 1 y, this modification provided processing
efficiencies allowing a more -aoid preparation of financial statements
wnic.n in turn :ould :e utilized ncre effectively by management.
Exhibit III-l. Letter Citing Sustained Superior Performance




f. Also in 1978, NAFAS implemented an automatic cash transfer
system which is utilized to collect loan repayments and sales assess-
ments, and to fund grants and loans to activities without the necessity
of preparing individual checks locally or centrally. This system also
enhances cash control in that it has removed the necessity for mailing
over 600 negotiable cash -nstruments in the mails each month. Further-
more, this system reduced the field bookkeeping workload significantly.
g. In October 1979, NAFAS moved to reduce FYSO operating costs to
the r Y79 level, despite mounting inflation. This exercise included a
review of local activity bank balances which resulted in the transfer of
an additional $1 million into the Central Fund investment portfolio.
h. Also in 1979, NAFAS was tasked with responsibility of implementing
an automated bank reconciliation for the Touch Pay System payroll bank
account. This system, implemented in February 1980, is achieving a much
desired cash control element and was accomplished without additional
staff. At this time, NAFAS assumed responsibility for coordination of
all Touch Pay System payroll matters. The system, which serves 20,000
employees, was transferred from 3SPS0 Treasure Island and NAFAS assumed
this responsibility without estaol ishment of additional staff.
2. r rom 1977 to present, the NAFAS nas achieved a monetary recurring
savings of almost SI million which continues to accrue to the benefit of
the Navy community eacn year, "he NAFAS n&s also achieved a significant
expansion of its suooort mic'-on sver the years that has resulted in
more meaningful and broader financial management information for individual
NAFI activity managers and the chain of command. Perhaps, of equal
value are the elements of achievement that significantly reduced the
workload of field bookkeeping staffs. Due to the above achievement and
it :ay-to-day professional contacts with the field, NAFAS has brought
aoout a much improved level of credibility.
3. "he NAFAS -as made a contribution that has enhanced the quality of
life in the Navy and will continue to co so in years to come. This
record of sustained suoer-'or performance could not nave been accomplished
without exceptional oer*omance :f ever/ member of the NAFAS Staff.
"n 1 ! oerfornanci nas reflected great credit upon the Pecreational







cos ta. In my judgment, they are more efficient as a result of being con-
solidated on the station, with the eaect that they may be greater than
they were under the previous system.
Mr. Dak Da.ntxu I beliere that yon sil were here this morning.
Tea heard the remark with respect to the high administrative cost
in the Air Force.
Wul yon explain how edministrative costs, sneh at accounting and
personnel semees, are handled by the Nary?
Admiral McExx. If I may, air, I'd like to defer to Mr. Coseo, who
is intimately inrolTed in accounting procedures for our system,
Mr. Dam Djlxixx. Mr. Coseo?
Mr. Coeco. Yea, sir.
AH accounting for Nary dubs and package stores is centralised,
and it is centralixed under the Chief of Naval Personnel. Each sctmcy
prepares summary source accounting documents on a daily basis, and
submits them to our Central Accounting Omee, located at the Naval
Air Station at Patuxent Brrer. Md. That omee keeps the detailed
general ledgers for all of the dubs and package stores Nary-wide and
produces monthly finsarial statements and management informs taon
reports on a monthly basis.
In terms of personnel services, activities at the local level do most
of their own personnel work, in terms of rating, position descriptions,
keening personnel records, and other personnel actions.
We hare over the last 2 years centralized the payroll function for
most of our messes. By the end of nscal 19S0 over 70 percent of the
loyees in dubs, package stores, and recreation eetrritiea will be
by our central payroll system. We hare, therefore, on a systematic
t, iemo?ed much of the local effort in bookrawprng from that level
to a higher level, and I think we hare experienced economies in
terms of cost of providing payroll services.
Mr. Dur Daxul. Has that created any problems in the chain ex*
sja—aad, the degree of eentralixation which you're described?
Mr. Cotco* In general, no. sir, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dax Daxxxz. And it hasn't been the feeling on the part of the
local commanders that these functions hare been taken away from
them and given to somebody else, and that they should probably bo
done at that lerel?-
Mr. Coeco. No, sir, Mr. Chairman. By and large, I thmk they've
applauded it, sinee it permits their local employees to perform other
functions, and some of the functions we've leuiu red sre fairly com-
plicated; specifically, the payroll function is compHrs twd . So I think
that generally they hare not objected to the remoTsl of that functwm.
In fact, they're reacted favorably.
Mr. Vax Daxoa. Mr. Cofer, do yon hare any foflownp questions?
Mr. Com. Yes, sir.
It is my understanding from my limited knowledge of the Nary
that these overhead oosta sre provided beakmlry free to your dube.
It is my understanding that dubs that hare arrestment moneys m
your program retain only the principal, that the interest is retained
and is spread to pay for these services.
Is that true?
Mr. Coeco. Yes, sir..
Exhibit III-2. Extract from Congressional Hearings Before




opinions expressed by the author's fellow students at the
Naval Postgraduate School who, based on their prior expe-
riences with NAF accounting and banking procedures, verbally
alleged that:
1. Centralized accounting and banking procedures cause
duplicate accounting and bookkeeping to be performed by field
activity personnel due to unacceptable time delays which
occur between the activity's submission of accounting source
documents at the end of each month and the physical receipt
of monthly financial statements from NAFAS . Field activity
managers cannot afford to wait until the middle or end of
each month to determine how their activity performed during
the preceding accounting month, particularly when they are
required to brief their immediate superiors on the financial
status of their activity immediately following the end of
each accounting month. Accordingly, they find it necessary
to parallel the efforts of the Nonappropriated Fund Account-
ing System Section (NAFAS) by preparing their own "in-house"
accounting reports and financial analyses in order to keep
closely abreast of developing trends within their activity
and to satisfy the information requirements of their
superiors
.
2. Because of their requirements to locally prepare
"in-house" facsimiles of NAFAS accounting reports, field
activity managers derive little or no practical value from
the monthly financial statements which are provided to them.
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The financial statements which are prepared by NAFAS provide
little in the way of new or enlightened financial management
information.
3. Centralized accounting and banking procedures are
especially frustrating to overseas activities due to mail
delays and/or to activities which are not conveniently
located near a local banking facility.
4. When occurring, errors in the Mess Central Account-
ing System (MCAS) and Recreation Central Accounting System
(RCAS) statements take a long time to correct (e.g., several
accounting periods)
.
5. Because of inadequate training support and technical
documentation, many local commanders and field activity man-
agers do not fully understand nor make use of all of the
financial management information which is provided to them by
NAFAS on a monthly basis. This is especially true of the
comparative analysis section of the MCAS operating statements,
Exhibit III-l was provided to the author by the Director
of NAFAS who, when subsequently queried, candidly admitted
that no known, formal field survey had ever been conducted
to statistically support many of the positive claims which
had been made concerning centralized accounting and banking
procedures, including those related to reductions in work-
loading at the field activity level. The Director further
agreed that a formal, worldwide field survey might prove
valuable in determining the extent to which problems such
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as those identified by the author's classmates exist among
the 6 95 participating activities of the xMCAS and RCAS
.
Following substantial research, the questionnaire shown
in Exhibit III-3 was constructed by the author with the assist-
ance of the Director of NAFAS , fellow students, and the
Recreation Director of the Naval Postgraduate School. It was
then forwarded to all 695 participants of the MCAS and RCAS
for the expressed purpose of justifying, to the maximum extent
possible, the positive or negative impact which currently
existing NAF accounting, banking, and payroll (which was
added to the survey) systems have actually had on field
activity managers and bookkeepers.
The questions posed in the author's questionnaire were
selected from a much larger pool of questions and were
specifically designed to assist in assessing both the
efficiency and effectiveness of centralized accounting, bank-
ing, and payroll procedures from the perspective of field
activity managers. In assessing efficiency, timeliness and
accuracy were considered to be the most important measure-
ments based on the author ' s readings of several management
texts. Accordingly, questions one, two, and eight specif-
ically address these elements. All other questions contained
in Exhibit III-3 are directly keyed to:
1. Assessing the effectiveness with which the financial
management information and guidance provided by NAFAS have






Name/Location of Reporting Activity:
use of Activity Manager:
Rank, 33 rating of Activity Manager:
r'r.zp.e Mr: Autovon: Commercial:
'lumber of Years You Have served as Activity Manager:
Previous Educational and Professional Training
Experiences in Financial Management : (e
.
g. degrees, formal training
and previous assignments)
Do you desire a summary of the results of this survey? Yes Mo
:ons
a. 3n the average, within how many days following the end of each
accounting period are accounting source documents placed into
the mail for forwarding to NAFAS? DAYS
b. What are the primary causes for delays in the mailing of
accounting source documents,? (please briefly comment)
3n the average, how -.any days following the end of each account-
ing period does it take for MCAS/RCAS accounting reports to
reach you activity? DAYS
a. Are you required to meet with you Zommanding Officer or
immediate superior following the end of each accounting










b. If yes, approximately how soon after the end of the account
ing period do these meetings take place? DAYS
c. If not after the end of each accounting period, please
state hew frequently you meet with your Commanding Officer
or immediate superior to discuss the financial status
of your activity:
7c what extent have delays in the receipt of MCAS/RCAS reports
diminished their usefulness as a financial management tool?
(circle one)
a. Reports are extremely useful despite delays.
b. Usefulness of reports is partially diminished.
c. Usefulness of reports is greatly diminished.
d. Reports are rendered totally useless.
Please Briefly Amplify:
2c delays in the receipt of MCAS/RCAS printouts necessitate
additional accounting/bookkeeping efforts which could be






To the best of your knowledge, has MCAS/RCAS reduced the
administrative requirements for financial bookkeeping within
your activity? (circle :ne)
a. Has greatly reduced previously existing bookkeeping
requirements, (by 2 5% or greater)
b. Has oartiallv reduced orevious bookkeeoing requirements
[by less than 2 5%)
c.
v
.'c visible cnange from previous requirements.
:. Has increased bcc<reeping requirements.
e. lannct state with :ertainty the effects which MCAS/
RCAS have had en bookkeeping requirements.
a. '-'as the implement at icn c f MCAS/RCAS reduced the number










b. If yes, approximately how many man-hours oer day or
billets have been eliminated?' MAM-HOURS
BILLETS
3. a. Are MCAS/RCAS accounting reports accurate? (circle one)
a. Virtually no errors.
;. 3:;2s;o-al errors,
c. Frequent errors.
b . To what would you attribute the most common cause
for errors?
"O what extent do MCAS/RCAS printouts assist you in the
: ir.ar.cial planning and management of you activity? (circle one)
a. Information provided is highly practical and useful
in planning and managing the finances of this activity.
b. Information provided is of limited practical value
in planning and managing the finances of this activity.
c. Information provided is of little or no practical




-_:- "IAS RCAS reports or sections thereof do you consider
to be tr.e least worthwhile? (-lease oomment. If ail are
worthwhile, so state.)
Are the Fund Solvency Section of the MCAS Balance Sheet
and Comparative Analysis section of the Operations State-
ment iseful management tools? ''".IAS participants only) (circle one)
a . ':' e s
b. No
3t-nefly state why or why not:
a. It you —-oiler the self sufficiency information provided
by -IAS "o be a useful financial management tool? (Recreation





:e vjr.v :r wnv not
Excluding delays ir. the receipt of MCAS/RCAS reports, whate are
your 2 greatest frustrations with respect to the Centralized
Account ir.c System in which vou are currently oarticioating?
1<*. a. Have the centralized concentration banking services cur-
rently coordinated by NAFAS reduced administrative work-
loading at your activity? (circle one)
a. Yes, workloading has been reduced.
b. No significant change in workloading.
c. There has been an increase in administrative workloading.
d. "lot sure.
b. If yes, by approximately what per centage amount? %
If yes. please cite some of the improvements which have
been made:
Prior to the implementation of centralized banking pro-
cedures, how frequently were local bank accounts reconciled
at you activity? (circle cne)
a. Monthly
b. less often than monthly
c. 'lever
d. Mot sure
From you perspective, what are the greatest deficiencies and/oi





If The "Touch Pay" payroll system is installed at your activity,
to what extent has it eased the clerical burdens of payroll
accounting?
a. Has greatly reduced the clerical burdens associated
with payroll accounting. (25% or greater)
b. Has slightly reduced the clerical burdens of
payroll accounting .( less than 25%)




Would you agree that the "Touch Pay" system has greatly
reduced accounting efforts previously associated with




Has the "Touch Pay" system significantly reduced the accounting
and administrative problems formerly experienced in complyirrg
with Public law 32392 and DOD wage policy guidelines?
:ircle one) a. Yes
o. Mo
c . Mot sure
From your perspective, what are the greatest deficiencies
and frustrations associated with "Touch Pay" payroll
accounting? 'Please comment. If no deficiencies, so state.
J
2c you consider training support and technical documentation
eg. formal,' informal courses and assist visits, training
manuals, instructions, notices etc.) provided by MAFAS and
MAVCOMPT to be fully adequate with respect to centralized
accounting , b a n < i n
g
,
and payroll procedures 7 (circle one)
a . Yes
b . Mo




a. From you perspective as a field activity manager, to
what extent have the centralized accounting, banking,
and payroll services provided by MAFA3 contributed to
cr detracted from management flexibility within your
activity? (circle one)
a. NAFAS services have significantly contributed
to management flexibility.
b. Management flexibility has slightly increased.
c. Management flexibility has been slightly reduced
d. Management flexibility has been greatlv reduced.
b. In what specific ways has management flexibility been
altered? (Please Comment)
Do you believe that you would be better off if decentral-
ized accounting, banking, or payroll services were
reinstituted at you command? (please explicitly comment)
idly speaking, to wnat extent :o you
irself to be technically Knowledgeable in the •
following areas
:




d. luite frankly, my knowledge of NAFAS is limited to a
general familiarity with only those services that
MAFAS specifically performs on behalf of this activity.
o. The philosophy behind and dollar benefits derived from
;oncentratiori banking procedures" 'circle one)
a. Thoroughly knowledgeable.
o. Fairly Tcvleczea'c le .
c. Vaguely familiar.
:. Frankly, my knowledge of the pros and cons of






c. The philosophy behind and financial basis for the Navy's





d. 1 know that the portfolio exists, but not much else
about it
.
e. 1 am both inaware of the existence of the portfolio
and the financial basis for it.
2 U . To what extent did you participate in or consider yourself
"wledgeable in the decentralized accounting, banking, and
payroll procedures which existed prior their centralization




21. How many personnel are currently assigned to the following
functions within your activity?
a. Accounting: ?E?SC v !::iL
o. Banking: PERSONNEL
:. Payroll: ?z?iz'.;::zi
'.z-.z a single individual oerfor~ all or more than :ne of




their operations. (Questions three, four, nine, eleven,
twelve, twenty-one, and twenty-three.)
2. Assessing the effectiveness with which centralized
accounting and banking services have contributed to reduc-
tions in personnel and administrative overhead at the field
activity level. (Questions five, six, seven, and fourteen.)
3. Assessing the effectiveness of the "Touch Pay" pay-




4. Assessing the extent to which existing accounting,
banking, and payroll procedures contribute to or exhibit
management flexibility at the field activity level. (Ques-
tion twenty-two.)
5. Providing a forum for the identification of any and
all unforeseen problems which field activity managers might
be experiencing in conjunction with centralized accounting,
banking and payroll procedures. (Questions ten, thirteen,
sixteen, twenty, and all other sections within the question-




The Activity Data Section of Exhibit III-3 and question
twenty-four were consciously included in the author's ques-
tionnaire in an attempt to gain insights into the background
and relative experience levels of those field activity man-
agers who elected to participate in the author's survey.
Special concern was given to determining the number of
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respondees who were either knowledgeable in or who had
directly participated in the NAF accounting, banking, and pay-
roll systems which were utilized prior to the implementation
of currently existing systems by NAFAS
.
Question fifteen is unique among the other questions
which were posed by the author's survey. As explained in
Section C of this chapter, it is used to highlight some of
the methodological weaknesses that are inherent in any statis-
tical survey of the magnitude undertaken by the author.
Subsequent sections of this chapter are exclusively ded-
icated to presenting and analyzing the data, information, and
opinions which were expressed in field activity responses to
the author's questionnaire. In Section B, data are presented
for those questions in which field activity managers were
asked to select between a limited number of pro forma res-
ponses that were made available to them by the author. In
Section C, the data contained in Section B are subjected to
a variety of analytical techniques, including quantitative,
statistical methods. Lastly, in Section D, a subjective
analysis is applied to field activity responses to free form
questions which were posed by the author and the narrative,
amplifying remarks sections of the formatted responses which
were previously reviewed in Sections B and C.
B. DATA PRESENTATION
The purpose of this section is to aggregate and display
field activity responses to pro forma questions in which
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participating managers were forced to select between a
limited number of answers that were provided by the author.
A total of 217 persons representing 277 field activities
participated in the survey. The 27 7 activities that were
represented in the survey consisted of the following:
1. MCAS Activities
Navy Messes 112
Consolidated Package Stores (CPSs) 40
Bachelor Officers' Quarters (BOQs) 35
Central Accounting Offices (CAOs) 9
196"
2. RCAS Activities 81
Total MCAS and RCAS Activities 277
Deriving the above totals was complicated by the follow-
ing conditions:
1. At many installations, a single individual is
responsible for managing more than one activity (e.g., two
or more Messes) , which contributed to the disparity between
the number of individuals actually participating in the
survey and the number of activities which were represented.
2. In other instances, local Department Heads at report-
ing installations elected to consolidate inputs from their
subordinate MWR activity managers and submit a single response
Fortunately, the number and types of activities for which
responses were being consolidated were, in all cases, sum-
marized in the completed survey.
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3. A total of nine central accounting offices (CAOs)
participated in the survey. Again, central accounting office
managers differentiated as to whether or not they were sub-
mitting a single response representing only their own views
or a consolidated response representing the views of the
activities for which they have accounting responsibility. In
cases where only their own views were represented, one MCAS
and one RCAS activity were credited to the above totals when
answers were provided for both the MCAS and RCAS systems.
The data contained in this section are based on the
number of activities which were represented in the survey and
not the number of field activity managers who submitted res-
ponses on their behalf . For example, in instances where a
single field activity manager provided responses on behalf
of three activities under his or her cognizance (e.g., three
Messes) , the same response was recorded three separate times
as if it had been submitted by three separate managers. This
approach was necessitated by the fact that the statistical
analysis which is undertaken in the following section of this
chapter is based on the total population of all activities
and not the number of field activity managers within the MCAS
and RCAS systems.
Another observable feature of the data is that, whether
by accident or through their own choosing, responding activ-
ities frequently completed most, but not all, of the questions
that were oosed in the survey. In some instances, the
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responding individual consciously decided not to answer the
questions by indicating "not applicable" on the questionnaire
even though the question was highly applicable to his or her
activity. For whatever the reasons, combined MCAS and RCAS
responses to individual questions ranged from a high of 275
to a disappointing low of 137 (for question number twenty-
two) and no single question was answered by all 277 activ-
ities that were represented in the survey. Accordingly, the
base upon which percentage figures are computed in the exhib-
its that follow varies from exhibit to exhibit due to the
differing number of field activity responses that were pro-
vided for each question.
To facilitate their review, Exhibit III-4 contains an
exhibit summary which crossreferences each subsequent exhibit
within this section to the applicable question within the
author's survey from which corresponding data were aggregated.
It should also be noted that, for certain questions, the
responses of MCAS and RCAS activities are presented separately
C. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURED RESEARCH
The purpose of this section is to quantify and analyze
the data which were presented in the preceding section of
this chapter. A variety of analytical techniques are employed





E"zribit IIR Subject Grossrefereace
I"-5 MEAN TE'S IB THE DELAY OP TU3MISSIQN CP ZMD-
PIF TTB WnBTfl ACCOUNTING SOURCE DOCUMENTS 31
MCAS ACTIVITIES Question Mx.l
m-6 MEAN TIME EI THE DELAY CP SUBMISSION OP SND-
OF-THE-MONTH ACCOUNTING SOURCE DOCUMENTS 3Y
RCAS ACTIVITIES Question Sr.l
TII-7 SEAS NEEES OP DAYS ELAPSED FOLLOWING THE END OF '
EACH ACCOOHTiaG PERIOD PRIOR TO RECEIPT OP MCAS
ACCOUNTED REPORTS 3Y FIELD ACTIVITIES Question Mr.2
III-8 MEAN NUMBER OF DAIS ELAPSED FOLLOWER; THE END OP
EACH ACCOUNTING PERIOD PRIOR TO RECEIPT OP RCAS
ACCCUNTEJG REPORTS 31 FIELD ACTIVITIES Question Mr.2
III-? ACCURACY CF MCAS ACCOUNTED REPORTS Question Nr.3
IH-10 ACCURACY CF RCAS ACCOUNTING REPORTS Question Mr.3
IH-11 CCHBEIED ACCURACY OF MCAS AMD RCAS ACCOUNTING
REPORTS Question llr.3
ih-12 rsqdirehest for mcas and rcas field activity
managers 10 meet with their commanding officer
or egnediate superior following the shd op sacs
accounting period to report the feiahclal status
GP THEIR ACTIVITY ...Question Mr.
3
IH-13 Z:?ACT OF DELAYS OH USEFULNESS CF MCAS REPORTS.... Question Mr.4
III-U IMPACT 0? DELAYS OH USEFULNESS CF RCAS REPORTS....Question Mr.4
IH-15 COMBINED IMPACT CF DELAYS CN USEFULNESS CP MCAS
AMD RCAS REPORTS Question Hr.4
ni-16 extent ro which h.cas frintcuts assist im financial
PLANNING J^JD MANAGEMENT Question Mr.9
in-:? exhbi ro "-.rich rcas frintcuts assist in pejancial
PLANNING AMD MANAGEMENT Question Mr.9




-nnisit 1R Subject Crossreference
IH-LS COMBINED EXTENT TO WHICH MCAS AND RCAS PRINT-
CUTS ASSIST IN FINANCIAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT.. Question Nr. 9
111-19 USEFULNESS 0? THS FUND SOLVENCY SECTION OF TEE
3CA3 BALANCE SHEET AND TEE COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
SECTION OP TEE MCAS OPERATIONS STATEMENT. Question Nr.ll
III-2C USEFULNESS 0? TEE SELF-SUFFICIENCY INFORMATION
PROVIDED BY RCAS Question Nr.12
HI-21 ADEQUACY OF TRAINING SUPPORT A2ID TECHNICAL CCO-
DREBEtfim PRC7TDED TO MCAS ACTIVITIES 3Y NAFAS
AND NAVCCKPT Question Nr.21
111-22 ADEQUACY OF TRAINING SUPPORT AND TECHNICAL DOC-
UHENTATIOH PROVIDED TO RCAS ACTIVITIES 3Y NAFAS
AND NAVCOMP? Question Nr.21
LH-23 ADEQUACY OF TRAINING SUPPORT AND TECHNICAL DOC-
UMENTATION PROVIDED TO MCAS AND RCAS ACTIVTTIES
HI NAFAS AND NAVCCMPT .....Question Nr.21
111-24 EXTENT TO WHICH MCAS AND RCAS FIELD ACTIVITY
MANAGERS CONSIDER THEMSELVES TO 3S TECHNICALLY
2ICVLEDGSABL2 IS TEE OVERALL SESSION AND GOALS
OF NAFAS ..Question Nr.23
IH-25 ESTSNT TO "WHICH MCAS AND RCAS FIELD ACTIVITY
MANAGERS CONSIDER THEMSELVES KNCWLEDGSA3LE IN THE
PHILCSCPHY BEHIND AND COLLAR BENEFITS DERIVED
FROM CONCENTRATION BANKING PROCEDURES........ Question Nr.23
m-26 man to which mcas and rcas field activity
•tAfTAr.aR.? CONSIDER THEMSELVES KNOWLEDGEABLE IN
THE PEILOSOPHT BEHIND AND FINANCIAL BASIS FOR
THS NAVY'S NONAPPROPRIATED FUND CENTRAL LNVEST-
wnrv PORTFOLIO........... Question Nr.23
IH-27 WHETHER OR NOT ^etj-tc in MCAS PRINTOUTS CAUSE





EarLbit SR Subject Croaarefapa"«<**
IH-28 Wr,THia OR NOT DELAYS IS RCAS PRINTOUTS CADSB
ADDTTTCNAL ICCCQgnB/BQOPBaPaaa EFFORTS Question Nr. 5
ZXX-29 WHETHER CR NOT DELA23 IN MCAS AND RCAS PRINTOUTS
CADSS ADDITIONAL ACOJUNTIX/BCOKZEEPTNG EFFORTS....Question Nr. 5
in-30 . snaa to which mcas has reduced local BOOK-
SEEPING REQUIREMENTS Question Nr. 6
m-31 srrsar to which scas has reduced lccal boqk-
FHHMttf REQUIREMENTS Question Or. 6




IH-33 WEETEER CR MOT THE IMPLEMENTATION 0? MCAS HAS RE-
DUCED THE ilUMBER 0? ACCCUNTIBC- PERSONNEL AT THE
LOCAL LEVEL Question Nr. 7
EH-34 WKl'M ffl OR HOT THE IMPLEMENTATION OP RCAS HAS RE-
DUCED THE NUMBER OP ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL AT TEE
LOCAL LEVEL. Question Nr. 7
TH-35 WHETHER CR HOT THE IMPLSMENTAIICN OP MCAS AND RCAS
HAVE REDUCED THE SUBS OP ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL AT
THE LOCAL LEVEL* Questioner* 7
HI-36 ZIPACT 0? G2TRALIZSD/CCNCENTRATI0N 3ANKIN0 SER-
VICES ON THE A2SCNISTRATT7E WCRKLCADING OP >EAS
ACTIVITIES Question "Ir.iA
IH-37 IMPACT OP centralized/concentration bahkdc ser-
vices CN ADMrnSTRATTVE PRELOADING OP RCAS
ACTTVTTIES .Question Nr.14
m-58 OCMOBB ZJPACT OP SEBHU i.T7xn/cnKarfmiattom
BUPfflB SERVICES CN THE ADMINISTRATIVE WORKLOADING
OP MCAS AND RCAS ACTI7TTISS .....Question Nr.14
IH-39 •'.T"i-'m ;o WHICH THE TCUCH-PAI PAYROLL ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM HAS TA.<^m TEE CLERICAL 3URDEHS 0? PAIROLL




v-r^.-ibit 5R Subject Cro<rrrqfereace
IEMO Igm OR NOT THE TOUCH-PAX PAXROLL ACCOUHUS;
SYSTEM HAS GREATLY SEDUCED ACCOUNTING EFFORTS
ASSOCIATED WITH TEAR-SSD W-2 FORM FREPAHATICN Question 3r.0B
m-41 WHETHER CR SOT THE TCUCH-PAX PAYROLL ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM
-HAS SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED THE ACCOUNTING/
ADMINISTRATIVE BURDENS OF PU3LIC LAW 92392/ DOD
WAGS POLICY SUTTTKLTNRS... Question Nr.19
TTTrl? SHMB TO WHICH CSHTHALIZSD ACCOUNTING, HANZIHG*
AND PAYROLL SERVICES PROVIDED HZ 3AFAS HAVE CCN-
TRX3UTSD TO / DETRACTED PRCM ITTtTV- MANAGEMENT
mOJBBJXl OF MCAS ACTIVTTIES Question Nr.22
m-45 BBMH 10 WHICH BHBBaHZBD ACCOUNTING, 3ANKINC,
AND PAYROLL 3SS7ICES PROVIDED 3Y 2AFAS SAVE CON-
TRIBUTED TO/DETRACTED PROS THE .MANAGEMENT
FL22I3ILITY OF RCAS ACTIVTTIES Question Nr.22
:n— extent :o which centralised, accounting, sanktng,
ASP PAIROLL SERVICES PROVIDED 3Y NAFAS IAVSCGN-
TRI3UTED TO/DETRACTED PRCI-l MANAGEMENT FLEXIBILITY
OF MCAS AND ?cas ACTIVTTIES.... *........ .Question Nr.22
m-45 FREQUENCY CF ^mc RECCNCILiaTICSS PRIOR TO TEE
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ACCURACY OF 1CAS ACCOUHTIUG REPORTS
Total ITuaber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 193
Breakdown of Responses: NR
_J»
A. Virtually no errors. •.•••••••••.••••••••••••••••••. 121 62*7
3* Occasional errors • •• 67 34*7
6. Frequent errors**. ....*... * •••• 5 2*6
Total 193 100
Exhibit III-9. Accuracy of MCAS Accounting Reports
195

ACCURACY OF RCAS ACCOUNTING- REPORTS
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 79
Rreakriova of Responsee: HR j£
A. Virtually no errors. 49 62*0
3* Occasional errors •••••••••••••• 27 34*2
C. Frequent errors. ••••••••••••«••••••••••••• 3 3*3
Total 79 100.0
Exhibit 111-10. Accuracy of RCAS Accounting Reports
196

COMBINED ACCURACY OP MCAS/RCAS ACCOUNTING- REPORTS
Total Number of Activities for "Which Responses Were Submitted: 272
Breakdown of Responses: NR
_J&
A. Virtually no errors. >..*...........». ........••••• 170 62.5
2. Occasional errors 94 34.6
C. Frequent errors*..................*............... 8 2*9
Total 272 100*0




ESQUIREJENT FOR MCAS AND EGAS FIELD ACTIVITY MANAGERS TO MEET WITH TWTK
OQMMAHDHC OFFICER OR IMMELTA2S SUPERIOR FOLLOWING THE END OF EACH ACCOUHT-
IK PERIOD TO REPORT TEE FINANCIAL STATUS OF THEIR ACTIVITY
Total Nuaber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted* 269
Breakdown, of Responses: SR
_j£
A. Tea J.55 57#6
3. Ho 114 42*4
Total 269 1CCUO
Exhibit 111-12 Requirement for MCAS and RCAS Field
Activity Managers to Meet with Their Com-
manding Officer or Immediate Superior
Following the End of Each Accounting
Period to Report the Financial Status of
198

IHPACT OP DELA.IS ON DSEFDIflESS OF MCAS REPORTS
Total Bomber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted! 191
Breakdown of Responses: HR
_^
A* Reports are extremely useful despite delays ..107 56.0
3* Usefulness of reports is partially diminished* 57 29»9
C. Usefulness of reports is greatly diminished*. ...... 22 11.5
D. Reports are rendered totally useless.. ••....•...• 5 2.6
Total 191 100.0





IMPACT OP DELAYS ON USEFULNESS OF EGAS REPORTS
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 79
Breakdown of Responses: NR
_j&
A* Reports are extremely useful despite delays.. •••••«•41 51.9
B. Usefulness of reports is partially diminished. •••••.29 36.7
C. Usefulness of reports is greatly diminished.. ••••••• 8 10.1
D. Reports are rendered totally useless......••....... 1 1.3
Total. .79 100.0





CCK3IHED IMPACT OP twtt.ays ON USEFULNESS OP ICAS/fiCAS REPORTS
Total lumber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 270
Breakdown, of Responses: NR J6
A* Reports are extremely useful despite delays*
•
148 54*8
B* Usefulness of reports is partially diminished**.... 86 31*9
C. Usefulness of reports is greatly diminished*....... 50 11*1
D* Reports are rendered totally useless....... •••••••• 6 2*2
Total* **270 100*0
Exhibit 111-15 Combined Impact of Delays on Usefulness of
MCAS and RCAS Reports
201

BBHP TO WHICH 1EAS PRISTOT72S ASSIST IX FIHAHCIAL PLAB3C3C AHD MABASEBEffl
Total Scaber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 1S2
3reakdoTGi of Responses: 1IR j£
A. Inforaation provided is highly practical and use-
ful in planning and managing the finances of this
activity 109 59.9
3. Inforaation provided is of limited practical value
in. planning and n&nagi ng the finances of this
activity*.., .. • 51 28.0
C. Inforaation provided is of little or no practical,
value in planning and m*ru*^?tg the finances of this
activity .... 22 12.1
Total ......182 100.0
Exhibit 111-16 . Extent to Which MCAS Printouts Assist in
Financial Planning and Management
202

^U'^l- TO WHICH RCAS PRINTOUTS ASSIST IN 7DIANCIAL FLAHHTJE AHD MANAGEMENT
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 77
^eakdowa of Responses ; 3R j£
A* Information provided is highly practical and use-
ful in planning and managing the finances of this
activity 58 75.3
B« Information provided is of limited practical value
-'n claiming ar|d aapagjug the finances of this
activity 12 15*6
C. Information provided is of little or no practical
value in planning and Tawwgi ng the finances of this
activity ••••••••••••••••••••*•••• 7 9*1
Total 182 100,0
.— .— .
Exhibit 111-17. Extent to Which RCAS Printouts Assist in
Financial Planning and Management
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COMBUIZD EXTESX TO WHICH MCAS &. RCAS PRINTOUTS ASSIST IN FINANCIAL
M PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses ¥ere Subnitted: 259
Breakdown of Responses: HE
_j£
A* Information provided is highly practical and use-
ful in planning and nana^ng the finances of this
activity.. ...•••.•••••..•••••••••••.••••».••••.....167 64»5
B. Information provided is of limited practical value
in planning and manag-iTt^ the finances of this
activity,...*,..* •••»•••••••••••••• 63 24*3
C. Information provided is of little or no practical
value in planning; and managing the finances of this
activity............••.•••••.. ••••••• •••.••••.••••• 29 11*2
Total 259 100.0
« - «—
Exhibit 111-18 Combined Extent to Which MCAS and RCAS




BSEFULKESS OP THE POHD SOLVENCY SECTION OP THE MCAS BALANCE SHEET AND THE
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS SECTION OF THE MCAS OPERATIONS STATEMENT
Total Ntmber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 188
BreakrUrwn of Responses: HR
_^
A* Yes 117 6Z.2
2. No «•••••• 71 37*8
Total • ..188 1CO.0
Exhibit 111-19. Usefulness of the Fund Solvency Section of
the MCAS Balance Sheet and the Comparative





BggFTIIjjESS OF 5ELF-SDF5TCIZ5CT IHFCRMATIQN PROVIDED BI RCAS
Total Suaber of Activities for Which Responses Were SutaLtted: 80
Breakdown of Responses: HR _£
A. Tes 75 93.7
B. So 5 6*3
Total* ................•••—SO 100.0
Exhibit 111-20. Usefulness of the Self-Suf ficiency
Information Provided by RCAS
206

A2350ACI OF TRAINING SUPPORT AND TECHNICAL DOCDMENTAnON PROVIDED TO
HCAS ACTSYITISS 3Y 3AFAS ASP BA7COMPT
Total lumber of Activities for Vnich Responses Were Submitted: 191
Breakdown of Responses* - SR %
A* Tes «n. «, 135 70*7
B. 3o 36 29*3
Total .....„, • 191 100.0
Exhibit 111-21. Adequacy of Training Support and Technical
Documentation Provided to MCAS Activities
by NAFAS and NAVCOMPT
207

ADEQUACY 0? TRAINEE SUPPORT AND TECHNICAL DOOTMEETATIOff PROVIDED TO
RCAS ACTIVITIES 31 NAFAS AND HAVCOMPT
Total Sucber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted! 77
Sreakdoun of Responses: NR _^
A. Tes ...64 83.1
3. So 13 2£.9
Total 77 100.0
Exhibit 111-22. of Training Support and
TechnicalAdequacy
Documentation Provided to RCAS Activities
by NAFAS and NAVCOMPT
208

ADEQUACY 0? TRAEIT3G SUPPORT AED TECHNICAL DOCUMEHTATIOU PROVIDED TO
MCAS ASP RCAS ACTIVITIES BY KAFAS AND NA7C0MPT
Total ^nmber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 268
3reakdovn of Responses: M
_^
A, les 199 74.3
B* Ho ....... ..................... 69 25.7
Total . .......268 100.0
Exhibit 111-23. Adequacy of Training Support and Technical
Documentation Provided to MCAS and RCAS
Activities by NAFAS and NAVCOMPT
209

EXTENT TO WHICH MCAS AND RCAS 7IELD ACTL7ITT -XATTAPrBRS CONSIDER THEMSELVES
TO BE TECHNICALLY SNOWLEDGEABLS IN THE OVERALL MISSION AND GOALS OP NAPAS
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted^ 272
Breakdown of Responses: NR %
A* Thoroughly knowledgeable 103 J7»9
3, Fairly knowledgeable. ,.*. 91 33*4
C. 7agueiy familiar 19 7.0
D. Quite frankly, my knowledge of NAFAS is limited to
a general familiarity with only those services that
NAZIS specifically performs on behalf of this
activity 59 21*7
Total** . ... 272 100.0
*M
Exhibit 111-24 Extent to Which MCAS and RCAS Field Activity
Managers Consider Themselves to be Technically




2ZIH3T TO WHICH J!CAS AHD RCAS FIELD ACTIVITY MABASE8S CONSIDER THEMSELVES
ENOVLSXrlABT^ Sf THE FHILOSOFHI wvmrp AHD DQT.T^R BENEFITS DERIVED FROM
CCNCZNTRAIIOK 3AITHIHG FROCZDURSS
Total Nuaber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 273
Breakdown of Responses: HR
__2>
A* Thoroughly knowledgeable ••••••••••••** 83 30*4
B. Fairly knowledgeable -.106 38*8
C. Vaguely fami 1 i ar •••••••• • 33 13*9
D. Frankly, ay knowledge of the pros and cons of con-
centration "n«r<Tong services is quite limited******* 46 15*9
Total •..273 100.0
Exhibit 111-25 Extent to Which MCAS and RCAS Field Activity
Managers Consider Themselves Knowledgeable in
the Philosophy Behind and Dollar Benefits
Derived from Concentration Banking Procedures
211

EST TO WHICH MCAS AMD RCAS FIELD ACTIVITY MANAGERS CONSIDER THEMSELVES
KNOWLEDGEABLE IN TEE PRTLOSOPHT 3ZETND AND FINANCIAL BASIS FOR TEE NAVT'S
NONAPPROPRIATED FOND CENTRAL INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 260
Breakdown of Responses: NR j£
L. Thoroughly knowledgeable .. ••••••••••••••••• 47 18*1
B. Fairly knowledgeable 77 29.6
C. Vaguely familiar «. • ..... 42 16*2
D« I know that the oortfolio exists, but not much else
about it ~. 44 16.9
E« I am both unaware of the existence of the portfolio
and the financial basis for it.*, 50 19*2
Exhibit 111-26. Extent to Which MCAS and RCAS Field Activity
Managers Consider Themselves Knowledgeable in
the Philosophy Behind and Financial Basis for




DELAYS IN MCAS PRINTOUTS CAUSE ADDITIONAL ACCOUNTING/BOOKKEEPIJrG EFFOBTS
Total Ifaaher of Activities for Which Responses Were Subaitted: 195
3reakdoira of Responses: IR
_j£
A. Tee 60 30*3
2. 5o 135 69.2
Total 195 100#
Exhibit 111-27. Whether or Not Delays in MCAS Printouts
Cause Additional Accounting/Bookkeeping Efforts
213

DELAIS U RCAS PRINTOUTS CAUSE ADDITIONAL ACCOD33TI2IG/BOOZKESPIH; EFFORTS
Total Number of Activities far Which Responses Were Submitted: 80
Breakdoim of Responses: BR
_j6
A. Tes 34 42^5
3. 3o 46 57.5
Total . 80 100.0
4





DETAYS IN SS&CA5 PRUPOPTS CA05E ADDITIONAL ACCOUMTING/BOOKKEEPiaG EFFORTS
Total 3umber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 275
Breakdown of Responses: NR
_j£
U Tes 94 34.2
B. So 181 65.3
Total 275 100.0
Exhibit 111-29 Whether or Not Delays in MCAS and RCAS




2ZTZHT TO WHICH 5CAS HAS REDUCED LOCAL BOOKKEBPIHG REQUIREMENTS
Total Somber of Activities for Which. Responses Were Submitted: 193
Breakdown, of Responses: HR J^
A* Bm greatly reduced previously existing book-
keeping requ±rements. ••••••••••••••••••••••••33 19*7
3. Has partially reduced previous bookkeeping;
requirements, ••••••••• •••••••31 26.4
C. 3b visible change from previous requirements 46 23.8
D, Has increased bookkeeping requirements, ••••••••• ••••14 7*3
£• Cannot state with certainty the effects which MCAS
ha a h»ri on. local bookkeeping requirements, • • ..44 22*3
Total -...193 100,0




SHE3T TO 'WHICH EGAS HAS REDUCED LOCAL BOOKKEEPING- REQUIREMENTS
Total Uuaber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 79
Breakdown of Responses: NR
_^
A* Has greatly reduced previously existing book-
keeping requirements. *• ... .....20 25*3




C. 3b visible change from previous requirements•••.....15 19»0
D. Has increased bookkeeping requirements. •••••••• 6 7*6
£• Cannot state with certainty the effects which RCAS








BOER TO WHICH MCAS 4 RCAS HATE REDUCED LOCAL BOOEKEEPISG REQUIREMENTS
Total Number of Activities for Which. Responses Were Submitted: 272
Breakdown of Responses: SR
_^
A, Hare greatly reduced previously existiag: booJe-
keeping requirements....... ••••••... •••••...•••.•• 38
B. Have partially reduced previous bookkeeping
requirements ...••••• ...'•••••.•...•.•••« 69
C» No visible change from previous requirements••••••• 61
D. Have increased bookkeeping requirements............ 20
2* Cannot state with certainty the effects which MCAS











IMPLEMENTATION OP 3CAS EAS HEDUCSD THE NTjK3ER OP ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL
Total Sunber of Activities for Which Responses Were Sahnitted: 194
SreaMovii of Responses: M
_£
A* Tes..» i m 36 13.6
B. No 127 65.4
C. Not Sore.*....
...................... ........*......,..... 31 16.0
Total* V. 194 100.0
Exhibit 111-33.
...... r . i -. I J
Whether or Not the Implementation of MCAS has




BCLaENTATICN 0? EGAS HAS REDUCED THE NUMBER OF ACCOTHTEE PERSONNEL
Total iJuMber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted; 81
Breakdown of Responses: BR
_^
A. Tes 14 17.3
B. No 54 66.7




Exhibit 111-34. Whether or Not the Implementation of RCAS has




ZHrLEMZmUCN 0? SCA2&RCAS 2AV3 REDUCED THE NUM3ER OP ACCOUNTING PERSG2QEL
Total Huaber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted i 275
3reakdo>tn. of Responses: HR
_^,
A» lea 50 18*2
B* So ............IBl 65.S
C« 3ot Sure 44 16.0
Total ••••275 100.0
Exhibit 111-35 Whether or Not the Implementation of MCAS and
RCAS Have Reduced the Number of Accounting
Personnel at the Local Level
221

IHPACT 0? CHBBAggj^dOBCHgBlglCB 3ANKIBG SERVICES ON AEMINISTEAH7E
VORZLCADIHG 0? MCAS ACTI7ITI2S
Total Sumber of Activities for Which Responses Were Snbmttedg 183
Breakdown of Responses: BR
_^
A* Yes, workloading has been reduced* •••••••••••••72 39*4
&. So significant change in vorkloadiog , 74 40.4
C« There has been an increase in administrative work-
loading. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 1*6
D* Mot nat«f•>•««•••••••••••••••••• ••••••••34 13*6
Total 1B3 100*0
in
Exhibit 111-36. Impact of Centralized/Concentration Banking




IMPACT OP CHiTEALIZED/COBCagBATIOg BANKING- SERVICES ON ADMINISTRATIVE
WORKLOADING OF RCAS ACTIVITIES
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 77
Breakdown of Responses: NR
_J&
A. Yes, workload i Tig has been reduced. ......
•
24 31*2
B. No significant change in workload i,ng. J7 48.0
C» There has been an increase in administrative work-
loading 0.0
I. Not sure • 16 20*S
Total 77 100.0
.. i» i
Exhibit 111-37. Impacr of Centralized/Concentration Banking





C0M3UED IMPACT OF CENTRAIJZEE/CONCSNTSATIOff BANKING SERVICES OK ATWTTTr-
3TRATT7S WOBZLOADIIC OF MCAS AND RCAS ACTIVITIES
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were SubmLtteds 260
Breakdown of Responses: 3R
_j£
A* Tte, vorkloading has been reduced......... ...........96 36*9
3. No significant change in vorkloading*. ........... ..Ill 42*7
C# There has been an increase in administrative work-
loading.. ••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••.••.••...••• 3 1+2.
D. Not sure ..«•••.••••... 30 13*2
Total* ....... ........................260 1CO#
Exhibit 111-38. Combined Impact of Centralized/Concentration
3anking Services on the Administrative Work-
loading of MCAS and RCAS Activities
224

E3EEBT TO WHICH TCUCS-PAr PAYROLL SYSTEM HAS ^A.qim THE CLERICAL 30RDEBS
OP PAZROLL ACCOUNTING AT MCAS AND BCAS ACTIVITIES
Total Nuaber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 166
Breakdown of Responses: NR
_^,
A* Has greatly reduced the clerical burdens associ-
ated with payroll accounting,.., •....•••••••.85 51,2
B. Has slightly reduced the clerical burdens of pay-
roll accounting, • „•• 35 21*1
C. Has increased the clerical burdens of payroll
accounting,, • .••••••••••••.•»•„••••«.•«»•••.• 25 15*1
Z. flot 3ure ....... ..••••. .•••••••• 21 12,o
Total ....166 100.0
Exhibit 111-39. Extent to Which the Touch-Pay Payroll Account-
ing System has Eased the Clerical Burdens of
Payroll Accounting Among MCAS & RCAS Activities
225

WHETHER CR SOT THE TOUCH-PAI PAYROLL ACCOUHTISG SYSTEM HAS GREATLY REDUCED
ACCCUSTTSG EFFORTS ASSOCIATED WITH YSAR-SSD W-2 PORM PREPARATION
Total Sunber of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 166
Breakdown of Responses: 3R
_j£
A* Tes Ill 66.9
3* So .... .................... 35 21*1
C. Sot sure 20 12.0
Total 166 100.0
r
ixnibit 111-40. Whether or Not the Touch-Pay Payroll Accounting
Svstem has Greatly Reduced Accounting Efforts
Associated with Year-End W-2 Form Preparation
226

iBHHBB OR NOT THE TOUCH-PAI SYSTEM HAS SIGBHTCABTLT REDUCED TEE ACCCUNT-
UB^AWirJibTEATITE BURDENS OP PUBLIC LAW 92392 /DOD WAGE POLICY GUIDELINES
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted* 166
Breakdown of Responses: BR
_^
A* Yes .....66 39*3
B. No 52 31*3




Exhibit 111-41. *Whether or Not the Touch-Pay Payroll Accounting
System has Significantly Reduced the Accounting/
Administrative Burdens of Public Law 92392/
DOD Wage Policy Guidelines
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EESHT TO WHICH CENTRALIZED ACCGUliTISG, BAHECHG, AHD PA2R0LL SERVICES
PROVIDED 3T SAFAS HATS CC3TRT30TED TO/DETRACTED PROM MANAGEMENT nEXIBILITY.
0? MCAS ACTIVITIES
Tocal dumber of Activities for Which Responses Were Provided: 137
Breakdown of Responses: HR j£
A. KAFAS services have significantly contributed to
aanagement flari&tUlty»—««»••>——»»•»#••>«»> 70 51*1
H. Manageaent fierihi 1 i ty has been slightly increased.44 32*1
C. Manageaent flexibility has been slightly reduced,. 15 11*0
D. Manageaent flexibility has been greatly reduced*. • 8 5-3
Total. • ..•...••..•137 100.0
Exhibit 111-42. so Which Centralized Accounting, Bank-
ing, and Payroll Services Provided by NAFAS
Have Contributed to/Detracted from the Man-




EXTENT TO WHICH CENTRALIZED ACCOUNTING, BANKING, AND PAYROLL SERVICES
PROVIDED EI NA?AS HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO/DETRACTED PROM MANAGEMENT PTiEXTBILITY
OF RCAS ACTIVITIES
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 59
Breakdown, of Responses: BR
^_
A* FA7AS services have significantly contributed to
management flexibility......... •.••.•••.••••••••••• 32 34*2
B» Management flexibility has been slightly increased. 17 28.8
C. Management flexibility has been slightly reduced. •• 8 13»6
D* Management flexibility has been greatly reduced.... 2 3»4
Total 59 100*0
Exhibit 111-43. Extent to Which Centralized Accounting, Bank-
ing, and Payroll Services Provided by NAFAS
have Contributed to/Detracted from the Man-
agement Flexibility of RCAS Activities
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.g'PWgv TO WELCH C2 accochtieg, bahehs, and payroll services
PROVIDED ET SAFAS HAVE CONTRI3DTED TO/DETRACTED FROM MANAGEMENT FLEXIBILITY
OF 1EAS AHD RCAS AL'i'IVITIBS
Total Number of Activities for Which Responses Were Submitted: 196
Breakdo-wn of Responses: SR jfc
i. 5AFAS services have significantly contributed to
aanageaent flexibility •.••••••••••••••••••••••102 52*1
3. Hanagement flexibility has 3lightly increased. •••• • 61 31-1
C. Management flexibility baa been slightly reduced.. • 23 11*7
D. Management flexibility has been greatly reduced*... 10 5»1
Total •••196 100.0
Exhibit 111-44 Extent to Which Centralized Accounting, BanK-
ing, and Payroll Services Provided by NAFAS
have Contributed to/Detracted From Management





PRBQUHICT OP BAHK RECONCILIATIONS PRIOR TO DtPLaGHTATICI OP GEHTBAT.TZKD
BANKDE PROCEDURES
Total Fvnber of Activities for Vhich Responses Vere Subnittedi 236
Breakdown of Responses: M
_£
1. Monthly ISO 70*3
3. Less often than monthly •••..•••••••••.. 6 2,3
C. Nerer 3 1*2
B. Sot sure.. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••« 67 26*2
Total ••••••••••••• 256 100.0
Exnicic 111-45 Frequency of Bank Reconciliations Prior to





a. Timeliness of MCAS and RCAS reporting.




a. The extent to which the financial management
information and guidance provided by NAFAS have
assisted field activity managers in planning and
managing their operations.
b. The extent to which centralized accounting and
banking services have contributed to reductions
in personnel and administrative overhead at the
field activity level.
c. The effectiveness of the Touch PAY payroll
accounting system from the perspective of field
activity subscribers to the system.
d. The extent to which existing accounting, banking,
and payroll procedures have contributed to or
inhibited management flexibility at the field
activity level.
The exhibits contained in Section B of this chapter were
purposely arranged to accommodate a sequential analysis of the
above topics. Exhibits III-5 through III-ll address the time-
liness and accuracy of MCAS and RCAS financial reporting,
which are the first two topics listed above. Exhibits 111-12
through 111-26 are used to draw conclusions about the extent
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to which the financial management information and guidance
provided by NAFAS have assisted field activity managers in
planning and management of their operations. Exhibits 111-27
through 111-38 serve as the basis for analyzing the extent to
which centralized accounting and banking procedures have
contributed to reductions in personnel and administrative
workloading. The author's analysis of Touch Pay payroll
accounting is predicated on Exhibits 111-39 through 111-41.
Lastly, Exhibits 111-42 through 111-44 are used to draw
conclusions about the impact of MCAS and RCAS on the manage-
ment flexibility at the field activity level.
In the paragraphs that follow, reader familiarity with
the underlying concepts and limitations of statistical anal-
ysis and probability theory is assumed. In all cases, the
applicable formula which is used in drawing statistical
inferences about the entire population of MWR field activ-
ities is given. In a few instances, amplifying comments are
made purely as a refresher for those with prior experience
in statistical analysis.
The first major area to be addressed is that of effi-
ciency which, as previously discussed, is to be analyzed in
terms of the timeliness and accuracy of MCAS and RCAS ac-
counting reports. Response data associated with the timeli-
ness of MCAS and RCAS reporting are contained in Exhibits




a. Of the 195 MCAS activities for which responses to
question number one of the author's survey were submitted,
the average number of days that it takes each activity to pre-
pare and forward end-of-the-month accounting source documents
to NAFAS is 4.68 days. The standard deviation or "spread"
of those surveyed was 2.3 4 days.
b. Of the MCAS activities which were represented in
the survey, the average number of days which elapse following
the end of each accounting period prior to physically receiv-
ing monthly financial statements from NAFAS is 16.88 days with
a standard deviation of 5.27 days.
c. By subtracting A from B (16.88 days - 4.68 days),
the average time which elapses between the mailing of end-of-
the-month accounting source documents and the physical receipt
of financial statements from NAFAS is 12.2 days.
2. RCAS Activities
a. Of the 81 RCAS activities for which responses to
question number one were submitted, the average number of
days that it takes each activity to prepare and forward end-
of-the-month accounting source documents to NAFAS is 4.05
days with a standard deviation of 2.62 days.
b. Of those same 81 activities, the number of days
which elapse following the end of each accounting period
prior to the physical receipt of monthly financial state-
ments from NAFAS were, on the average, reported to be 18.96
days with a standard deviation of 5.27 days.
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c. Subtracting A from B (18.96 days - 4.05 days),
the average time which elapses between the mailing of end-of-
the-month accounting source documents and the physical receipt
of financial statements from NAFAS is 14.91 days.
In computing the sample mean and sample standard devia-
tion of the data presented in Exhibits III-5 through III-8,
the following statistical formulas were used:
1. Formula Number One
a. Formula for Sample Mean:
- 1
n




X = sample mean
N = number of observations in sample (sample size)
n
Z X . = summation of each observation (e.g., X, +








s = standard deviation
n = number of observations (sample size)
n
Z (X.-X) = the sum of the squared deivations
i=l between the sample mean and the




While the previously computed sample means and sample
standard deviations provide insights as to the timeliness of
MCAS and RCAS reporting, their primary value for the purposes
of this analysis is to serve as a basis for estimating, with
95 percent confidence, the respective population means of all
MCAS and all RCAS activities currently participating in the
centralized accounting and banking system. In this instance,
a 95 percent confidence interval (interval estimate) for the
mean of entire population of all MCAS and all RCAS activities
can be constructed using the following formula:
1. Formula Number Three




u = the mean of the entire population of all MCAS
or all RCAS activities, as applicable
X = sample mean
S = sample standard deviation
n = sample size
1.96 = standardized normal cumulative probability for
95 percent confidence interval taken from
standard probability tables
Hereafter reverred to as Formula Number Three, applica-
tion of the above formula to the sample means and standard
deviations contained in Exhibits III-5 through III-8 enables
statistical inferences (estimates) to be made about the
respective populations of all MCAS and all RCAS activities
with respect to the timeliness of NAFAS reporting. In this
instance, it can be stated with 95 percent confidence that:
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1. For the entire population of all MCAS activities, the
average number of days that it takes each activity to prepare
and forward end-of-the-month accounting source documents to
NAFAS lies somewhere in the interval 4.35-5.01 days, (e.g.,
4.68 + .33 days)
2. For the entire population of all MCAS activities, the
average number of days which elapse following the end of each
accounting period prior to physically receiving monthly finan-
cial statements from NAFAS lies in the interval 16.14-17.62
days
.
3. For the entire population of all MCAS activities, the
average time which elapses between the mailing of end-of-the-
month accounting source documents and the physical receipt of
financial statements from NAFAS lies in the interval 11.13-
13.27 days.
4. For the entire population of all RCAS activities, the
average number of days that it takes each activity to prepare
and forward end-of-the-month accounting source documents to
NAFAS lies somewhere in the interval 3.48-4.62 days.
5. For the entire population of all RCAS activities, the
average number of days which elapse following the end of each
accounting period prior to physically receiving monthly finan-
cial statements from NAFAS lies in the interval 17.81-20.11
days
6. For the entire population of all RCAS activities, the
average time which elapses between the mailing of end-of-the-
month accounting source documents and the physical receipt of
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financial statements from NAFAS lies in the interval 13.19-
16.63 days.
In drawing conclusions from the above confidence inter-
vals, it should be remembered that they are statistical
estimates based on sampled data. According to their under-
lying statistical theory, there is a 95 percent chance (19 to
1 odds) that, if the entire population of all MCAS or RCAS
activities had responded to the author's survey, the average
of all MCAS or RCAS responses to the questions posed would
have fallen in the above intervals. However, it should also
be remembered that there is a 5% chance that the average of
all iMCAS or RCAS activity responses might not fall within
these intervals. Though small, this risk should be recognized,
With very few exceptions, 95 percent confidence inter-
vals are used exclusively in this study in making statistical
inference about the separate or combined populations of all
MCAS and RCAS activities. A strong argument for their use
is given by the fact that they ignore traditional popularity
among statisticians and pollsters, which can be corroborated
by consulting almost any basic statistics text.
In addition to the 5 percent risk factor which is inherent
in the author's analysis, there exists the even larger prob-
lem of stratifying the sampled population into groupings
which best facilitate meaningful and plausible analysis. In
nearly all instances, stratification of the target population
of all MWR field activities is not required in this study
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due to the general nature of the questions which were posed
in the author's survey. However, this was not believed to
be the case in examining the timeliness of NAFAS reporting,
in which known delays in mail deliveries both to and from
overseas locations were suspected to have caused statistical
distortions in the sample means contained in Exhibits II-7
and II-8 and the confidence intervals which were subsequently
constructed for them. Accordingly, Exhibits 11-46 through
11-49 were assembled from field activity response data for
the purpose of further evaluating the statistical distortions
which were potentially created by the combining of all domes-
tic and overseas activities in Exhibits II-7 and II-8.
In Exhibits 11-46 and 11-47, response data which were
received from MCAS activities are further stratified ac-
cording to whether or not they were geographically located
in the continental United States (CONUS) or overseas. For
the purposes of this analysis, participants located in Hawaii
and Alaska were categorized as overseas activities. As shown
in Exhibit 111-47 the removal of overseas activities from
Exhibit III-7 revealed that, on the average, surveyed activ-
ities located in CONUS actually receive their financial
statements from NAFAS 15.21 days following the end of each
accounting period. (1.67 days less than the sample average
shown in Exhibit II-7.) More dramatically, Exhibit 11-47
reveals that the average reported time of receipt for MCAS
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(5.73 days later than the sample average shown in Exhibit
III-7) .
As evidenced by Exhibits 111-48 and 111-49, the strati-
fication of RCAS activities by geographic location yielded
nearly identical results. On the average, RCAS activities
located in CONUS reportedly receive their financial state-
ments from NAFAS 17.49 days following the end of each account-
ing period or 1.47 days sooner than the sample average
reported in Exhibit III-8. Conversely, RCAS activities which
are located overseas receive their financial statements in
an average time of 23.91 days following the end of the account-
ing period, or 4.95 days later than the sample average
reported in Exhibit III-8.
The stratification of MCAS and RCAS activities by loca-
tion identified the following distortions associated with
Exhibits II-7 and II-8:
1. As suspected, the combining of CONUS and overseas
responses introduced an upward bias with respect to the actual
time that it takes for financial statements to reach activ-
ities which are located in CONUS.
2. The combining of CONUS with overseas activities also
masked the fact that overseas activities typically experience
significantly greater delays in receiving their financial
statements from NAFAS than CONUS activities.
Applying Formula Number Three to the stratified data
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percent confidence intervals can be constructed for all MCAS
and all RCAS activities located in CONUS
:
1. For the entire population of all MCAS activities
which are located in CONUS, the average number of days which
elapse following the end of each accounting period prior to
physically receiving monthly financial statements from NAFAS
lies somewhere in the interval 14.52-15.90 days.
2. For the entire population of all RCAS activities which
are located in CONUS, the average number of days which elapse
prior to physically receiving monthly financial statements
from NAFAS lies somewhere in the interval 16.32-18.66 days.
Due to the relatively small numbers of overseas activ-
ities which participated in the author's survey, a modified
version of Formula Number Three must be utilized in construct-
ing statistical estimates for the respective populations of
all MCAS and all RCAS activities located outside of CONUS.
Hereafter referred to as Formula Number Four, the following
applies:
1 . Formula Number Four
u " * + fc
.025 7=
Where:
u = the mean of the entire population of all MCAS
or all RCAS activities, as applicable
S = sample standard deviation
n = sample size
t 02=; = variable 95 percent confidence factor based
on n-1 degrees of freedom for sample size
taken from table of student's "t" critical
points for students "t" distribution.
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In applying the above formula to the sample data contained
in Exhibits 111-47 and 111-49, it can be stated with 95 per-
cent confidence that:
1. For the entire population of all MCAS activities which
are located overseas, the average number of days which elapse
following the end of each accounting period prior to physically
receiving monthly financial statements from NAFAS lies in the
interval 21.36-23.86 days.
L. For the entire population of all RCAS activities which
are located overseas, the average number of days which elapse
following the end of each accounting period prior to physically
receiving monthly financial statements from NAFS lies in the
interval 20.69-25.13 days.
A summary of all previously discussed arithmetical means
associated with the timeliness of NAFAS reporting is contained
in Exhibit 111-50. For the purposes of further discussion,
these figures can be reduced to the following general
statements:
1. On the average, MCAS and RCAS field activities which
are located in CONUS typically receive their financial state-
ments between two and two and one-half weeks following the
end of each accounting period.
2. On the average, MCAS and RCAS activities which are
located overseas typically receive their financial statements
between three and three and one-half weeks following the end
of each accounting period.
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Field activity responses concerning the accuracy of the
accounting reports which are provided by NAFAS are separately
summarized in Exhibits III-9 (for MCAS activities) and 111-10
(for RCAS activities) . The data which are contained in these
exhibits are summed in Exhibit III-ll. In examining these
exhibits, the consistencies between the percentage figures
contained in Exhibits III-9 and 111-10 are worth noting.
In analyzing the data contained in Exhibit III-ll, a
95 percent confidence interval can be constructed for the
combined population of all MCAS and RCAS activities using
the formula:
1. Formula Number Five




tt = the estimated proportion of the entire population
that would respond in a certain way
P = the actual proportion of the sampled population
that responded in a certain way
n = sample size
Hereafter referred to as Formula Number Five, the above
formula is used almost exclusively as the basis for statis-
tical estimation in the remainder of this study. Commonly
used by pollsters in making statistical estimates of voting
populations, the above formula is highly accurate for sample
sizes in excess of one hundred. [145]
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By applying Formula Five to each response contained in
Exhibit III-ll, it can be stated with 95 percent confidence
that:
1. For the entire population of all MCAS and RCAS
activities, between 56.7 percent and 68.3 percent are cur-
rently experiencing virtually no errors in the accounting
reports which are provided to them by NAFAS
.
2. For the entire population of all MCAS and RCAS field
activities, between 29 percent and 40.2 percent are currently
experiencing occasional errors in the accounting reports which
are provided by NAFAS
.
3. Between .9 percent and 4.9 percent of all MCAS and
RCAS field activities are currently experiencing frequent
errors with the accounting reports provided.
As demonstrated by the above confidence intervals, the
data contained in Exhibit III-ll provide evidence as to the
positive consistency with which NAFAS accounting reports are
being accurately provided to field activity users. In res-
ponding to question number eight of the author's survey,
field managers were purposely forced to distinguish as to
whether or not their experiences with MCAS and RCAS reporting
have been extremely positive (virtually no errors)
,
pre-
dominately positive (occasional errors) , or extremely nega-
tive (frequent errors) . The statement "occasional errors"
was deliberately included as an alternative response to en-
tice survey participants to respond in a manner that would
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indicate whether or not they have been experiencing any
problems whatsoever with NAFAS accounting reports. The fact
that nearly twice as many respondees selected the decidedly
more favorable response of "virtually no errors" further
suggests that NAFAS accounting reports are accurate.
Based on the data received from the sampled population,
it can conservatively stated (e.g., with 99 percent confi-
dence) that a majority (greater than 50 percent) of all MWR
field activities are currently experiencing virtually no
errors in the accounting reports which are provided by NAFAS.
With lesser confidence (e.g., 95 percent), it can generally
be stated that approximately two-thirds of all MCAS and RCAS
field activities are currently experiencing no errors,
approximately one-third are experiencing occasional errors,
and that a small number of activities (less than 5 percent)
are experiencing frequent errors in the accounting reports
which are provided to them by NAFAS.
Although the foregoing analysis of timeliness and accuracy
was intended to provide insights into the efficiency of the
accounting services provided by NAFAS, it provides little or
no information concerning the effectiveness of those services.
As previously discussed in this work, the provision of timely
and accurate accounting reports does not guarantee that field
managers either understand them or use them in planning and
managing their activities. Using Exhibits 111-12 through
111-44 as a basis for analysis, the effectiveness of the
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accounting products and services provided by NAFAS is eval-
uated in the paragraphs that follow.
In the opinion of the author, the effectiveness of any
product or service can best be determined by measuring the
usefulness that it brings to its intended beneficiaries.
Based on this opinion, several questions within the field
survey were purposely focused on this attribute. Responses
to these questions are aggregated and displayed in Exhibits
111-12 through 111-20.
Exhibits 111-12 through 111-15 successively display
responses to questions number three and four of the author's
survey. Purposely designed to complement each other, these
questions were included in the survey to either confirm or
deny allegations that, for many field managers, the use-
fulness of NAFAS accounting reports is greatly diminished by
the fact that they are not received prior to monthly meetings
with their immediate superiors. As previously mentioned,
this problem was verbally reported by fellow students at the
Naval Postgraduate School and several field activity managers
during the early stage of the author's research. Field
activity responses to question number three are displayed
in Exhibit 111-12.
As shown in this exhibit, 57.5 percent of all respondees
reported having a formal requirement to meet with their Com-
manding Officers or immediate superior following the end of
each accounting period. By applying this figure to formula
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number five, it can be stated with 95 percent confidence
that, for the entire population of all MCAS and RCAS field
activity managers, between 51.6 and 63.5 percent are required
to meet with their Commanding Officers or immediate superiors
following the end of each accounting period. Between 36.4
and 48.3 percent have no formal requirements to meet with
their superiors in this manner.
Exhibits 111-13 and 111-14 respectively summarize the
responses of MCAS and RCAS managers to question number four
of the author's survey, which queried the extent to which
delays in the receipt of NAFAS accounting reports adversely
impact on their usefulness. The combined responses of both
iMCAS and RCAS managers are contained in Exhibit 111-15. By
applying the data contained in Exhibit 111-15 to formula
number five, the following statistical statements can be
made
:
1. For the entire population of all MCAS and RCAS activ-
ity managers, it can be stated with 95 percent confidence
that between 48.9 and 60.3 percent believe that the account-
ing reports provided by NAFAS are extremely useful despite
delays .
2. Between 26.3 and 37.4 percent of all field activity
managers believe that the usefulness of NAFAS accounting





3. Between 7.4 and 14.8 percent believe that their use-
fulness is only partially diminished.
4. Between .4 and 4 percent of the entire population
believe that the reports are totally useless because of
delays in their receipt.
From the foregoing statistical analysis, general state-
ments can be made concerning alleged problems caused by
delays in the receipt of NAFAS accounting reports. First,
a surprisingly large number (between one third to nearly one
half) of all field activity managers have no formal require-
ment to meet with their Commanding Officers and/or immediate
superiors following the end of each accounting period.
Second, a statistically small percentage of field activity
managers (less than one-fifth) reportedly believe that the
usefulness of NAFAS accounting reports is either greatly
diminished or totally eliminated by delays in their receipt.
Taken together, these statements fail to support the pre-
viously mentioned grievances by some individuals that delays
in the receipt of NAFAS accounting reports severely degrade
their usefulness. Additionally, whether or not they are
received prior to monthly meetings with senior officials
appears to be of much less importance to most managers than
the author was initially led to believe.
Question number nine of the field survey was purposely
designed to generate additional insights concerning the use-
fulness of NAFAS accounting reports by asking field activity
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managers to identify the extent to which they assist in the
financial planning and management of their operations. Re-
sponses to this question are arrayed in Exhibits 111-16
through 111-18. In Exhibit 11-18, the combined responses of
both MCAS and RCAS activities are summarized. By applying
formula number five to the data contained in this exhibit,
the following statistical statements can be made:
1. For the entire population of all MCAS and RCAS activ-
ities, between 58.7 and 70.3 percent believe that MCAS and
RCAS printouts are highly practical and useful in planning
and managing the finances of their activity.
2. Between 19.1 and 29.5 percent believe that NAFAS
accounting information is of limited practical value in plan-
ning and managing the finances of their activities.
3. Between 7.4 and 15.0 percent believe that NAFAS ac-
counting reports are of little or no practical value.
From the above analysis, it can be conservatively stated
that a majority of all MCAS and RCAS field activity managers
believe that NAFAS accounting reports are highly practical
and useful management tools while few (less than one-sixth)
consider them to be of little or no practical value. How-
ever, it should be noted in passing that, on a comparative
percentage basis, the responses of RCAS activity managers
(Exhibit 111-16) were substantially more positive than those
of their MCAS counterparts (Exhibit 111-17) . The reasons
for this are discussed in subsequent sections of this study.
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Exhibits 111-19 and 111-20 respectively display field
activity responses to questions number 11 and 12 of the
author's survey, which were developed with two distinct pur-
poses in mind. First, the author was interested in generat-
ing feedback concerning the usefulness of specific subsections
of MCAS and RCAS accounting reports. Secondly, these ques-
tions were designed to serve as a crosscheck on question
number nine of the field survey, in which field activity
managers were queried concerning the "general" usefulness of
NAFAS accounting reports. This was intended to determine
whether or not the attitudes of field activity managers
toward specific subsections of NAFAS accounting reports were
consistent with their more general attitude toward accounting
products and services as a whole.
As shown in Exhibit 111-19, MCAS activity managers were
asked to express their beliefs regarding the usefulness of
the fund solvency section of the MCAS balance sheet and the
comparative analysis section of the MCAS operations statement.
Based on their responses, it can be stated with 95 per-
cent confidence that between 55.3 and 69.1 percent (roughly
two thirds) of the entire population of all MCAS activity
managers believe that these sections of the MCAS accounting
statements are useful. Similarly, it can be stated that
between 30.9 and 44.7 percent (or roughly one-third) believe
that they are not useful.
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Exhibit 111-20 summarizes field activity responses to
question number 12 of the author's survey, in which RCAS
activity managers were similarly queried concerning the
usefulness of the self-sufficiency information provided in
RCAS accounting reports. As shown, the usefulness of the
self-sufficiency portion of the RCAS accounting statement
was overwhelmingly endorsed by 9 3.7 percent of those who
responded. Based on these responses, it can be statistically
asserted that between 88.4 and 99.0 percent of the entire
population of all RCAS activity managers believe that the self-
sufficiency portion of the RCAS accounting statements are
useful. Conversely, between one and 11 percent (roughly one-
tenth or less) believe that the self-sufficiency information
is not useful.
In the opinion of the author, comparative review of
Exhibits 111-19 and 111-20 with Exhibits 111-16 and 111-17
provides additional insights into the thoughts of field
activity managers. First, MCAS subscribers were remarkably
consistent in their attitudes toward NAFAS accounting prod-
ucts, both as a whole (Exhibit 111-16) and with specific
subsections of those products (Exhibit 111-19) . As evidenced
by comparing Exhibit 111-19 with Exhibit 111-17, on a percent-
age basis, RCAS activity managers appear to be more impressed
by the self-sufficiency information which is provided in
NAFAS accounting reports than they are with NAFAS accounting
products on the whole. Finally, comparison of Exhibit 111-19
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with 111-20 reiterates the fact that, on a percentage basis,
RCAS managers appear to be consistently more satisfied with
the accounting products provided by NAFAS than MCAS managers.
In asking them to express their beliefs concerning the
usefulness of the accounting products and services provided
by NAFAS, it has been assumed thus far that field activity
managers are trained and fully qualified to make professional
judgements in these areas. Unwilling to make this assumption,
the author found it necessary to query field activity managers
concerning their personal qualifications, the adequacy of
training support and technical documentation for centralized
accounting and banking procedures and to ask them to objec-
tively evaluate their own knowledge of the Navy's NAF flow
process. These questions were considered valuable for the
following reasons:
1. They enabled the author to make judgements concerning
the experience levels and corresponding quality of field
activity responses to questions posed in the survey.
2. They were designed to provide NAFAS with a baseline
assessment concerning the effectiveness of current training
programs and technical support with a view toward identify-
ing possible areas for improvement or correction.
Question number 21 of the author's survey was specifically
requested by the Director of NAFAS. Responses to this ques-
tion are contained in Exhibits 111-21 through 111-23. By
applying previously described statistical methods to the
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data contained in these exhibits, it can be stated with 95
percent confidence that:
1. Between 64.2 and 77.2 percent of the entire population
of all MCAS field activity managers believe that the training
support and technical documentation provided by NAFAS are
adequate
.
2. Between 74.7 and 91.4 percent of the entire population
of all RCAS field activity managers believe that the training
support and technical documentation provided by NAFAS are
adequate
3. For the combined populations of all MCAS and RCAS
field activity managers, between 68.2 and 80.3 percent believe
that the technical documentation and training support provided
by NAFAS are adequate
.
From the above, it can generally be stated that three-
quarters of the entire population of all MCAS and RCAS field
activity managers consider the training support and technical
documentation associated with centralized accounting, banking
and payroll procedures to be adequate. Approximately one-
quarter do not. In analyzing these responses, it should be
recognized that the word "adequate" is a rather broad and
inexact descriptor which potentially encompasses everything
from "marginally acceptable" to "extremely positive." It
should also be noted that, on a percentage basis, RCAS
managers were once again more favorable in their responses
than their MCAS counterparts.
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In question number 23 of the author's survey, field
activity managers were asked to identify the extent to which
they considered themselves technically knowledgeable in the
overall mission and goals of NAFAS, the philosophy behind and
dollar benefits derived from concentration banking procedures,
and the Navy's Central NAF Investment Portfolio. This ques-
tion was developed as a corollary to question number 21 to
ascertain the depth of training and technical support that is
provided to MCAS and RCAS field activities. Responses to the
successive sections of question number 23 are sequentially
displayed in Exhibits 111-24 through 111-26.
By applying formula number five to the data contained in
Exhibit 111-24, it can be stated with 95 percent confidence
that:
1. Between 32.1 and 43.6 percent of the entire population
of all MCAS and RCAS field activity managers consider them-
selves thoroughly knowledgeable in the overall mission and
goals of NAFAS.
2. Between 27.8 and 39.0 percent consider themselves to
be fairly knowledgeable in the overall mission and goals of
NAFAS
.
3. Between 4.0 and 10.1 percent consider themselves to
be only vaguely familiar with the mission and goals of NAFAS.
4. Between 16.8 and 26.6 percent consider their knowl-
edge of NAFAS to be limited only to a general familiarity
with those services that NAFAS specifically performs on be-
half of their activity.
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Exhibit 111-25 summarizes the extent to which MCAS and
RCAS field activity managers consider themselves knowledge-
able in the philosophy behind and dollar benefits derived
from concentration banking procedures. By applying formula
number five to the data contained in this exhibit, it can be
stated with 95 percent confidence that:
1. Between 24.9 and 35.9 percent of MCAS and RCAS field
activity managers consider themselves thoroughly knowledge-
able in the philosophy behind and dollar benefits derived
from concentration banking procedures.
2. Between 33.0 and 44.6 percent consider themselves to
be fairly knowledgeable.
3. Between 9.8 and 18.0 percent believe themselves to be
vaguely familiar with the philosophy and dollar benefits of
concentration banking.
4. Between 12.5 and 21.3 percent of the entire popula-
tion of all MCAS and RCAS field activity managers consider
their knowledge of the pros and cons of concentration banking
services to be quite limited.
Exhibit 111-26 summarizes the extent to which MCAS and
RCAS field activity managers consider themselves knowledge-
able in the philosophy behind and financial basis for the
Navy's NAT Central Investment Portfolio. By similarly apply-
ing formula number five to the data contained in this exhibit,
it can be stated with 95 percent confidence that:
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1. Between 13.4 and 2 2.8 percent of the entire popula-
tion of all MCAS and RCAS field activity managers consider
themselves to be knowledgeable in the philosophy behind and
dollar benefits derived from the NAF Central Investment
Portfolio.
2. Between 23.5 and 34.5 percent consider themselves
fairly knowledgeable.
3. Between 11.7 and 20.7 percent consider themselves to
be vaguely familiar with the NAF Central Investment Portfolio.
4. Between 12.3 and 21.5 percent know that the portfolio
exists but not much else about it.
5. Between 14.4 and 24.0 percent of the entire population
of all MCAS and RCAS field activity managers are not even
aware that the portfolio exists and the financial basis for
it.
Exhibits 111-24 through 111-26 provide important informa-
tion that must be taken into consideration when analyzing all
other responses to questions posed in the field survey.
First, a surprisingly small number (roughly one-third) of
all field activity managers consider themselves to be thor-
oughly knowledgeable in the overall mission of NAFAS and
benefits that are derived from concentration banking
procedures. Even fewer (roughly one-fifth) considered them-
selves thoroughly knowledgeable in the Navy's Central Invest-
ment Portfolio. In the opinion of the author, these responses
are indicative of the following:
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1. The training support and technical documentation that
are provided to field activity managers by NAFAS and the Navy
Comptroller (NAVCOMPT) primarily focus on the mechanics of
centralized accounting, banking, and payroll procedures.
Lesser emphasis appears to be placed on educating field activ-
ity managers in the broader concepts and underpinnings of the
NAF flow process and the historical reasons for centralizing
NAF accounting and banking.
2. While most field activity managers are in a position
to make judgements about the mechanics of centralized account-
ing, banking and payroll procedures, fewer are in a position
to judge the effectiveness of these systems as a whole. They
are unable to weigh or place in perspective local problems
and grievances with these systems against the larger, Navy-
wide benefits that are derived from them.
In addition to providing useful and understandable finan-
cial management information to field activity managers, the
centralized accounting, banking, and payroll systems provided
by NAFAS were also designed to reduce bookkeeping efforts,
administrative workloading, and the number of personnel em-
ployed in routine accounting efforts at the local level.
Since these were among the major objectives that motivated
the shift to centralized systems in the first place, the
extent to which they have been achieved is an important
measure of the effectiveness. Exhibits 111-28 through 111-38




During the early stages of the author's research, a recur-
ring grievance among MCAS and RCAS managers was that delays
in the receipt of centralized accounting reports caused du-
plicate accounting at the field activity level. Those who
held this opinion maintained that they simply could not wait
two to three weeks into the next accounting period to find
out where their activity financially stood at the end of the
previous accounting period. Therefore, in addition to feed-
ing scores of reports into the central accounting system on
a monthly basis, they found it necessary to maintain parallel
accounting records at the local level to facilitate timely
assessment of their activities' performance during the pre-
vious accounting period. Most of those who reported this
problem also maintained one or both of the following views:
1. If delays in the receipt of NAFAS accounting reports
could be reduced, parallel accounting at the local level
would not be required.
2. 3ecause parallel records have to be maintained at
the local level, the submission of centralized accounting
reports actually adds to accounting and bookkeeping efforts.
Furthermore, monthly reports provided by NAFAS aren't any
better than those which are provided locally.
To evaluate the extent to which the above views were
held, question number five of the author's survey requested
field activity managers to confirm or deny whether or not
delays in MCAS or RCAS printouts have contributed to
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additional accounting and bookkeeping efforts that would not
be required if they were received in a more timely manner.
The separate responses of MCAS and RCAS managers are respec-
tively displayed in Exhibits 111-27 and 111-28, then sum-
marized in Exhibit 111-29. By applying formula number five
to the data contained in Exhibit 111-29/ the following statis-
tical statements can be made:
1. Between 28.6 and 39.8 percent of all field activity
managers believe that delays in the receipt of NAFAS account-
ing reports do cause additional accounting and bookkeeping
efforts that would not be required if they were received in
a more timely manner.
2. Between 60.2 and 71.4 percent of all field activity
managers do not believe that delays contribute to additional
accounting and bookkeeping efforts.
In question number six of the author's survey, field
activity managers were asked to specify the extent to which
centralized accounting procedures have reduced the administra-
tive requirements for financial bookkeeping within their
activities. The responses of MCAS and RCAS managers are
separately displayed in Exhibits 111-30 and 111-31/ then
summed in Exhibit 111-32. From the responses contained in
Exhibit 111-32, it can be stated with 95 percent confidence
that:
1. Between 16.4 and 26.1 percent of all field activity
managers believe that centralized accounting procedures have
greatly reduced previously existing bookkeeping requirements.
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2. Between 20.2 and 30.6 percent believe that centralized
accounting procedures have partially reduced bookkeeping
requirements
.
3. Between 17.4 and 27.4 percent believe that there has
been no visible reduction in previous bookkeeping requirements,
4. Between 4.3 and 10.5 percent of all managers believe
that bookkeeping requirements have actually increased.
5. Between 18 and 28 percent of the entire population of
all field activity managers cannot state with certainty the
effects which centralized accounting procedures have had on
local bookkeeping requirements
.
In posing question number, six to field activity managers,
it was recognized that some or perhaps many of them would
not be able to judge with certainty the effects which central-
ized accounting procedures have had on local bookkeeping
requirements. The author hypothesized that this situation
would apply, as a minimum, to managers of activities where
the turnover of personnel has been so high that there is no
corporate memory for making comparisons between past and
present bookkeeping requirements. As shewn in Exhibit 111-32,
approximately one-fourth of all field activity managers who
were polled were unable to judge, one way or another, the
extent to which centralized accounting procedures have
reduced local bookkeeping requirements.
The author's underlying motive for isolating those
managers who were uncertain about the effects which the MCAS
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and RCAS have had on local bookkeeping requirements was to
enable further analysis of only that portion of the popula-
tion who considered themselves certain enough in their con-
victions to select responses A through D of question number
six. From Exhibit 111-32, a total of 208 managers selected
responses A through D. Of this total, 58 (27.9 percent)
selected response A, 6 9 (33.2 percent) selected response B,
61 (29.3 percent) selected response C, and 20 (9.6 percent)
selected response D. By applying formula number five to
responses A through D, the following statistical statements
can be made
:
1. Of the entire population of field activity managers
who are certain about the effects that the MCAS and RCAS have
'
had on local bookkeeping requirements, between 21.8 and 34.0
percent believe that these systems have greatly reduced pre-
viously existing bookkeeping requirements.
2. Between 26.8 and 39.6 percent believe that the MCAS
and RCAS have partially reduced previous bookkeeping
requirements
.
3. Between 23.1 and 35.5 percent believe that there has
been no visible change from previous bookkeeping requirements.
4. Between 5.8 and 13.6 percent believe that bookkeeping
requirements have increased.
From the foregoing analyses of Exhibit 111-32, it can
generally be stated that, for the entire population of MCAS
and RCAS field activity managers, approximately three-quarters
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are certain about the effects that the MCAS and RCAS have
had on local bookkeeping requirements. Of those who are
certain, approximately three-fifths (a statistical majority)
believe that centralized accounting systems have either
greatly or partially reduced local bookkeeping requirements.
Approximately two-fifths believe that there has either been
no visible change from previous requirements or that book-
keeping requirements have increased. Those who believe that
bookkeeping requirements have increased represent a small
minority (about one-tenth) of those managers who are certain
about the effects that the MCAS and RCAS have had on their
activities
.
In question number seven of the field survey, managers
were asked to identify whether or not the implementation of
the MCAS and RCAS have reduced the number of accounting
personnel at their activities. The responses of MCAS and
RCAS activity managers are separately displayed in Exhibits
111-33 and 111-34, then summarized in Exhibit 111-35. In
posing this question, field activity managers were again
provided the latitude of stating that they were not sure of
the impact that the MCAS and RCAS have had on reducing the
number of accounting personnel at their activities. As
shown in Exhibit 111-35, a total of 231 managers (84 percent)
provided a yes or no response to this question. Forty-four
managers (16 percent) were not sure of the effects that the
MCAS and RCAS have had in reducing the number of accounting
personnel at their activities.
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Of the 231 managers who provided a yes or no response to
question number seven, 50 (21.6 percent) indicated that the
implementation of MCAS and RCAS has reduced the number of
accounting personnel at their activities. One hundred and
eighty one managers (78.4 percent) rendered a "no" response
to the question, indicating that the implementation of the
MCAS and RCAS has not reduced the number of accounting per-
sonnel at the field activity level. From these responses,
the following statistical statements can be made:
1. Of the entire population of field activity managers
who are certain about the effects that the MCAS and RCAS
have had in reducing the number of accounting personnel at
the local level, between 16.3 and 26.9 percent have expe-
rienced personnel reductions at their activities.
2. Of the same population, between 7 3.1 and 83.7 per-
cent have not experienced a reduction in the number of ac-
counting personnel at their activities.
Based on the above analysis, it can generally be stated
that, for those field activities which are able to render an
evaluation, approximately one-quarter have experienced re-
ductions in the number of assigned accounting personnel since
the implementation of centralized accounting procedures.
Approximately three-quarters have experienced no reduction
in the number of assigned accounting personnel.
In question number 14 of the author's survey, field
managers were asked to evaluate the impact of centralized
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banking procedures on administrative workloading within their
activities. The responses of MCAS and RCAS activity managers
are separately displayed in Exhbiits 111-36 and 111-37, then
combined in Exhibit 111-38. As shown in Exhibit 111-38, nearly
one-fifth of all field activity managers who responded to the
survey reported that they were not sure of the impact that
centralized banking procedures have had on administrative
workloading within their organizations. Of the remaining 210
managers who rendered their beliefs, 96 (45.7 percent) asserted
that centralized banking services have reduced administrative
workloading at their activities, 111 (52.9 percent) reported
no significant change in workloading, and only 3 (1.4 percent)
reported that there had been an increase in workloading. By
applying formula number five to these data, the following
statistical statements can be made:
1. For the entire population of MCAS and RCAS activity
managers who are certain about the affects that centralized
banking services have had on their activities, between 39.0
and 52.4 percent believe that administrative workloading
has been reduced.
2. For the same population, between 46.1 and 5 9.7 per-
cent believe that there has been no significant change in
administrative workloading.
3. The rounded statistical range of those who believe
that workloading has increased is to 3.0 percent.
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Whether or not administrative workloading has been
reduced or has remained the same for a majority of all field
activity managers is not statistically discernible from the
above analysis. This is because field activity managers were
so evenly divided in their beliefs that the construction of
95 percent confidence intervals around the above responses
fails to yield a clearcut statistical majority. This is
evidenced by the fact that the upper limit of both confidence
intervals exceeds the fiftieth percentile. In situations
such as this, it is possible to default to a lower level of
confidence in predicting how the majority of the population
of all field activity managers would respond to the above
question. In this instance, a statistical majority can be
achieved by lowering the confidence level used in formula
number five from 9 5 percent to 60 percent. However, to do
this would be the same as merely saying that there is a
slightly better than even chance that, if the entire popula-
tion of field activities were polled, a majority of managers
would report that there has been no significant changes in
workloading
.
In quantifying their responses to question number fourteen,
it can only be said that field activity managers were fairly
evenly divided as to whether or not field activity workload-
ing has been reduced or has remained the same since the
implementation of centralized accounting and banking procedures
It can also be asserted that only a negligible portion of the
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population believe that workloading has increased since the
implementation of centralized banking procedures.
Exhibits 111-39 through 111-41 summarize field activity
responses to questions 17 through 19 of the author's survey,
which were designed to measure the effectiveness of the Touch
Pay payroll accounting system from the standpoint of field
activity users. In question number 17, managers with instal-
led Touch Pay systems were asked to identify the extent to
which these installations have eased the clerical burdens of
payroll accounting within their activities. Their responses
to this question are tabulated in Exhibit 111-39. As shown
in this exhibit, 14 3 managers rendered decisive responses to
this question while 21 managers were not sure whether or not
the Touch Pay System has eased the clerical burdens of pay-
roll accounting. Of those managers who were decided in their
beliefs, 35 (58.6 percent) indicated that the TPS has greatly
reduced the clerical burdens of payroll accounting, 35 (24.1
percent) believe that TPS has slightly reduced clerical bur-
dens, and 25 (17.3 percent) believe that clerical burdens
have actually increased since the installation of TPS. From
this data, the following statistical statements can be made
for those field activities where TPS is presently installed:
1. Between 50.6 and 66.6 percent of all managers who
are decided in their opinions towards the TPS believe that
it has greatly reduced the clerical burdens of payroll
accounting within their activities.
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2. Between 17.1 and 31.1 percent believe that the
clerical burdens of payroll accounting have been slightly
reduced through the installation of the TPS.
3. Between 11.1 and 23.5 percent believe that the TPS
has increased the clerical burdens of payroll accounting.
From the above analysis it can generally be stated that
the TPS has greatly reduced the clerical burdens of payroll
accounting at a majority of the activities where it is
presently installed. An overwhelming majority of managers
would agree that the implementation of TPS has at least
slightly reduced the burdens of payroll accounting. Those
who believe that the clerical burdens of payroll accounting
have increased are among a decided minority within the total
population of all activities where the TPS has been installed
In question number 13 of the author's survey, managers
with installed Touch Pay systems were asked to indicate
whether or not the TPS has greatly reduced accounting ef-
forts associated with the preparation of year-end W-2 forms.
As shown in Exhibit 111-40, 146 managers provided decisive
responses to this question while 20 managers indicated that
they were not sure as to whether or not accounting efforts
associated with W-2 form preparation have been reduced.
Among those managers who were decided in their beliefs, 111
(76.0 percent) agreed that the TPS has greatly reduced
accounting efforts associated with the preparation of year-
end W-2 forms while 3 5 (24.0 percent) disagreed. By applying
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formula number five to these data, the following statistical
statements can be made:
1. For the entire population of all field activity man-
agers who are decided in their beliefs toward the Touch Pay
System, between 69.1 and 82.9 percent believe that the TPS
has greatly reduced year-end accounting efforts associated
with the preparation of W-2 forms.
2. For the same population, between 17.1 and 30.9 percent
believe that the TPS has not greatly reduced year-end account-
ing efforts associated with the preparation of W-2 forms.
In the opinion of the author, the above analysis speaks
for itself. Clearly, for those activities where the TPS is
presently installed, a substantial majority of managers
believe that the system has, in fact, greatly reduced year-
end accounting efforts associated with W-2 form preparation.
Question number 19 asked field activity managers to
state whether or not the TPS has significantly reduced the
accounting and administrative burdens of conforming to
Department of Defense (DOD) wage policy guidelines. Again,
this question was specifically included at the request of the
Director of NAFAS , who stated that one of the primary objec-
tives of the TPS was to relieve field activity managers and
bookkeepers of the responsibility for keeping abreast of and
interpreting the many detailed and frequently confusing wage
regulations associated with government payroll accounting.
Field activity personnel are relieved of this responsibility
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because the TPS computer program incorporates DOD wage policy
guidelines, and is updated to reflect the most recent changes,
[146]
As shown in Exhibit 111-41, a large percentage of field
managers reported that they are not sure as to whether or
not the TPS has significantly reduced the administrative
burdens of conforming to DOD wage policy guidelines. Of the
118 managers who were certain in their responses to this
question, 66 (55.9 percent) reported that the TPS has signif-
icantly reduced the administrative burdens of conforming to
DOD wage policy guidelines while 52 (44.1 percent) reported
that it has not. Based on these responses, the following
statistical statements can be made:
1. For the entire population of all field activity man-
agers who are certain in their beliefs as to whether or not
the TPS has reduced the administrative burdens of conforming
to DOD wage policy guidelines, between 46.9 and 64.9 percent
believe that it has .
2. For the same population, between 3 5.1 and 53.1 per-
cent believe that the TPS has not reduced the administrative
burdens of conforming to DOD wage policy guidelines.
As shown in the above, whether or not a majority of all
managers whose field activities have installed TPS ' s actually
believe that these systems have reduced the burdens of con-
forming to DOD wage policy guidelines is not statistically
discernible at a 95 percent level of confidence. However, a
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clearcut statistical majority favoring the TPS can be achieved
by lowering the confidence level used in formula number five
to 78 percent. In terms of mathematical probability, this is
tantamount to saying that, if the entire population of
managers were polled, there is a 78 percent chance (about
three chances in four) that a majority of managers would
report that the TPS has reduced the burdens of conforming to
DOD wage policy guidelines.
Based on the data contained in Exhibit 111-41, it can
generally be stated that a large number of field managers
whose field activities have installed TPS's are uncertain as
to the improvements that have been made in conforming to DOD
wage policy guidelines. Those who are certain in their
beliefs are fairly evenly divided as to whether or not im-
provements have been achieved in this area. With a medium
amount of statistical risk, it can be asserted that a majority
of field activity managers would probably agree that the TPS
has reduced the administrative burdens of conforming to DOD
wage policy guidelines.
Exhibits 111-42 and 111-43 respectively display the
responses of MCAS and RCAS activity managers to question
number 2 2 of the author's survey, which asked them to identify
the extent to which the centralized accounting, banking, and
payroll services provided by NAFAS have either contributed to
or detracted from management flexibility within their
organizations. In posing this question, the author
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specifically avoided the assignment of any formal definition
to the concept of "management flexibility." In so doing,
this question was purposely intended to be broad, mostly
perceptual in nature, and designed to elicit overall attitudes
of field activity managers toward the products and services
provided by NAFAS . As defined by the author, a product or
service which provides management flexibility is one which
achieves timesavings, requires a minimal amount of internal
effort to support, and provides information that would other-
wise not be available to management personnel. However, it
should be recognized that each manager probably has his or her
own unique perceptions as to what the term "management
flexibility" actually means.
The combined responses of MCAS and RCAS field activity
managers to question number 22 are summarized in Exhibit
111-44. By applying formula number five to the data contained
in this exhibit, the following statistical statements can be
made:
1. For the entire population of all MCAS and RCAS field
activity managers, between 45.1 and 59.1 percent believe that
the services provided by NAFAS have significantly contributed
to management flexibility within their organizations.
2. For the same population, between 24.6 and 37.6 per-




3. Between 7.2 and 16.2 percent of all field activity
managers believe that management flexibility has been slightly
reduced .
4. Between 2.0 and 8.2 percent believe that management
flexibility has been greatly reduced .
From the above analysis, it can conservatively be stated
that a substantial majority of all field activity managers
believe that the various services provided by NAFAS have
either greatly or slightly contributed to increased manage-
ment flexibility at the local level. By combining responses
A and B in Exhibit 111-44, it can be predicted with 95 per-
cent confidence that between 77.9 and 88.4 percent (roughly
five-sixths) of all field activity managers would agree that
management flexibility has improved. By combining responses
C and D it can be statistically predicted that between 11.6
and 22.6 percent (roughly one-sixth) of the entire population
of all field managers believe that management flexibility
has been reduced.
Unlike other questions that were posed in the author's
survey, question number 15 is unique in that it was not
specifically designed to measure either the efficiency or
effectiveness of the products and services provided by NAFAS.
Instead, the purpose of this question was to determine whether
or not field activity managers would support the claim by
NAFAS officials that, prior to the implementation of central-
ized banking procedures, forty percent of all local bank
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accounts were never reconciled by field activity managers
and/or bookkeepers (see Exhibit III-2) . Field activity
responses to question number 15 are aggregated in Exhibit
111-45. By applying formula number five to the data contained
in this exhibit, the following statistical statements can be
made with 95 percent confidence:
1. For the entire population of all MCAS and RCAS field
activity managers, between 64.7 and 76.0 percent would claim
that local bank accounts were reconciled on a monthly basis
prior to the implementation of centralized banking procedures.
2. Between .5 and 4 percent would claim that local bank
accounts were reconciled less often than monthly.
3. Between and 2.5 percent of all field activity
managers would claim that local bank accounts were never
reconciled
.
4 Between 20.8 and 31.6 percent would report that they
were not sure of the frequency with which local bank accounts
were reconciled prior to the implementation of centralized
banking procedures
.
Based on the above analysis, a statistically small per-
centage of all field activity managers would be likely to
report that their own local bank accounts were never rec-
onciled prior to the implementation of centralized banking
procedures. This is inconsistent with the claim made by
NAFAS that, prior to the implementation of centralized bank-
ing procedures, 40 percent of all local bank accounts were
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never reconciled. In discussing this problem with NAFAS
officials, the author was advised that their claim was
soundly supported by documented evidence that had grown out
of training and assistance visits to various MWR field
activities. [147]
In the opinion of the author, the disparity between field
activity responses to question number 15 and the data that
were previously developed by NAFAS serves as a stark reminder
of the inherent risks and analytical weaknesses that can
typically be associated with almost any questionnaire type
survey. In this instance, it is possible that the disparity
between field activity responses and NAFAS ' s previously
developed data can be attributed to any combination of the
following:
1. As previously mentioned, the use of 95 percent con-
fidence intervals in making statistical predictions about the
entire population of all field activity managers inherently
implies that there is a five percent risk that those predic-
tions will be wrong. Out of a worldwide population of 695
activities, 256 managers responded to question number 15.
Although statistically improbable, it is possible that a
very large number of field managers who elected not to respond
to the author's survey would have chosen response C to
question number 15.
2. As shown in the foregoing statistical analysis of
Exhibit 111-45, there is a 95 percent chance that, if the
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entire population of all field activity managers were polled,
up to 31.6 percent would conceivably state that they were
not sure how frequently local bank accounts were reconciled
prior to the implementation of centralized banking procedures.
It is therefore possible that a large percentage of those
activities who previously failed to reconcile their local
bank accounts are now managed by individuals who are not sure
of the prior periodicity of local bank reconciliations.
3. Lastly, and hopefully the least likely, the possibility
exists that field activity managers were not completely honest
or objective in responding to question number fifteen. It is
possible that they may have either been unwilling to admit
that their local bank accounts were never reconciled or that
they were really not sure and merely hazarded a guess as to
the prior periodicity of bank account reconciliations based
on current practices.
In quantifying field activity responses to the pro forma
questions that were posed by the author, the above analysis
of question number 15 was intentionally presented last to
highlight some of the pitfalls that are potentially present
in any survey of this type. The purpose of doing this was
not to discredit the statistically proven analytical methods
that have been employed in this section but rather to em-
phasize the fact that any survey of this type is unavoidably
dependent on the extent to which survey participants are
both objective and conscientious in selecting their responses.
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Needless to say, the extent to which they have or have not
been conscientious in selecting their responses is neither
auditable or controllable.
In concluding this section, it must also be emphasized
that all analyses that have been undertaken thus far have
been directed only toward determining how field activity
managers view various aspects of NAF accounting, banking, and
payroll systems. The underlying reasons for their views
(e.g., why they feel the way they do) is discussed in the
following section of this chapter.
D. SUBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OF NARRATIVE RESPONSES
The purpose of this section is to briefly identify and
discuss observed trends in the narrative survey responses
that were provided by field activity managers. As demon-
strated in Exhibit III-l, the author's questionnaire heavily
solicited narrative remarks from survey participants in an
attempt to get them to fully explain their views and to fur-
ther specify what they presently like or do not like about
centralized accounting, banking, and payroll systems. This
was done to enable the author to subjectively quantify the
most prevalent thoughts of survey participants and to pass
them along to NAFAS for follow-on review, analysis, and, in




In quantifying the wide variety of narrative responses
that were provided by field activity managers, the following
convention was typically followed:
1. Narrative responses to each question were collated by
transcribing them onto separate worksheets so that they could
be collectively analyzed on a side-by-side basis.
2. Categories were established for responses that were
obviously similar in nature.
3
.
Categories with the largest numbers of identifiable
responses were selected for discussion in this analysis.
In adopting the above convention, it was recognized that
a number of equally important but less frequently occurring
views and problems would go unmentioned in this study. How-
ever, any attempt at sharing all of the comments and problems
that were provided by survey participants would have caused
this study to grow to unmanageable proportions.
In question number one of the author's survey, field
activity managers were asked to identify the primary causes
for delays in the mailing of accounting source documents to
NAFAS at the end of each accounting month. The four most
frequently cited reasons for delays were:
1. Extending and reconciling end of the month
inventories
.
2. Bottlenecks in the flow of paperwork at the local
level.
3. Lack of depth and/or quality in local staffing.
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4. Whether or not the end of the accounting month falls
on a holiday or weekend.
The time required to conduct end of the month inventories
was by far the most frequently given cause for delays in
mailing accounting source documents to NAFAS . This problem
was most heavily reported by MCAS activity managers, partic-
ularly those who carry large inventories but have a minimum
number of trained personnel on hand to assist in end of the
month stock verifications. In addition to the sheer volume
of items that must be inventoried at the end of each account-
ing month, added delays are caused by the requirement to
reconcile discrepancies between on hand stocks and local
accounting records. In some instances, resolving these dis-
crepancies requires a substantial amount of investigation,
backtracking, and contributes to further delays in completing
the inventory.
As indicated above, the second most frequently cited
reason for delays in the submission of accounting source
documents were bottlenecks in the flow of paperwork at the
field activity itself. These bottlenecks occur for a variety
of reasons and appear to be most acute at installations where
the accounting source documents of several local activities
are funneled through a single accountant, bookkeeper, or
Central Accounting Office. At installations where the ac-
counting function is centralized, delays in the submission




1. The corresponding failure of one or more activity
managers to submit accounting source documents on time.
2. The discovery of errors in accounting source documents,
which requires that they be sent back to their originating
activity for correction.
3. Logistics problems associated with transporting source
documents back and forth between the originating activity and
central accounting office.
4. An end of the month surge in workloading which is
typically placed on accounting personnel in attempting to
process the source documents of several activities.
Regardless of whether or not local accounting functions
are centralized, paperwork bottlenecks occur for a variety
of other reasons . Among them is the previously mentioned
problem of inventory balancing, which causes the submission
of source documents to be delayed. At other installations,
there is either no bank on base or banking hours are such
that corresponding delays are experienced in the preparation
and submission of bank deposit slips and the Daily Activity
Record Summary (DARS). At remote installations, delays are
sometimes caused by the infrequency of outgoing mail runs.
Lastly, a few survey participants reported that the submis-
sion of accounting source documents to NAFAS was purposely
withheld at the end of the accounting month until local




The third most commonly cited reason for delays in the
submission of end of the month accounting reports was a lack
of depth and/or quality in local staffing. The following
are representative of the types of staffing problems that
were identified:
1. As previously mentioned, operational staffing levels
at some activities do not support the rapid completion of
end of the month inventories and therefore contribute to
corresponding delays in source document submission.
2. At some installations, operations are so small that
a single individual is responsible for all functions within
the activity, including purchasing, receiving, selling, and
bookkeeping. In these situations, source documents are
completed and forwarded as soon as time permits.
3. At some activities, local accounting is performed by
part-time, outside bookkeepers. Whether or not source
documents are submitted in a timely manner depends largely on
how seriously the bookkeeper views the urgency of his or her
submission.
4. For individual activities with full-time bookkeepers
or accountants , accounting source documents are rarely
delayed for administrative reasons. When occurring, delays
are normally the result of an illness or turnover in
bookkeepers
.
5. As previously mentioned, when the accounting functions
of several activities are consolidated, delays in submission
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of accounting source documents are sometimes caused by the
fact that centralized staffs are too small to handle end of
the month surges in workloading.
6
.
High turnover rates and the corresponding requirement
to retrain new personnel recurringly cause delays in the
submission of accounting source documents at remotely located
installations
.
The fourth most frequently cited reason for delays in the
submission of accounting source documents to NAFAS was whether
or not the end of the accounting month happens to fall on a
weekend or holiday. Obviously, this adds to the number of
calendar days beyond the end of the month reporting period
that are required to get accounting source documents into the
mail, since holidays and weekends are normally non-working
days.
Although the primary causes for mailing delays have been
separately examined and discussed in the above paragraphs,
it is not uncommon for some field activities to experience
more than one of these problems at the same time. When this
happens, delays in forwarding accounting source documents
to NAFAS are compounded.
As shown in Exhibit III-3, question number three of the
author's survey was divided into three parts (A through C)
.
In preceding sections of this study, responses to Part A
were quantified and statistically analyzed to determine the
percentage number of all field managers that are required
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to meet with their Commanding Officers or immediate superiors
following the end of each accounting period to discuss the
financial status of their activity. In Part C of this ques-
tion, those managers who had reported that they were not
required to meet with their superiors following the end of
each accounting period were asked to specify the alternative
frequency with which they do meet with them. The three most






These responses were surprising to the author, shed
additional light on the actual periodicity with which field
activity managers meet with their superiors, and revealed
previously unforeseen weaknesses in the wording of Part A
to question number three. In constructing this question,
the author assumed that those managers who met with their
superiors on a monthly or more frequent basis would auto-
matically select a "Yes" response to Part A. Based on the
narrative responses which they provided in Part C, their
failure to do so appears to have been attributable to either
of the following reasons:
1. They simply misread the question.
2. Although they are actually required to meet with
their superiors on a monthly or more frequent basis, scheduled
meetings are not necessarily keyed to the end of the account-
ing period. Instead, they are keyed to other events such as
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the ultimate arrival of accounting reports from NAFAS
,
Recreation Council Meetings, luncheons, or they merely result
from a frequent, informal, and ongoing dialogue between the
manager and his superior.
Whatever the reason, the failure of field activity managers
to respond in the intended manner to question number three
significantly distorted the data shown in Exhibit 111-12 and
the author's previously conducted analysis of that exhibit.
It should be recalled that the author expressed surprise in
the low number (between 51 .
6
and 63.5 percent) of field activ-
ity managers that were required to meet with their superiors
following the end of each accounting period. The narrative
responses that were provided in Part C of question number
three largely explain why this number was so low.
Had they responded in the intended manner, 57 additional
managers would have chosen* a "Yes" response to Part A of
question number three, and there would have correspondingly
been 57 fewer "No" responses. This would have elevated the
number of "Yes" responses contained in Exhibit 111-12 to 212
(vice 155) and would have lowered the number of "No" respon-
ses to 57 (vice 114) . The impact of these changes is signif-
icant and leads to the upwardly revised statistical prediction
that/ in reality, between 73.9 and 83.7 percent of all field
activity managers are required to meet with their superiors
following the end of each accounting period.
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In the opinion of the author, responses to Part C of
question number three served to dramatically underscore the
importance of soliciting narrative commentary from those who
participated in the field survey. In this instance, the
amplifying remarks of participating managers identified
important differences in their interpretations of question
number three and prompted the revision of previously given
statistical estimates concerning the number of field activity
managers that actually meet with their Commanding Officers
following the end of each accounting period. This was the
only instance in which the author was required to revise
previously given statistical estimates based on supplemental
narrative responses.
In question number four of the author's survey, field
activity managers were asked to provide amplifying remarks
to explain the reasoning behind their pro forma responses
to this question, which addressed the impact that delays in
receipt of NAFAS accounting reports have had on their
usefulness. The most frequently given reasons for selecting
their responses are discussed in the next two paragraphs.
However, prior to reviewing them, it should first be men-
tioned that nearly all field activity managers were clearly
in agreement on two things. First, delays in the receipt of
NAFAS accounting reports are always undesirable . Secondly,
because of delays, nearly all managers find it necessary to
prepare and maintain local accounting records and internal
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reports in one form or another to complement the financial
statements that are prepared by NAFAS . Many of them believe
that they simply cannot afford to wait until NAFAS provides
them with financial statements to determine how well their
activity has performed during the previous accounting period.
As previously indicated in the author's analysis of
Exhibit 111-15, a statistical majority of all field activity
managers believe that NAFAS accounting reports are extremely
useful despite the fact that delays in their receipt cause
many of them to maintain local accounting records that par-
allel those provided by NAFAS. From their amplifying remarks,
the most frequently given reasons for this were:
1. The financial statements provided by NAFAS enable
managers to verify the accuracy of locally maintained records.
2. Individual sections of the financial statements pro-
vided by NAFAS conveniently complement the financial state-
ments and analyses that are generated locally. To this end,
the self-sufficiency information that is provided in RCAS




The accounting statements provided by NAFAS serve as
an aid in preparing budgets for the following fiscal year.
This belief was predominantely supported by RCAS activity
managers
.
In responding to question number four, managers who
indicated that the usefulness of NAFAS accounting reports was
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either partially, greatly, or wholly diminished by delays in
their receipt shared, with varying levels of intensity, the
following beliefs:
1. Delays either partially, greatly, or wholly diminish
the usefulness of NAFAS accounting reports because they
require that parallel accounting records be maintained at the
local level
.
2. Because they are required to prepare their own finan-
cial statements anyway, these same managers believe that
NAFAS accounting reports are both redundant and unnecessary
because they provide little or no information that they don't
already know or couldn't develop by themselves if they choose
to do so
.
Narrative responses to question number four were surpris-
ing to the author because they appeared to dramatically contra-
dict previously analyzed pro forma responses to question
number five (Exhibit 11-29), in which a decisive majority of
managers had indicated that delays in MCAS and RCAS print-
outs do not cause additional accounting and bookkeeping
efforts at the local level. It was difficult to comprehend
why so many managers report that delays in the receipt of
NAFAS printouts do not cause additional accounting and book-
keeping efforts when many of them were concurrently citing
the requirement to maintain local accounting records as a
result of those delays. The reasons for this paradox are
largely explained in the narrative responses to question
number five which are examined in the next paragraph.
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In question number five, field activity managers were
asked to provide amplifying remarks to further identify why
delays in the receipt of NAFAS accounting reports either do
or do not contribute to additional accounting and bookkeeping
efforts at the field activity level that would otherwise not
be required if the reports were received in a more timely
manner. Invariably, managers who believed that delays do
contribute to additional accounting and bookkeeping efforts
cited the requirement to produce local accounting documents
and reports to satisfy either their own or their Commanding
Officer's requirement to persistently stay on top of the
financial status of their activity. Whether speci-fically
stated or implied in their comments, the overriding belief
of those who rendered a "yes" response to question number
five was that certain locally prepared accounting documents
could be eliminated if NAFAS accounting reports were received
in a more timely manner. In contrast, the following expe-
riences were the most prevalent among the majority of managers
who did not believe that delays in NAFAS accounting reports
contribute to additional accounting and bookkeeping
requirements
:
1. For many managers and/or their Commanding Officers,
tracking and analyzing the financial status of their activi-
ties is a matter of ongoing "real-time" concern throughout
the accounting period. Therefore, the requirement to prepare
and maintain local accounting documents would not be
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eliminated even if delays in the receipt of NAFAS accounting
reports could be substantially reduced. Several managers
cited the requirement to prepare weekly and even daily "flash"
status reports to their superiors, including end of the month
profit and loss statements.
2. For many managers, the preparation of local accounting
documents does not appear to be a burdensome or time consum-
ing task, which may explain why so many of them believe that
delays in accounting reports do not cause increased accounting
and bookkeeping requirements.
3. For some managers, delays in the receipt of NAFAS
accounting reports generate no additional bookkeeping require-
ments at all. This situation was reported by managers of
small or highly solvent activities, managers who are not
pressured to report the financial status of their activity
to higher authority, and managers activities which have
typically experienced minimal delays in the mailing and
turnaround of accounting source documents to and from NAFAS
.
In question number seven of the author's survey, managers
who had reported reductions in workloading as a result of the
implementation of centralized accounting and banking pro-
cedures were asked to specify the number of man hours that
had been saved at their activity. MCAS managers reported a
total savings of 198 man hours per day (or 24.75 billets)
while RCAS activity managers reported a total savings of 158
man hours oer dav (or 19.75 billets) . The combined savings
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for both MCAS and RCAS activities was 356 man hours per day,
which equates to 17 8 man hours per week, or 92,560 man hours
per year.
It should be emphasized that the manhour savings enum-
erated in the preceding paragraph represents the reported
savings of only 40 percent of the entire population of all
MCAS and RCAS activities. As shown in Exhibit 111-35, a
total of 275 managers out of the worldwide population of 695
responded to question number seven. From Exhibit 111-35, it
should also be noted that a sizeable portion (16.0 percent)
of those managers who responded to the author's survey were
not sure as to whether or not the implementation of the MCAS
and RCAS have reduced the number of accounting personnel at
their activities. Accordingly, in reviewing the manhour
reductions that were reported in the preceding paragraph, it
should be kept in mind that a large portion of the worldwide
population of all field activity managers is not accounted
for. Although there is no way of substantiating such a
claim, the actual manhour savings experienced by all field
activities could easily be two to three times greater than
that reported above.
In the opinion of the author, the specific manhour savings
reported in their responses to question number seven reiterated
the importance of having requested amplifying information
from survey participants. Based solely on their pro forma
responses to question number seven, (Exhibit 111-35) , the
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author was originally led to believe that reductions in the
number of accounting personnel due to the implementation of
the MCAS and RCAS were negligible because of the low percent-
age of field activity managers who had reported general man-
power savings. However, this approach masked the fact that,
for those activities who did report manpower savings in
question number seven, the savings were substantial. Based
on the specific man hour savings cited above, the following
would appear to be true
:
1. Personnel reductions caused by the implementation of
the MCAS and RCAS are substantial when stated in terms of the
number of manhours per year that are actually saved.
2. Personnel reductions that have been achieved are not
distributed evenly among all MCAS and RCAS field activities.
Instead, a few activities have collectively experienced sub-
stantial manpower savings while a majority of field activ-
ities have experienced none. In general most savings have
occurred at activities where accounting function was large
or locally centralized to begin with.
In question number eight of the author's survey, field
activity managers were asked to identify the most frequent
causes for errors in MCAS and RCAS accounting reports. The
purpose of this question was to determine whether or not
field activity managers would attribute most errors to the
local preparation of accounting source documents or to
accounting errors made by NAFAS . Nearly all managers who
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responded to this question agreed that errors in NAFAS
accounting reports were attributable to undetected input
errors in the submission of local source documents. These
errors were typically credited to local keypunch errors,
transcribing errors, or other forms of human error such as
simply using the wrong account numbers when completing
source documents.
In question number nine of the field survey, managers were
asked to briefly amplify their thoughts concerning the extent
to which MCAS and RCAS printouts have assisted them in the
financial planning and management of their activities. As
shown in Exhibit 111-18, a decided majority of managers
reported that MCAS and RCAS printouts were highly practical
and useful in planning and managing the finances of their
activities. Among this majority, managers were overwhelmingly
consistent in their belief that NAFAS printouts provide an
excellent historical tool for planning future budgets. This
opinion was repeatedly rendered by MCAS and RCAS activity
managers alike. The two other most frequently cited reasons
for the usefulness of NAFAS accounting reports generally fell
into the following response categories:
1. Managers found specific subsections of NAFAS account-
ing reports to be extremely beneficial. MCAS managers were
variously impressed by inventory turnover and cost of goods
sold calculations. RCAS managers expressed satisfaction with





2. Other managers held that the primary value of the
printouts is that they enable them to quickly review and
analyze a large amount of data in capsular form and, in so
doing, enables them to detect and correct adverse trends
within their activity.
The decidedly small minority of managers who reported
that NAFAS printouts were of little or no practical value in
responding to question number nine reiterated the themes:
1. NAFAS printouts are of little or no practical value
because too much time elapses between the end of the account-
ing period and their eventual receipt from NAFAS.
2. Because of these delays, locally prepared accounting
statements serve as the primary basis for local financial
analyses
.
In previous sections of this study, the various account-
ing reports which are produced by NAFAS were described in
detail. In question number ten of the author's survey,
field activity managers were given the opportunity to specify
which reports or sections thereof they considered to be the
least worthwhile. The purpose of this question was to enable
NAFAS to assess whether or not certain reports should be
modified to better accommodate the analytical needs of field
activity managers.
Of the 218 managers who responded to question number ten,
148 (68 percent) stated that all sections of NAFAS ' s account-
ing reports are worthwhile
.
RCAS activity managers were
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nearly unanimous in this belief. Conversely, nearly all
criticism was provided by MCAS activity managers, who repeat-
edly expressed dissatisfaction for the year-to-date compara-
tive analysis section of the MCAS operations statement. The
basis for their dissatisfaction is discussed in the following
paragraph.
In part B of question number 11, field activity managers
were invited to specifically comment on the usefulness of the
Fund Solvency section of the MCAS Balance Sheet and Compara-
tive Analysis Section of the MCAS Operations statement. As
previously shown in Exhibit 111-19, approximately two thirds
of those MCAS activity managers who responded to the survey
vouched for the usefulness of these subsections of the MCAS
reporting system while approximately one-third reported that
they were not useful. In their narrative responses to ques-
tion number 11, MCAS managers were remarkably consistent in
reiterating the same virtues and liabilities that were
previously cited in their narrative responses to question
number ten. Those who found the Fund Solvency Section and
Year to Date Comparative Analysis Section to be useful
analytical tools repeatedly cited their value in preparing
budgets and the fact that these sections allowed them to
quickly ascertain the financial status of their activity.
Those who did not find them to be useful most frequently
rendered the following criticism:
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1. The Year-to-Date Comparative Analysis Section is
neither useful nor fair because it attempts to compare the
performance of all clubs against a uniform set of ideal
operating standards. Many managers emphasized the fact that
there are simply too many environmental differences between
clubs to realistically quantify the way they should operate .
Examples of these differences included the location of the
club, size of client population, size of facility, local wage
scales and many other uncontrollable variables.
2. Several managers reported disillusionment with the
Comparative Analysis Section because of the arrow symbols
(described in Chapter Two) that flag the requirement for
"management attention" whenever an account has an unfavorable
variance. Most managers who were disenchanted with this
feature cited the tendency of their Commanding Officer or
immediate superior to overreact to any unfavorable variances
which were recorded in NAFAS ' s printouts, even though the
operating standard for a particular account was, in the




A few managers argued against the usefulness of the
Fund Solvency section of the MCAS balance sheet because they
either didn't understand what it was supposed to be telling
them, they were capable of computing it themselves, or
simply didn't find much practical use for it.
In Part 3 of question number 12, RCAS activity managers
were similarly asked to provide narrative comments concerning
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the usefulness of the self-sufficiency information provided
in RCAS accounting reports. As shown in Exhibit 111-20,
which summarizes their responses to Part A of the same ques-
tion, managers were nearly unanimous in the fundamental belief
that the self-sufficiency information produced by NAFAS serves
as a useful financial management tool within their respective
organizations. The most frequently given reasons for the
usefulness of activity self-sufficiency information were that
it:
1. Provides immediate visibility to developing trends,
positive or otherwise, within their organization. Enables
managers to take prompt action to correct undesirable trends.
2. Enables managers to separately assess each department
or program within their activity.
3
.
Provides a valuable benchmark for setting goals
within their activity.
Like their MCAS counterparts, RCAS managers were consist-
ent in their narrative responses to question number ten and
12. Again, their beliefs and attitudes toward NAFAS account-
ing reports were noticeably more positive than those of MCAS
managers
.
In the previous section of this study, it was purposely
noted that the pro forma responses of RCAS managers were
visibly more positive than MCAS managers. In the opinion of
the author, narrative responses to questions ten through 12
reveal one of the major causes for their differing attitudes
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toward the centralized accounting products and services pro-
vided by NAFAS. On the one hand, RCAS managers generally
believe that the formatting of RCAS accounting reports is
simple, practical, non-threatening, and constructively
tailored to fit cheir management needs. On the other hand,
a large number of MCAS managers were clearly disenchanted
with the expressed opposition to the basic formatting of
MCAS reports, especially the Comparative Analysis Section of
the MCAS Operations Statement, which many of them considered
an unrealistic and sometimes counterproductive financial tool.
In question number 13, field activity managers were asked
to describe their two greatest frustrations with the Navy's
centralized accounting system, excluding delays in the receipt
of NAFAS accounting reports. The purpose of this question
was to provide still another forum for identifying problems
associated with centralized accounting procedures and to
compare responses to this question with others which were
previously provided in the survey. In descending order of
their occurrence, the following were the three most frequently
reported grievances of field activity managers:
1. Correcting accounting errors once they have been
introduced into the centralized accounting system.
2. Inadequacy of training support and technical documenta-
tion associated with the centralized accounting system.




In conveying their foremost frustrations with the central-
ized NAT accounting system, field activity managers were
asked to exclude delays in the receipt of NAFAS accounting
reports because there was little doubt that this would have
been their most frequently reported grievance. Despite the
fact that they were asked to exclude the problem of mailing
delays, many managers chose to ignore the author's guidance
and reported this as their number one grievance. In the
opinion of the author, this served to reinforce how strongly
some managers feel about the problems created by delays in
the receipt of accounting reports from NAFAS.
As shown above, the inability to get accounting errors
corrected in a timely manner was the most frequently cited
grievance among managers who conformed to the author's
guidance. It is worth noting that this problem is also
related to the larger problems of mailing delays and was
most frequently addressed by managers of overseas activities
where mail deliveries and telephone communications with NAFAS
are less than optimal. Where accounting reports arrive
between three to five weeks following the end of the account-
ing period with errors in them, it sometimes takes several
accounting periods to get these errors corrected. Some
managers stated that, despite their ability to communicate
with NAFAS by telephone, delays in getting accounting errors
resolved were unacceptably long.
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The second most frequently cited grievance of field
activity managers was the inadequacy of training support and
technical documentation which accompany the centralized
accounting system. This problem was most frequently reported
by activities where the turnover in managers, accounting per-
sonnel, or bookkeepers is unusually high and an ongoing
requirement exists to train new personnel. Several managers
reported that they themselves had experienced difficulty in
gaining an awareness and understanding of all the rules and
underlying reasons for currently existing accounting procedures
because a comprehensive knowledge of the centralized account-
ing system necessarily involves an awareness of many account-
ing publications, including all previously published change
transmittals to them. To this end, several managers reported
delays in the receipt and occasional non-receipt of critical
change transmittals to important accounting publications.
The problems of training support and technical documentation
are discussed in depth in the author's subsequent analysis
of the narrative responses to question number 21 of the field
survey, which specifically addressed this issue.
The third most frequently reported frustration with the
centralized accounting system was the previously discussed
grievance among MCAS managers toward the non-validity and
lack of value of the comparative analysis section of the
MCAS Operations Statement. Having already discussed this
problem at length, there is no need to reiterate it here
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other than to say that MCAS managers were remarkably per-
sistent in communicating their beliefs on this subject.
As shown in Exhibit III-3, question number 14 of the
field survey was divided into three separate parts. Responses
to Part Q, which queried field activity managers as to whether
or not centralized banking procedures have reduced administra-
tive workloading at the field activity level, were pre-
viously analyzed and discussed in conjunction with Exhibits
111-36 through 111-38 in the preceding section of this chapter
In Part B of this question, managers who had reported that
administrative workloading had been reduced at their activ-
ities through the implementation of centralized banking
procedures were asked to approximate the percentage reduction
in workloading that had been achieved. In Part C, these
same managers were asked to cite some of the tangible improve-
ments which they had observed. Their narrative responses to
Parts 3 and C of this question are summarized as follows:
1. The average percentage reduction in workloading
reported by those managers who have observed reductions in
workloading at their activities subsequent to the implementa-
tion of centralized banking procedures was 9.68 percent.
2. Almost unanimously, the primary reason for reporting
a reduction in workloading was that, under the centralized
banking system, field activity accounting personnel are no
longer required to reconcile local bank statements on a
monthly basis since this is automatically done for them by




Given the fact that centralized banking procedures have
eliminated the requirement for field activity personnel to
reconcile their own local bank accounts, the author was sur-
prised by the large number of managers who responded to Part
A of question number 14 by reporting that there has been no
significant change in administrative workloading at their
activities. The reasons for responding the way they did are
partially explained by their narrative responses to question
number 16, which are discussed in the following paragraph.
In question number 16, field activity managers were
asked to provide a brief narrative description of what they
believed to be the greatest deficiencies and/or frustrations
associated with centralized banking procedures. Of the 193
narrative responses that were provided to this question, 8 4
managers (43.5 percent) stated that they had no frustrations
whatsoever with the centralized banking procedures that are
presently in place. The remainder of the managers who res-
ponded to this question emphasized the following deficiencies
and frustrations with current banking procedures:
1. The length of time that is required for cancelled
checks to be returned to the field activity is, in many
instances, inordinately long. Many activities reported
that it sometimes takes several months for cancelled checks
which have been written by them to clear the banking system
and be returned to their command. In the meantime, they are
"left in the dark" as to the status of these checks, which
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becomes especially critical when non-payment is alleged by
vendors.
2. Check replacement and stop payment procedures were
the second most frequently reported deficiencies of the
centralized banking system. When a check is incorrectly
written at the local level and/or stop payment procedures
are initiated for any reason, a replacement check cannot be
drawn until authorization is received from NAFAS . Respond-
ing managers variously reported that it can take two to six




The third most frequently reported frustration with
centralized banking procedures was that the underlying
motives for the central banking system itself serve as a
major disincentive for thriving field activities to improve
their local earnings. Many managers voiced strong opposition
to the fact that they were not allowed to reinvest the
interest earnings on their own profits in a manner that would
allow their own activities to directly benefit from their
personal management initiatives. Instead, as described in
the preceding chapter of this study, all profits are pooled
in the central bank, invested by NMPC 65, then redistributed
to activities with the greatest need. Several managers stated
the belief that this process has the combined affect of dis-
couraging good managers and sustaining bad ones.
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In the opinion of the author, the above grievances par-
tially explain why, in selecting their answer to question four-
teen, so many managers reported that there had been no
significant change in administrative workloading since the im-
plementation of centralized banking procedures at their
activities. Based on their responses, it would appear that
the timesavings which are achieved by not having to reconcile
their own bank accounts are either partially or wholly offset
by the disadvantages of not knowing the status of outstanding
checks for extended periods of time and the absence of local
authority to issue replacement checks.
Narrative responses to question number 16 clearly revealed
that, for many managers, the loss of interest earnings due to
the centralized pooling of field activity profits is a highly
emotional issue which, in the opinion of the author, may have
influenced the way that many of them responded to Part A of
question number 14. In all probability, managers disliking the
basic, underlying motives for the centralized banking would
have experienced great difficulty in objectively evaluating
the administrative virtues of the system.
In question number 20 of the author's survey field activ-
ity managers were asked to identify the greatest deficiencies
and frustrations that they had experienced with the "Touch Pay"
payroll accounting system (TPS) . Of the 130 managers who
provided narrative responses to this question, 41 (31.5 percent)
stated that there were no deficiencies in the TPS. Among
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those managers who have experienced problems with the TPS , the
following were the most frequently mentioned frustrations and
grievances
:
1. When payroll errors occur, it is a difficult and time-
consuming process to get them corrected. According to many
managers, errors frequently occur whenever there is a change
in personnel status at their activity (such as new hires,
transfers, wage increases) which necessitates the forwarding
of an Employee Information Sheet (Exhibit 11-61) to the TPS.
In seme instances, errors in paychecks or the non-receipt of
paychecks occur merely because of the lead time required to
get new information into the system. In other instances,
errors were blamed on TPS personnel for failing to properly
keypunch new data into the system.
2
.
The second largest category of complaints were prob-
lems associated with telephone communications between the
field activity and the TPS. Many managers reported frequently
that they were either interrupted or that the system was fre-
quently busy when attempts were made to access it. This
problem was especially common to activities located outside
of the continental United States.
3. The third most frequently mentioned grievance with
the TPS is that it generates excessive paperwork, both on the
input and output side of the system. Several users alleged
that the transmission of payroll accounting information
requires a significant amount of administrative maintenance
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and preparation, including the continuous flow of Employee
Information Sheets to the TPS. Many of these same individuals
also alleged that the output reports from the TPS provide more
information than is either required or desired for local man-
agement purposes
.
4. Both separately and as an adjunct to previously men-
tioned grievances, many managers complained of the inherent
information lag and mailing delays associated with the TPS.
Several reported the late receipt of paychecks following
holidays and failure of the system to keep pace with requested
changes to the TPS data base.
In objectively analyzing narrative remarks to question
number 20, two additional trends were observed. First, sev-
eral managers who presently like the TPS reported that they
had experienced significant problems when the system was
initially installed at their activity. Like many new systems,
a substantial "learning curve" had to be overcome by system
users. Since the TPS is relatively new at many activities,
some of the problems that were cited in the survey may well
be only temporary in nature. Another important trend is that
several managers readily admitted that their current griev-
ances toward the TPS stem from the fact that, prior to the
implementation of the TPS, automated payroll accounting sys-
tems were already installed at their activities. Several of
these managers claimed that the TPS has proven inferior to
the demonstrated capabilities of their own local systems and
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questioned the value of having to abandon them in favor of a
less reliable system.
In question number 21, field activity managers who found
fault with training support and technical documentation pro-
vided by NAFAS and NAVCOMPT were asked to provide narrative,
amplifying remarks concerning the perceived inadequacies of
current training programs and publications which govern the
centralized accounting, banking, and payroll systems. As
shown in Exhibit 111-23, one-fourth of all managers who
responded to the survey reported that the training support
and technical documentation provided NAFAS and NAVCOMPT were
inadequate. In their narrative responses, the most fre-
quently reported deficiencies were:
1. Accounting manuals and instructions, especially
NAVSO P-3520, are difficult to understand and badly outdated.
2. Accounting guidance is highly fragmented and scattered
over too many publications.
3. Training assistance visits are infrequently provided
and fail to keep pace with the rapid turnover in management
and bookkeeping personnel at many activities.
4. Due to local funding constraints, many activities are
not able to send key management the formal management courses
that are offered at NAFAS headquarters at Patuxent River,
Maryland.
Regarding the above problems, several field activity man-
agers stated that ambiguities in current accounting guidance,
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especially that which governs payroll accounting and person-
nel matters, have necessitated frequent phone calls to NAFAS
and heavy reliance on supplemental notices and bulletins
which are periodically authored by NAFAS. Several managers
also maintained that current accounting doctrine needs to
be updated to reflect current accounting procedures, then
consolidated into one manual, and more clearly defined through
the use of additional and concise graphic illustrations.
As for training support, several individuals discussed
the combined frustrations of not being able to attend the
formal management courses offered by NAFAS, the infrequency
of training and assistance visits, and the absence of local
training manuals or an understandable accounting handbook to
assist them in their own program of self-instruction. Many
of those expressed the desire to independently gain a better
understanding of the "underlying theory, doctrine, and account-
ing reports associated with the centralized accounting, bank-
ing, and payroll systems stated that inadequate training
materials were not made available to them.
Prior to concluding discussion of question number 21,
it should be mentioned that, during the course of thesis
research, the author also became frustrated by the inad-
equacies and discontinuities in current NAF accounting
documentation. In bringing this problem to the attention of
NAFAS officials, the author was advised that the Navy's





was in the process of being revised and
updated. Additionally, the author was provided with a series
of newly developed, self-paced training courses by the Navy
Special Services Administrative Activity (NSSAA) , which
greatly facilitated the author's understanding of centralized
accounting and banking procedures. The author was advised
that all field activities would eventually be provided with
these newly developed, self-paced courses, which were being
developed in recognition of the fact that training materials
for the centralized accounting and banking systems required
improvement.
In question number 22 of the author's survey, field
activity managers were asked to provide amplifying remarks
describing the specific ways in which management flexibility
has been altered as a result of the implementation of central-
ized accounting, banking, and payroll systems at their
activities. In the same question, they were also asked to
state whether or not they would be better off if decentralized
accounting, banking, or payroll services were reinstituted
at their activities.
As shown in Exhibit 111-44, 33.2 percent of all field
activity managers who responded to Part A of question number
22 indicated that management flexibility had either signif-
icantly or slightly increased as a result of the implementation
of centralized accounting, banking, and payroll procedures
at their activities. In keeping with their responses to Part
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A of this question, narrative comments provided in response
to Parts B and C were equally positive. In responding to
Part B, managers most frequently cited the following reasons
for the increased management flexibility that has resulted




The services provided by NAFAS have reduced the need
for them to become totally involved in the details of local
accounting and banking. This has allowed them more time to
concentrate on program management rather than detailed fiscal
management within their activities.
2 The accounting reports which are produced by NAFAS
provide, in concentrated form, a substantial amount of
financial management information which field activity man-
agers would either have to develop themselves or do without.
Many managers lauded the comprehensive manner in which NAFAS
accounting reports allow them to perform trend analyses and
budget planning in much less time than if similar reports
had to be locally constructed.
Of the relatively small minority (16.6 percent) of man-
agers who reported that the centralized accounting, banking,
and payroll systems have reduced management flexibility at
their activities, the following grievances were most fre-
quently claimed:
1. Several managers reiterated their strong opposition
to the loss of interest earnings on their own profits by
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claiming that they had much more flexibility in managing
their activities when they were free to locally reinvest their
own earnings.
2. A few managers claimed that the concurrent requirement
to support the centralized accounting, banking, and payroll
systems in addition to ongoing local accounting requirements
has added to their workloading and, therefore, reduced local
management flexibility. To this end, many of these same
individuals made it a point to single out the TPS as the most
timeconsuming, unwanted system that detracts from local
management flexibility.
In part C of question number 22, field activity managers
were asked if they ^avored a return to decentralized account-
ing, banking, and payroll systems. Of the 177 managers who
responded to this question, 125 (70.6 percent) stated that
they were not in favor of reinstituting decentralized systems
at their activities because it would increase local work-
loading, increase overhead costs, and because many of them
believe that the current system adequately services their
financial management needs. Managers who were in favor of
reinstituting decentralized accounting, banking, and/or
payroll procedures rendered the following opinions:
1. Eighteen managers stated that a return to decentralized
accounting, banking, and payroll procedures would eliminate
unnecessary duplicate accounting, allow for instantaneous
corrections of accounting errors, and/or provide the same
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financial management information in a shorter amount of time
and at a lesser cost.
2. Thirteen managers stated that they had no qualms with
the centralized accounting and banking system, but strongly
favored a return to decentralized payroll accounting procedures
Those who responded in this manner typically stated that either
the mechanical or automated payroll systems that they were




Eleven managers stated that they were in favor of
returning to decentralized systems because they were better
off when they were able to control and reinvest the interest
earnings on their own profits.
4. Three managers stated that they were in favor of
retaining the centralized accounting system but preferred
decentralized banking and payroll systems.
5. One manager favored the reinstitution of decentralized
accounting and payroll systems and continuation of the cen-
tralized banking system.
6. Six managers stated that they were either unsure about
their beliefs on this subject or indicated that a shift back
to decentralized systems would probably not have a dramatic
affect on their current operations, one way or another.
In questions number 24 and 25 of the author's survey,
field activity managers were asked to provide information
concerning their prior experiences with decentralized
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accounting, banking, and payroll procedures and to indicate
the number of personnel who are currently assigned to account-
ing, banking, and payroll functions within their activities.
Unfortunately, responses to these questions were so perfunc-
tory that they had to be omitted from this analysis. Perhaps
the most plausible explanation for the poor responses to these
questions is that the author's survey was simply too lengthy
and many managers become impatient in completing it.
Despite disappointing responses to question number 24,
the experience levels of survey participants can be analyzed
using information provided in the "Activity Data Section"
of each questionnaire. Of the 217 persons who participated
in the survey, 214 identified their rank (or rating level)
and 213 identified the number of years that they have served
as field activity managers. A summary of their relative
seniority and experience levels is provided in Appendix I.
3ased on the information contained in Appendix I, the follow-
ing statements can be made:
1. Of the 214 managers who identified their rank (or
rating level) , 155 (72 percent) were either Naval Officers
or no lower than a GS-9 on the United States Civil Service
grading scale.
2. Of the 213 managers who identified the number of
years which they have served as field activity managers,
147 (69 percent) have served at their activities for less
than six years, while 105 managers (49 percent) have served
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at their activities for less than three years. Conversely,
only 3 5 managers (16 percent) reported having served as field
activity managers for ten years or more.
In the opinion of the author, the above statements bring
out two important points concerning the experience levels of
survey participants. First, a substantial majority of survey
participants, were mid-level to senior grade managers. Sec-
ondly, despite their seniority, the length of time that many
of them have actually spent as field activity managers is
relatively short. Both of these points should be taken into
consideration when evaluating the data contained in this
survey. In the opinion of the author, the latter of these
findings leads to the following conclusions:
1. Turnover among field activity managers, both civilian
and military, appears to be high.
2. In responding to several questions in the author's
survey, it would appear that many managers were forced to
rely on the second-hand experiences of their fellow employees
(e.g., bookkeepers and accountants) in making judgements
about the currently installed accounting, banking, and pay-
roll systems. This is especially true of questions in which
participating managers were asked to compare the relative
effectiveness of current, centralized systems with previously
used decentralized methods of accounting. Given the relatively
short amount of time that many of them have served in their
current positions, it would not have been possible for them
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to have personally observed the transition from decentralized
to centralized systems unless they had previously worked in
another "NAF-related" capacity.
In concluding this chapter, it should be re-emphasized
that the purpose of this section has been to subjectively
quantify the narrative comments of field activity managers
in an attempt to gain a better understanding of the underlying
reasons for the structured, pro forma responses contained in
Section D. As shown, there were some instances in which
narrative comments of field activity managers served to
dramatically alter previously developed statistical conclusions,
Obvious differences in the manner in which field activity
managers interpreted certain questions were also brought to
light.
In developing this analysis, a conscientious effort has
been made to fairly represent the most prominent concerns and
beliefs of MCAS and RCAS field activity managers. While it is
recognized that the approach that has been taken in this
section is lacking in statistical and scientific purity, the
author found the narrative comments of survey participants too
valuable to omit them from this study. As a minimum, it is
hoped that the contents of this section will serve to stimulate
further research into problems which appear to be common to




A. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT FINDINGS
The purpose of this section is to summarize what are
considered by the author to be the most significant findings
of this study. In the following section of this chapter,
these findings are compared with the conflicting, a priori
statements that were made at the onset of this study by the
author's fellow students, field activity managers and senior
NAF officials. They are also used as the basis for the
author's conclusions and recommendations concerning various
aspects of the Navy's centralized NAF accounting, banking,
and payroll systems.
In the opinion of the author, the most significant find-




The accounting products and services provided by
NAFAS complement local accounting efforts but are by no means
a self-contained, substitutable alternative for them .
2. The greatest frustrations which field activity man-
agers have with the centralized accounting system are the
inherent delays associated with the receipt of NAFAS account-
ing reports following the end of each accounting period and
,
when occurring, the long lead time that is required to correct
accounting errors . Due to time and distance factors, overseas




Despite delays in their receipt and occasional account-
ing errors, the products and services that are provided by
NAFAS are considered by most managers to be extremely accurate
and valuable financial management tools .
4 On the whole, RCAS managers are more positive in their
attitudes toward the centralized accounting system than their
MCAS counterparts .
5 Although a majority of managers believe that the
training support and technical documentation associated with
the centralized accounting system is adequate, there is a
demonstrated need for improvement in this area .
6. The implementation of centralized accounting procedures
has either greatlv or partially reduced local bookkeeping
requirements at a majority of field activities .
7 Despite reductions in workloading at a majority of
activities, actual personnel reductions have occurred at a
small percentage of reporting activities .
8. Despite the collective grievances that field activity
managers have expressed for the centralized NAF accounting
system, a decided majority of them do not favor a return to
an exclusively decentralized accounting system .
In the opinion of the author, the above findings are
fully supported by the previously discussed narrative and
pro forma responses of those managers who participated in the
field survey. For a variety of reasons, field activity
managers cannot exclusively rely on the centralized NAF
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accounting system to service their local accounting needs.
In the case of overseas activities, mailing delays alone
prevent this from happening. In the case of many other
activities, management preference and/or the marginal sol-
vency of the activity itself dictates a "real-time" require-
ment to track the exact accounting status of the activities'
operations on a day-to-day or week-to-week basis. Managers
and/or Commanding Officers believe that they simply cannot
wait two to four weeks into the next accounting period to
identify and take corrective actions on financially adverse
developments within their activity.
Although the accounting products and services provided
by NAFAS are not a self-contained, substitutable alternative
for local accounting efforts, a decided majority of managers
believe that they provide valuable, supplementary financial
management information which assists them in managing their
operations. If for no other reason, NAFAS accounting reports
are considered valuable by many managers because they pro-
vide an excellent tool with which to verify the accuracy of
local accounting information. Furthermore, many managers
like them because they provide concisely packaged, historical
accounting information that not only allows them to rapidly
gain additional insights into the problems of their activities,
but also serves as an important aid in the budget planning
process. Despite delays in their receipt, NAFAS accounting
reports appear to have a useful and highly meaningful purpose
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in those areas of field activity management and accounting
that are not particularly time sensitive.
The fact that RCAS activity managers have a more positive
attitude toward the centralized NAF accounting system than
iMCAS managers was thoroughly discussed in Chapter III of this
study. As indicated, attitudinal differences between RCAS
and MCAS managers are primarily driven by the fact that, in
general, RCAS managers believe that NAFAS accounting reports
provide a fairer and more meaningful representation of the
actual financial status of their activities than their MCAS
counterparts
.
In their narrative responses, MCAS managers expressed a
highly discernible dislike for the Comparative Analysis Sec-
tion of the MCAS Operations Statement, which many view as
unfair measure of the true performance of their activities.
Whereas RCAS activity managers are assigned variable perform-
ance (self-sufficiency) targets based on the size and geo-
graphic location of their facilities, MCAS managers are
measured against common performance standards that are
prescribed at the headquarters level. These standards fail
to adequately account for important environmental differences
among activities such as local wage scales, commercial
competition, and the size of the local military population
whose patronage is being solicited. Another grievance among
MCAS managers is that the formatting of the Comparative
Analysis Section fails to identify a reasonable range of
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performance tolerances, draws attention to only the negative
trends in local operations, and lends itself to misinterpreta-
tion by local Commanding Officers.
The need to improve the training support and technical
documentation associated with the centralized NAF accounting
system is based on the author's own experiences, interviews
with field activity managers, and the fact that 25 percent
of all field activity managers who responded to question
number 21 of the author's survey indicated that these areas
were inadequate. As discussed in Chapter I of this study,
the basic terminology and definitions which govern the NAF
flow process as a whole are largely understandardized and
perpetuate confusion as to their real meaning. In addition
to this, developing a clear understanding of both the NAF
flow process as a whole and the centralized NAF accounting
system is made even more difficult by the fact that current
doctrine is spread out over a variety of publications, instruc-
tions, notices and bulletins.
In their narrative responses to the field survey, managers
who found the technical support associated with the central-
ized NAF accounting system to be inadequate echoed the author's
personal belief that the supporting documentation associated
with centralized NAF accounting system was too fragmented and
lacking in a sufficient number of clear, self-explanatory
illustrations. In this regard, the Navy's Accounting Handbook
(NAVSO-P 3 520) was frequently singled out as having too many
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"gray areas" that necessitate heavy reliance on NAFAS or other
managers in initially developing a complete understanding of
the NAP accounting system.
As for training support, many managers lauded the profes-
sionalism and helpfulness of the training assistance visits
provided by the Navy Special Services Administrative Activity
(NSSAA) and the formal management courses that are offered at
NAFAS headquarters. However, as discussed in Chapter III,
local funding constraints prevent many activities from sending
key personnel to the formal management course at NAFAS head-
quarters and the frequency of training assistance visits fails
to keep pace with the rapid turnover of personnel at many
activities. In the opinion of the author, this situation
further underscores the need to consolidate and explicitly
document the technical details of centralized accounting
procedures in a manner which is more readily understandable
and accessible to neophyte users of the system.
Responses to question number 23 of the field survey
revealed yet another important weakness in the technical
documentation and training support which are currently pro-
vided to field activity managers. In their responses to this
question, many managers indicated that their knowledge of the
mission and goals of NAFAS and other aspects of the Navy's
overall NAF flow process was limited. That few managers
reported having a thorough, conceptual knowledge of the Navy's
NAF flow process as a whole was of little or no surprise to
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the author who, during the course of thesis research, found
no published document that singularly tied the whole process
together in a simplified and readily digestable form. In
the opinion of the author, field activity managers should, in
order to be the effective functionaries of a much larger
process, have a much better understanding for the underlying
reasons behind the systems and procedures that they are
required to support. Current documentation leaves substantial
room for improvement in this area.
That the implementation of centralized accounting procedures
has reduced workloading at a majority of field activities was
demonstrated in Chapter III. Also shown was the fact that,
while actual personnel reductions have been achieved by only
a small percentage of reporting activities, total manhour
savings have been fairly impressive. The importance of these
findings is two-fold. First, reductions in workloading caused
by the implementation of centralized accounting procedures
do not necessarily lead to corresponding reductions in
personnel. Accordingly, reductions in workloading cannot be
simply measured by the number of jobs that have been
eliminated. Secondly, the affects which the centralized ac-
counting system have had on personnel costs should be meas-
ured in terms of the total, system-wide manhour savings that
have been achieved and not based on the number of activities
that have experienced reductions . This is because manhour
savings are not uniformly distributed over all activities.
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In general, most real personnel reductions have occurred at
installations whose accounting functions were large and/or
locally centralized to begin with.
In Chapter III it was also shown that, despite the
grievances which they individually or collectively have for
the centralized accounting system, a decided majority of field
activity managers were not in favor of reverting to a purely
decentralized mode of operation. Several managers did not
favor such a move because they believed that it would require
the hiring of additional accounting personnel and would in-
crease overhead costs. Others stated that they had never
been exposed to anything but the current, centralized system
and were highly satisfied with the products and services
which they are receiving. In nearly every instance, the
minority of individuals who favored a return to decentralized
procedures did so because of their current inability to re-
invest their own interest earnings on local profits and mail-
ing delays associated with receipt of monthly accounting
statements
.
In the foregoing paragraphs, significant findings have
been discussed as if the centralized NAF accounting system
were totally unrelated to the centralized banking system. In
reality, these systems are so closely interrelated that they
are actually subsystems of a combined, centralized "accounting
and banking" system. In many instances, findings which apply
to one system also apply to the other. For example, mailing
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delays are congruent in both systems since monthly banking
statements are contained in the monthly accounting statements
provided by NAFAS
. Despite their close interrelationship,
certain findings are unique to each system. In the opinion of
the author, the following were the most important findings
that were uniquely associated with the centralized banking
system:
1. Field activity managers are evenly divided as to
whether or not centralized banking procedures have reduced
workloading at their activities.
2. In many instances, stop payments and check clearing
procedures take an inordinately long time which substantially
lowers user satisfaction with the system.
3. Many field activity managers believe that the central-
ized pooling of interest income on local profits serves as a




Although the centralized banking system has produced
substantial earnings on behalf of Navy morale, welfare, and
recreation programs, additional earnings could potentially be
achieved through the use of "state-of-art" electronic cash
transfer systems.
Based on narrative survey responses, the author believes
that the first two findings are related. While many managers
believe that centralized banking procedures slightly reduce
(by less than 10 percent) workloading at their activities,
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an equally large number reported no noticeable improvements.
In many instances, those who reported the latter expressed
frustration with the inconveniences and uncertainties of the
check clearing process, a lack of timeliness associated with
stop payment procedures, and the absence of local authority
to issue replacements for voided checks without the approval
of NAFAS. As previously discussed in Chapter III, it would
appear that the economies which are achieved by not having to
reconcile bank statements locally are either partially or
wholly offset by these inconveniences.
The dissatisfaction which many managers have for the
centralized pooling of field activity profits was thoroughly
discussed in Chapter III of this study. As previously men-
tioned, the centralized pooling and redistribution of interest
income on local profits serves as a disincentive to profitable
managers because of their inability to locally reinvest their
own earnings. If they are already earning a profit, there
is little or no reward for achieving even greater profits
through skilled management and operational efficiency. Con-
versely, unprofitable managers are provided little or no in-
centive for improving the financial position of their
activities because they are either consciously or unconsciously
aware that earnings from the centralized profit pool can be
made available to keep their operations going. To verify
whether or not field activity managers are justified in their
thinking on this subject would require additional research
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that is beyond the scope of this study. Rightly or wrongly,
many managers who participated in the field survey maintain
these views.
The fourth and final finding associated with the central-
ized banking system was discovered by the author while visiting
NAFAS headquarters in April, 1981. As described in Chapter II
and clearly illustrated in Exhibit 11-11, current banking
procedures require that MWR field activities deposit all cash
receipts into their local bank on a daily basis and forward
both their Daily Activity Record Summaries (DARS) and bank
deposit slips to NAFAS. These deposits remain in local bank
accounts until the deposit slips and DARS are received and
processed by NAFAS and a depository transfer check is initiated
by the First National Bank of St. Louis. Depending on the
frequency of outgoing mail deliveries and the geographic loca-
tion of each activity, the transfer of local deposits into
the central bank can take several days. Meanwhile, monies
which are deposited locally are drawing interest at a lower
rate than they otherwise would be if their transfer into the
central bank and subsequent reinvestment could be accelerated.
Based on discussions with NAFAS employees and fellow students
of the Naval Postgraduate School, the accelerated transfer of
deposits could be attained through the use of modern, elec-
tronic, cash transfer systems. In the opinion of the author,
alternative methods for accelerating the flow of deposits into
the First National Bank of St. Louis should be investigated.
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In concluding this section, significant findings asso-
ciated with the "Touch Pay" payroll accounting system (TPS)
are discussed. In the opinion of the author, the most impor-
tant findings were:
1. For those activities where the TPS is currently
installed, a majority of managers believe that it has substan-
tially reduced the clerical burdens of payroll accounting,
particularly year-end W-2 form preparation.
2. Although a majority of managers believe that the TPS
has reduced the clerical burdens of payroll accounting, there
are many who also believe that the paperwork associated with
the system could be further reduced. To this end, several
managers alleged that they are currently receiving more out-




The most common grievances that field activity man-
agers have for the TPS are getting errors corrected within
the system and poor telephone communications between their
activities and the TPS.
As described in Chapter II, the TPS produces a series of
payroll reports and paychecks for nearly 20,000 NAF employees
on a bi-weekly basis. It provides for the central collection
of all employee benefits, makes automatic deductions for FICA,
FUTA, and Federal and State Income Tax withholdings, and is
programmed to automatically conform to DOD wage policy
guidelines. Given the sccpe, complexity, and newness of the
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system, it is not surprising that some activities are
presently experiencing technical or procedural problems in
adjusting to an entirely new way of doing business. That a
majority of managers are already finding satisfaction with the
system is, in the opinion of the author, a positive indica-
tion that the system itself and the current TPS implementation
strategy are effective and will more than likely improve as
the program matures.
B. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As outlined at the beginning of Chapter III, the under-
lying motives for this study evolved from two entirely dif-
ferent views concerning the efficiency and effectiveness of
the centralized accounting, banking, and payroll systems that
are operated and/or supported by NAFAS . On the one hand
,
senior NAP officials generously lauded the many accomplish-




Generated substantial sums of money for additional
investments in Navy morale, welfare, and recreation programs .
2 Provided a much needed cash control element in the
NAF flow process .
3 Significantly reduced the workloading of field activ-
ity bookkeepers by systematically removing various aspects of





4. Provided greater flexibility and more meaningful
financial management information to system's users .
On the other hand, fellow students at the Naval Postgrad-
uate School (with prior experience in NAF accounting) verbally
alleged that:
1. Because of the time delays associated with their
receipt, field activity managers derive little or no practical
value from the monthly financial statements that are provided
by NAFAS.
2. Late receipt of NAFAS accounting products causes a
duplication of effort at the field activity level . Managers
must concurrently support local demands for financial manage-
ment and accounting information while feeding accounting source
documents into NAFAS. Accordingly, workloading has actually
increased and not decreased as a result of centralizing the
NAF accounting, banking, and payroll processes .
3
.
Centralized accounting and banking procedures are
especially frustrating to overseas activities due to mail
delays and/or to activities that are not conveniently located
near a banking facility.
4 When occurring, errors in the centralized accounting
and banking system take a long time to correct .
5 Because of inadequate training support, technical
documentation, and/or their sheer dislike for the accounting
information that is provided by NAFAS, many local commanders
and field activity managers do not fully understand or make
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use of all of the financial management information which is
provided to them by NAFAS on a monthly basis .
In the paragraphs that follow, specific conclusions con-
cerning the centralized accounting, banking, and payroll sys-
tems are developed and compared with the conflicting views
that gave birth to this study. Additionally, recommendations
are made by the author as possible improvements to these
centralized NAP systems and procedures that are currently in
place.
1. The first major conclusion of this study is that,
despite the best intentions and efforts by NAFAS to provide
timely accounting services to field activities, additional
improvements are needed . Fellow students of the Naval Post-
graduate School were correct in alleging that mailing delays
are frustrating to many field activity users and that they
diminish both the efficiency and effectiveness of the ser-
vices provided by NAFAS . In the opinion of the author, the
following improvements should be technically and economically
evaluated as possible short term and long term solutions to
the more timely delivery of accounting information to field
activities
:
1 . Short term improvements
:
a. For overseas activities, end of the month account-
ing reports should be transmitted via radio teletype message .
If need be, an abbreviated format should be used.
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b. For activities located in the continental United
States, use of express mail deliveries should be evaluated.
2. Long term improvements:
a. All MWR field activities should be linked to
NAFAS through some form of modern teleprocessing . For over-
seas activities, the use of satellite links should be
investigated.
In the opinion of the author, the substitution of distribu-
tive teleprocessing for postal deliveries warrants serious
evaluation. Under such a system, each field activity would
be provided with a remote, interactive computer terminal and
printer for the purpose of inputting accounting source data
directly into NAFAS on a "real-time" basis and receiving back
a variety of financial management information and accounting
reports could be electronically transmitted to each field
activity on request. An arrangement such as this could be
made to fully service the immediate accounting needs of field
activity managers while eliminating the requirement to manually
process and mail thousands of accounting source documents and
reports on an annual basis. It is common knowledge that, over
the past ten years, the costs of computer technology have
dramatically declined through commercial competition. In the
opinion of the author, now is the time to begin evaluating
state-of-the-art teleprocessing systems in terms of their
current and projected costs and potential benefits to the
centralized NAF accounting system. In so doing, all costs
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that would be eliminated by teleprocessing should be factored
into such an analysis. As a minimum, these would include
current costs of paper, envelopes, and the salaries of NAFAS
personnel that would no longer be required (e.g., clerks, key-
punch operators, etc.).
2 . The second major conclusion of this study is that, in
one form or another, duplicate accounting and financial report-
ing are "fact-of-lif e occurrences" at most field activities .
In proclaiming the various accomplishments of the centralized
accounting system, senior NAF officials should keep this in
mind. Conversely, the increased administrative burdens that
duplicate accounting and reporting have actually placed on
field activity managers do not appear to be as dramatic or
cumbersome as the author was initially led to believe by
fellow students of the Naval Postgraduate School.
As discussed in previous sections of this study, require-
ments for duplicate accounting tend to be disproportionately
blamed on the delayed receipt of NAFAS accounting reports
following the end of each accounting period. In many instances,
local management preferences and needs play an equally impor-
tant or even greater role in the generation of duplicate ac-
counting information. Again, the author's recommended
solution to this problem is to install "real time," distribu-
tive teleprocessing at each MWR field activity to enable
managers to input into and draw upon a single set of accounting
source data and to further enable them to call up their own,
self-structured accounting reports as frequently as they desire.
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3. The third major conclusion of this study is that
fellow students of the Naval Postgraduate School were incor-
rect in alleging that delays in the receipt of monthly finan-
cial statements from NAFAS cause field activity managers to
derive little or no practical value from them . Although the
overall efficiency and effectiveness of NAFAS products and
services are diminished by mailing delays, a decided majority
of field activity managers agree that a substantial amount of
valuable, supplementary financial management information is
still obtainable from the monthly financial statements.
Specifically, NAFAS accounting reports provide managers with
an excellent tool for verifying locally developed accounting
information, gaining additional insights into the problems





The fourth major conclusion of this study is that
there is substantial room for improvement in the training
support and technical documentation that are currently being
made available to field activity managers . To improve this
situation, it is strongly recommended that all publications,
instructions, notices, and memoranda that now govern the
financial management and accounting of Navy morale, welfare,
and recreation activities be concurrently reviewed and updated
by NAFAS, NSSAA, and the Office of the Navy Comptroller (NAV-
COiMPT) to:
a. Ensure consistency of terms and definitions.
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b. Eliminate as many unnecessary documents as pos-
sible through consolidation.
c. Ensure that current policies and procedures are
accurately and understandably set forth in writing. Wherever
possible, visual aids such as diagrams and flow charts should
be used to clearly illustrate organizational responsibilities
and accounting procedures.
d. Explain the mission and purpose of the Navy's NAF
flow process, including the sources and uses of Non-appropria-
ted funds, the organization and mission of NAFAS and NMPC-65,
and the philosophy behind and dollar benefits derived from
centralized accounting, banking, and payroll systems. To
this end, an expanded version of Chapter II of this study
would provide an excellent tutorial for field activity man-
agers who are relatively new in their jobs.
As discussed in Chapter III, senior NAF officials are
already aware of the need to pursue the above recommendations,
As of this writing, the Navy's accounting handbook, Non-
appropriated Fund Accounting Procedures (NAVSO P-3520) , is
in the process of being revised and newly developed, self
paced training courses are being prepared and distributed by
the Navy Special Services Administrative Activity (NSSAA)
.
5 . The fifth major conclusion of this study is that the
Comparative Analysis Section of the MCAS Operations Statement
should be discarded and replaced with a reporting measure
that mere MCAS managers would be willing to use and support.
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In their narrative responses, a few survey participants sug-
gested that a more credible approach to measuring the perform-
ance of MCAS activities would be to compare the actual perform-
ance of each activity during the accounting period with its
approved budget for the same period. The theory behind this
approach is that each activity's approved budget is essentially
an approved operating standard that properly accounts for en-
vironmental differences between activities such as size,
location, competition, and other variables. The author con-
curs with the underlying philosophy and credibility of this
approach and recommends that it be used.
6
.
Despite contrary allegations by students of the Naval
Postgraduate School, the sixth major conclusion of this study
is that the implementation of centralized accounting, banking
,
and payroll systems has reduced workloading for a majority of
field activities and has reduced the total number of accounting
and bookkeeping personnel that are required to support field
activity operations as a whole . Although actual personnel
reductions have been concentrated in a small number of
activities (less than twenty percent of those surveyed) and
therefore have not been visible to most field activity man-
agers, substantial manhour savings have nevertheless been
achieved. Based on the narrative and pro forma responses of
most field activity managers, workloading and personnel
reductions that have been claimed by senior NAT officials
appear to be justified.
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7 . The seventh major conclusion of this study is that,
despite the impressive profits that are being generated
through the use of centralized/concentration banking procedures
,
further administrative and financial improvements should be
undertaken . While senior NAF officials claim that current
banking procedures have added a much needed cash control ele-
ment to the NAF flow process, many field activity managers
believe that the current system is administratively inefficient.
As demonstrated in their narrative survey responses, current
check clearing and stop payment procedures are considered by
many managers to be untimely, an unnecessary usurpation of
local authority, and tend to offset any advantages that are
achieved by not having to reconcile their own local bank
accounts. In the opinion of the author, NAFAS should investi-
gate these problems and identify potential solutions for them.
In this regard, the author believes that current procedures
for administering the central bank system may be overly
centralized relative to that which is actually required to
achieve an effective cash control element within the NAF flow
process. As a minimum, it is recommended that consideration
be given to authorizing field activity managers to initiate
stop payment and check replacement procedures without the
prior approval of NAFAS.
As discussed in the author's significant findings, poten-
tially larger earnings on field activity profits are believed
to be attainable through a more rapid transfer of cash from
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local banks into the central bank. Therefore, it is strongly
recommended that NAFAS investigate alternative cash transfer
methods whereby local bank deposits are automatically trans-
ferred into the central bank on the day of deposit or no later
than the day following deposit. In the opinion of the author,
prospects for the implementation of a more rapid cash transfer
system should be jointly reviewed with prospects for implement-
ing "real-time/' teleprocessing methods for accounting. There
is little doubt that their combined implementation would
greatly enhance both the efficiency and effectiveness of the
current accounting and banking systems . Whether or not they
are affordable is yet another matter.
8
.
The eighth major finding of this study is that diffi-
culties in correcting administrative errors are a problem with
all three centralized systems (e.g., accounting, banking,
payroll). In the opinion of the author, there is no singular
or simple solution to solving this problem other than to sug-
gest that NAFAS be consciously aware that the problem exists
and to investigate complaints associated with each system on
a case by case basis to determine what, if anything, can be
done to more rapidly correct errors that have occurred.
9 The ninth major conclusion of this study is that,
despite the individual and collective grievances that field
activity managers have for the centralized accounting, banking,
and payroll services that are provided by NAFAS, a majority of
them believe that these services provide increased management
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flexibility in their day to day operations . This conclusion
substantiates similar previous claims by senior NAF officials.
10. The tenth and final conclusion of this study is that
currently existing accounting, banking, and payroll procedures
are preferable to the decentralized methods that preceded
them. This view is unanimously supported by senior NAF offi-
cials and endorsed by a decided majority of field activity
managers. From a headquarters standpoint, current accounting,
banking, and payroll systems provide for standardized, manage-
able procedures that ensure systematic control over the collec-
tion, investment, and balanced redistribution of increased
NAF resources for the betterment of Navy MWR programs as a
whole. Despite the individual grievances that many managers
have for these systems, a majority believe that their basic
financial management needs are being adequately serviced and
that continuing with the present systems is preferable to an
increase in local overhead and personnel costs that would
likely occur in the event of a return to decentralized account-
ing, banking, and payroll procedures.
As stated in the author's significant findings, most
managers who favor a return to decentralized systems do so
because of their basic, philosophical disagreement over the
centralized pooling of interest income on field activity
profits. In so doing, their primary grievances with central-
ized accounting, banking, and payroll systems are not attribut-
able to specific shortcomings in the current products and
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services that are provided by NAFAS . Instead, their frustra-
tions are primarily directed toward Navy MWR policies as a
whole. In Section F of Chapter II, the author previewed the
need to segregate NAFAS-related problems from the grievances
that field activity managers might share for Navy-wide MWR
policies in general. Although included as a significant find-
ing in this study, it should be pointed out that senior NAF
officials are already well aware of the dissatisfaction that
some field activity managers have for the centralized pooling
of interest income and that the setting of this policy was
not originated by NAFAS. As previously described, this policy
was originated at the highest levels of the Navy in an attempt
to preserve current MWR services for Navy members while making
them less dependent on federally appropriated funds.
C. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Previously discussed findings, conclusions, and recommenda-
tions are believed by the author to have substantial, individ-
ual significance. However, their collective meaning is of
equal or greater importance to this study. In the opinion of
the author, the combined impact of previously stated findings
and conclusions gives rise to the following broader
conclusions
:
1. The accounting, banking, and payroll systems that are
operated or sponsored by NAFAS are far from perfect. However,
these systems and the procedures that govern them have
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collectively contributed to substantial improvements in the
Navy's NAP flow process in terms of increased revenues, man-
hour savings, standardization, and increased discipline in
the overall management of the Navy's NAF resources . From a
system-wide point of view, nearly all of the positive claims
that have been made by senior NAF officials regarding the
performance of these systems appear to be true, especially
when indexed against the decentralized management and invest-
ment methods that preceded them.
2
.
Environmental differences between various MWR field
activities are extremely important and should never be under-
estimated by senior NAF officials .
3. Within the resources that it commands, NAFAS has done
a reasonably good job in delivering the most timely, accurate,
and useful accounting, banking, and payroll information that
it can to field activity subscribers. However, the following
improvements are believed to be attainable with existing or
slightly greater resources:
a. Increased sensitivity to field activity problems
through the development of a formal feedback mechanism (e.g.,
simple reporting system) with which to monitor them.
b. A reformatting of MCAS reports to provide a more





Continued efforts to improve , then monitor the
training support and technical documentation that are provided
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to field activities. Although much of this responsibility
rests with NAVCOMPT and NSSAA, NAFAS is also a participant in
this process.
d. Improved communications with overseas activities
,
beginning with teletype communications as the first logical
alternative to current reliance on overseas mail deliveries.
e. Improved cash transfer methods between local banks
and the First National Bank of St. Louis .
f
.
A revised banking strategy that eliminates or
reduces field activity frustrations with stop payment and
cancelled check procedures . As a minimum, these problems
deserve a closer look.
4. In the absence of major, system-wide hardware con-
figuration changes, quantum improvements in the efficiency
of the accounting and banking services that are currently
provided by NAFAS should not be anticipated.
In concluding this study, it should be reemphasized that
the frequently disparate views of senior NAF officials and
field activity managers concerning the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of centralized NAF systems are largely the product
of their differing responsibilities and priorities within the
Navy's NAF flow process. Each group has its own expectations
and different methods for measuring the relative success or
failure of these systems. On the one hand, senior NAF offi-
cials are driven to viewing the Navy's centralized accounting,
banking, and payroll systems in collective terms by directing
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their primary focus of attention and efforts toward the
management, control, and generation of system-wide NAF
resources. The provision of timely and accurate accounting
and banking information to field activity managers is, in
reality, a subsidiary goal or by-product of the larger goal
to generate, invest, and redistribute these resources. As
such, it must be accomplished with minimum expense so that
the overall profitability goals of these systems will not be
dampened. From the field activity perspective, the system-
wide performance of the centralized accounting, banking, and
payroll systems is understandably subordinate to the more
immediate and pressing concerns for financial survivability
and what these systems can do in solving local, financial
management problems. Because of this, and the fact that field
activities collectively devote much of their time to support-
ing these systems, it is not surprising that they place a
high premium on the timely delivery of monthly financial
statements from NAFAS and view this as the primary reason
for the existence of NAFAS.
In all probability, it is unlikely that dramatic improve-
ments in the efficiency of the Navy's centralized NAF systems
can be achieved in the absence of significant start-up costs.
However, this likelihood should not lead senior NAF officials
to the predetermined conclusion that alternatives to presently
installed systems are not worth investigating. In the opinion
of the author, an analysis of available alternatives to
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currently installed systems should be the first logical
follow-on to this study and should include the prospects for
incremental, time-phased improvements as well as wholesale
changes
.
Whether or not dramatic improvements in centralized NAF
systems are economically attainable must logically be deter-
mined from objective, cost-benefit analysis. In suggesting
such an analysis, the author has by no means intended to imply
that immediate changes of any kind will be the automatic
outcome. However, it is firmly believed that properly con-
ducted analysis would at least serve the purpose of forcing
senior NAF officials to objectively evaluate the financial
tradeoff between costs and increased efficiency, and to for-
mally determine where their own priorities lie with respect
to providing improved accounting and banking services to MWR
field activities. Having done this, the results of such an
analysis should be formally communicated to field activity
managers , informing them of prospective improvements or
educating them in the economic realities that preclude such
improvements. In the opinion of the author, this approach
would not only enable senior NAF officials to formally express
an interest in field activity problems but would also lend
itself to further educating field activity managers in the
mission, objectives, and competing priorities within NAFAS





IiMPORTANT DEFINITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH NAVY
MORALE, WELFARE, AND RECREATION PROGRAMS
1. Morale, Welfare, and Recreation (MWR) Activities . Those
activities located on military installations or on prop-
erty controlled (by lease or other means) by a Military
Department or furnished by a DOD Contractor, which provide
for the comfort, pleasure, contentment, and mental and
physical improvement of authorized DOD personnel in terms
of providing recreational and free-time programs, self-
development programs, resale merchandise and services, or
general welfare. MWR activities may be funded wholly
with appropriated funds, primarily with non-appropriated
funds, or with any combination of appropriated and non-
appropriated funds. (Department of Defense Directive
1330.2 of 17 March 1978)
2. Morale, Welfare, and Recreation (MWR) Programs . Mission
support actions, purposely designed for the comfort.,
pleasure, contentment, and mental and physical well-being
of the service personnel, their dependents and other
authorized personnel. (Department of Defense Directive
13 30.2 of 17 March 197 8)
3
.
Sale/Resale of Merchandise and Services . Pertains to the
acquisition and resale of goods and services by MWR activ-
ities or concessionaires. Specifically excluded from this
definition are activity fees and charges. (Department of
Defense Directive 1330.2 of 17 March 1978)
4. Recreational Activities . Those activities involving all
approved forms of leisure and social functions including
both Recreation, Mess, and Club Activities. (Bureau of
Naval Personnel Instruction 1710.11 of 11 March 1974,
Navy Special Services Manual )
5
.
Recreation Funds . Recreation funds are nonappropriated
funds which are created to provide support for recrea-
tion programs and services. (Bureau of Naval Personnel
Instruction 1710.11 of 11 March 1974, Navy Special
Services Manual )
6. Special Services Programs . Special Services Program is
the term currently used in the Navy to identify the
program originally called "Welfare and Recreation." It
refers to the Recreation Program of the Navy. (Bureau of
Naval Personnel Instruction 1710.11 of 11 March 1974,





. Recreation activities are the
elements in the recreation program such as bowling, golf,
tennis, swimming, crafts, music, fishing, etc. (Bureau of
Naval Personnel Instruction 1710.11 of 11 March 1974,
Navy Special Services Manual )
8
.
Nonappropriated Fund Instrumentality (NAFI) . An integral
DOD organizational entity which performs a Government
function. It acts in its own name to provide or assist
other DOD organizations in providing morale, welfare, and
recreational programs for military personnel and authorized
civilians. It is established and maintained individually
or jointly by the heads of the DOD Components. As a fiscal
entity, it maintains custody of and control over its non-
appropriated funds. It is also responsible for the
exercise of reasonable care to prudently administer, safe-
guard, preserve, and maintain those appropriated fund
resources made available to carry out its function. With
its nonappropriated funds, it contributes to the morale,
welfare, and recreational programs of other authorized
organzizational entities when so authorized. It is not
incorporated under the laws of any State or the District
of Columbia and it enjoys the legal status of an instru-
mentality of the United States. (Department of Defense
Directive 1330.2 of 17 March 1978)
9. "MWR Field" Activities or "Field". Activities . Although
nowhere defined in formal doctrine, these terms are
typically used to describe all operational units or activ-
ities which are subordinate and external to headquarters
level operations. For the purposes of this study, the
term "MWR field activities" shall refer to all Non-
appropriated Fund Instrumentalities (NAFI'S) currently
participating in the centralized accounting, banking, and
payroll systems coordinated by the Nonappropriated Fund
Accounting System Section (NAFAS).
10. Recreation Fund Activities . This term has been developed
by the author and, for the purpose of this study, refers
to the management entity within a Navy Command which is
responsible for the administration, accounting and finan-
cial management of the local command recreation fund.
The reason for originating this descriptive title is
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RECREATION PROFIT, INCOME AND CASH STATISTICS
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AVERAGE DAILY CASH REPORTS - MCAS/RCAS
FY- 81
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SENIORITY AND EXPERIENCE LEVELS OF SURVEY PARTICIPANTS



















TOTALS 41 17 58
civilian goverictnt service ( gs ) and nonappropriated
?-:;:d employees (ua)
G5/US LEVELS MCAS RCAS TOTAL
5 4 4
6 6 6
7 • 9 1 10
8 1 1
9 19 12 31
10 3 5 8
11 23 18 41
12 16 15 31
13 7 8 15
14 2 2 4
TOTALS 90 61 151
FOREIGN CIVIL SERVANT 5
TOTAL NAVY, C-3/US, AND FOREIGN CIVIL SERVANTS .... 214
334

EXPERIENCE LEVELS CF SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
MCAS ACTIVITIES
YEARS SERVED AT FIELD ACTIVITY XUI43ER
L'es s than 1 19
1 - 2.9 55
3 - 5.9 26
6 - 9.9 17
10 or more years 20
RCAS ACTIVITIES
YEARS SERVED AT FIELD ACTIVITY NUMBER
Less than 1 - 5
1 - 2.9 26
3 - 5.9 16
6 - 9.9 H




YEARS SERVED AT FIELD ACTIVITY I'lUIOER
Less than 1 24
1 - 2.9 31
3 - 5.9 42
6-9.9 31
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